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The Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY, Dich. 195
EXT

‘Christmas
St

Hymn.

——

Calm ou the listening ear of night
Come heaven's melodious strains,

W here wild Judea stretches far
Her silver mantled plains.
Celestial choirs, from courts above,
- Shed sacred glories there;
And angels, with their sparkling lyres,

Make music on the air,
The answering hills of Palestine
Send back the glad reply;
And greet, from all their holy hights,
The dayspring from on high.

7

The Saviour now is born!
And bright on Bethlehem’s joyous plains

Breaks the first Christmas morn.
:
—E. H. Sears.

New

———

Correspondence,

York

tlh
@ es

HOW

Jackson's

favorite wath, which

English,

* which.

is

unusually

simple and clear, and shows if she wrote it

From heaven’s eternal King!

A

kept very busy in orgunizing and "drilling
new temperance brotherhoods in other cities
and ‘villages. His experience in ‘‘rganizing victory” in this cause is invaluable,
and gives confidence and light to’ men in
every place who feel called upon to see if
there are any laws or rights which rumsellers are bound to respect.
Dr. Talmage, of Brooklyn, is taken severely to task lor the profanity which would
be imputed to some of his language on the
Biblg and school question if he were not a
clergyman.
This is a paradox. Swearing
In the pulpit’ ought to be the most aggravated sort, I hope the Doctor will withdraw his pretensions to a clerical monopoly

herself, the possession

Light on thy hills, Jerusalem!

A

in all directions, and Mr. Colteris now

Moulton’s

Peace to the earth, good will to men,

ald

that other Christian champion in Brooklyn,
Oliver Cotter, is propagating its example

he certainly would not tolerate in a sinner.
The Nation eulogizes the qualityol Mrs.

Her silent groves of palm.

NEw York, Dec. 10, 1875.
AND WHY TWEED ESCAPED.

There is but one theory of the means by

at about 4, p. M. The warden aud keeper in
their story have given themselves but about
half an hour for the stay at the house, before Tweed was missed, leaving (wo hours
and a half to be accounted for before they
gave the alarm. Under every supposition,
their connivance is so evident that it seems
impossible for the Grand Jury now investigating it, to avoid indicting them.
:
As to the motive and extent of the conspiracy for Tweed's escape, there are two

theories;

but the simple one of a’ heavy

bribe to the two officers, does not find much

favor. It has always been believed that
Tweed's famous memorandum book contained the means to command his release
whenever he should be tired of the fight or
hopeless of legal escape. In fact, it could
hardly be otherwise. It is believed that the
still unscotched
politicians, whose ruin

Tweed held between his thumb and finger,
have had to keep themselves or allies,
through all the intricacies of nominations
and elections, in places where they could
*“ take care” of the fallen

boss, as a condi-

tion of his protection to themselves. Las:
week, with the granting of a “‘struck jury,”

the fight was virtually decided, and Tweed

. gave it up and called for his “passports,”
and they had to be furnished av all hazards,
for nothing could.be worse than the alternative he was able and ready to impose. I!
this Tweed ‘postulate’ is correct, it follows

that ‘Dunham and Hagan were but the tools

of more powerful men, and acted. under iiducements

and

assurances

*¥

The public will bo

of

protection.

3 to see if protection

fails them, and I fe@Psafe in predicting that
the public will not be rewarded by discovering anything of the sort.
After all, we are consoling ourselves, editorially and generally, with the reflection
that Tweed has paid a bigger debt to justice
than it had been thought possible to exact.
Certainly he has suffered much; more than

you or I would care to be able to imagine.
He has fallen far, and fallen low, and fallen

heavily. No nascent politician in this city,
at least, will be encouraged to peculation

by Tweed's example,

or will think of it

without something like a shudder at Tweed’s
fate. The facl is, the thing was altogether
too big. The ‘golden mean,” stealing
neither too little nor too much, is the way

‘of safety.

| Every one who heard or read
on the trial, must recognize
not only the femivine Lut
characteristics 2of the writer

TWO

CRUSADES.

Brooklyn ought to be a good field for contributions to the support ot Anthony Comstock’s Society for the Suppression of Vice,
aud

yesterday's

meeting

for

the

purpose

that

Brooklyn

is what

to rest,

immediately above

shat.”

Some

people,

the art.

pile of rocks. Two Austrian
to be transported by the comthat coun(ry, and placed upon
many other attractive features

are being arranged for.
The live stock and agricultural parts of
the Centennial exhibition, which for

a long

time seemed to be wholly eclipsed by the
other departments, have lately received
great care, and it is now evident thal they
will

furnish one of the most interesting

of

all the competitive exhibitions.
.
As the buildings approach completion,
the number visiting the grounds daily increase, and yesterday the muddy avenues’
were so thronged with foot passengers,
liveried vehicles, and persons on horseback,
that the Purk guards were kept exceedingly
busy. As a string of carriages about half a
wile in length were passing along, several
persons were heard to inquire where the

ing

the

stormy

waning in the

days,

the

least, as

interest

is

not

is attested

MONTREAL.

4mong you seem to be religious,

and

brid-

oot his tongue, this man’s religion ‘is

:

~ It would seem fram the reports that. affairs are in a bad fix in the city of . churehes. A very large number of laboring men
are out-of employ and in a starving condi- |

vin.’ n

|

The Examiner & Ohronicle believes that
‘ the people, without distinction of party,
will be intolerant of any effort to bring

movement, but they may do much to bring

upon the Churches compromised
abl

RL

108t

cn

at hand.

has been salistied

revival meetings, and
for real work and re.

The attention of the peo-

timate purpose of advancing his

Philadelphia Correspondence.
—

fessional reputation,

PO

PrILADELPHIA, Dec. 11th, 1875.
THE CENTENNIAL.

The Centennial Commission has presented to Congress a memorial setting forth the
acts of Congress, and the work already accomplished at Fairmount Park; also, the
amount

of reliable

and the amount

subscriptions received,

necessary to carry on the

work to the opening day.
subscriptions

one
eight

they state

hundred

and

hundred ‘and

The sum total of
to be

eighty-seven

five million

thousand

fifty dollars, while

the

amount required to bring the work forward
to the opening day, is nearly seven million
dollars, leaving

a deficiency of’ upwards ot

one and a half millions. They further set
forth, that it is justly argued that the exhi
bition should be supported by the people, as
far as possible, but that they have done as
well as could be expected, struggling as
they have been, against a remarkably prolonged financial depression. They claim
that the enterprise has arrived at a point
whence they can predict a splendid success.
Algo, that as it is the prevalent opinion that
the time has arrived when Congress may
justly and wisely assist in the movement,
and that their subscriptions have slackened
very much. They therefore pray that Congress appropriate to them one and a half
million dollars, with which to complete per-

fectly all their preparations, and open the
on the appointed day (May 10,
1876,) without debt, leaving the current
expenses thereafter (o be paid by receipts.
It is believed that a bill appropriating said
auiount will pass witbout doubt. A Congressional delegation will arrive io this city
next Friday evening, and visit the Centennial grounds on Saturday morning.
The
principal heads of government aré expect-

but

own

pro-

if the restrained,

murderous

wish in his heart

base when

in the house of his

makes

him

rival, ' that

character he retains everywhere,
even
when obeying affectionate impulses in “his
own home.
A change of his feeling to one
of sincere kindliness
towards the rival
whom he hates, would make no ‘difference
in the form of action, thoughit would requite a transformation of character in him-

that

** the

ex

ample is a bad one, and we trust no other
sect will ever imitate it.”
It also admits

that ‘* Mr,

Henderson

committed an in-

decorum” in his late allusion
dent, but thinks the
have shown a. higher

to the Presi-

President ‘‘ would
wisdom if he had

The Mosel

much damaged, being at a

was not

distance

from

the wharf. The people killed being mostly those on the wharf. A p.ssenger nam-

open

will

to

a

awaken

opposition than his recommendation
specting the schools.”

con-

more

re-

by Henry James, Jr. ; “Tales of the Arganauts,’”

etc., by Bret Harte; “Authors” (Vol. 16 of Little.
Classics”) Trowbridge’s “The Young Surveyor,”
Mrs. Diaz’ “ Story-book for Children,’ and four’

volumes of the dainty “ Vest Pocket” series,

co-workers in the present series of meetings
will bave a share jn the blame. Syste

case in which be bad concealed the dynam-bridge Prof.,“Word Pictures,” “Papa's Boy,”and’

others than Mr, Moody and his immediatematic, earnest, untiring work on ‘the part

lyn, N. Y.,

who is a native

attercpted

to

of Brook-

commit

suicide,

but"was taken charge of and examined.
He confessed that he had constructed a
ite provided with a clock work
meni to explode it in eight days,

arrangewhen in

of Christians far and near, in. the line of ‘mid-ocean,
direct, personal visitation and. appeal, to
induce those who are now without a trust
in Christ as their Saviour to come to him
in penitence and faith, is the urgent demand
:
of the hour,”
L]

The

Walchman

is

to

be

of the new consolidated
in Boston, meanwhile the

the

name

Baptist paper
‘Watchman &

Reflector referring to Mr. Murray's captious
spirit and
afraid are
expresses
selves, we

extreme fussiness, which we are
becoming chronic with him, thus
a part of its belief:
For ourbelieve the church never hade

He planned to land at Southampton himself. He wis occupied a fort-

uight in filling the case, working in one of
the most populous parts of Bremen,
The
police found at this place the evidences of
his work. His object was to obtain a large
insurance he had effected on goods he had

shipped.

er, dealing with the same

topic

says

that

*“ if by forbidding to teach religious tenets,
the President

means,

as

we

does mean, those doctrines,

suppose

he

which distin-

guish one religious denomination from another, the recommendation is wise. But if
he would bauish from the school-room such
religious truth as every child must know in
order to be a good citizen, than we bbject

decidedly to ‘it, as

tending

to

make

the

subjegt [ubsectarian public schools]

the injuries he inflicted on himself,ou Thursday.
Such an affair as this (ends to
strengthen one’s belief in total depravity,
-LAND SWINDLE.
A stupendous land swindle bus just come

to light in Missouri. Thisis the way of it.
Deeds to lands in Arkansas and Missouri

elected,

;

rule) jbe edified by this proposition,

one thing whose wages is not in

| reduced, and that is sin.

Sy

ersou’s essays.

D. Lbthrop & Co. publish a useful * History of

the $ewish Nation,” by E,

H. Palmer,

a Cam~

“Daily Mawnna;” and ‘Thompson, Brown & Co-,
issue an elocutionary work prepared by J.' D,’
Philbrick, Esq., and entitled “ American Union’

vst

ey

uf.

43

Poti

Speaker,”

«

NOTES.

5

It js said that Tenhyson wrote the famous,
song, * Come into the Garden,Maud,” fifty times ,
that

weeks’ labor.— :

six

him

and

shape,

present

its

took

it

before

“Locksley Hall” cost

M. Thiers ig’ engaged in writing 'his" philosophi=Morris’s trans]ation of the ¢ .Aneids of Virgil,”
as, following Chapman’s '‘* Iliads,” he phrases

his title, bas

is in fouttéen syHable * ‘couplets, or what is
know in the hynm-booas
ks'C. M., two lines ia
tions, the * Avhenzum?” declared that it knows
only of two,

paigning on the Oxus,” who accompanied Capt.
Young in his late Arctic expedition, 1s preparing an account of the voyage under the title of
‘ Under.the Northern Lights; the Cruise of the
Pandora to Peel’s Straight in Search of Sir John
Franklin’s papers.”—Myr. George Grove, the editor of Macmillan’s Magazine, has written a work

entitled * Palestine, Ancient and Modern.”—
Over 50,000 copies of Will Carleton’s * Farm
Ballads”

took

secretary.— Messrs. S. W. Partridge & Co. are
about to publish “Memorials of the Wesley Fam-

Court,

The work will include

ily,”’by G. J. Stevenson.

a genealogical table of the family and biographies

250 years, compiled

for

of its leading members

unpublished letters,

‘Washington Correspondence,
OO

WASHINGTON,

crippled union soldiers must

take

seat

girious of restoring

the’ franking

privilegein

a

somewhat modified form.
Mr. Blaine has introduced his constitutional
amendment, which is designed to free our,school
gystem
from
all sectarian
controll,
The
amendment is a wise one and ought to be adopted.
Mr. Morton has introduced to the Senate a
series of resolutions defining the powers of the

general government undey the constitution, and
limiting the doctrine of state sovereignty fo ils
original status.
When these resolutions shall
come up for action, we may expect a pretty
lively discussion.
Mr. Kerr has completed his

list of standing

Committees,

announced in a few days,

and they

and

then

will- adjourn over for the holidays,

stood that the ways und

means

have a majority of its members

will be

the

House

It is under~

committee will

anti-tariff men.

Under such a state df things, just

how the gov-

ernment is to.

revenues,

obtain

its

veeded

or

how the manufacturing and other industries are
-to be put intoa flourishing condi'ion does not ap-

pear.

A

Just at this time the House is engaged in cone
sidering a resolution having reference to the third
term. This is a bughear which bas frightened
many. Though some say General Grant coul
not carry a state if nominated, still the ghostof &
third term seriously troubles mapy democratsjand

republicans,

In the meantime the silent man

in the White House

pursues the even

his way and says nothing,

(enor of
’

After all, the people will settle this question of

whois to be the. next President, and should
certain

the justices
of-

a back

while this qu2si rebel party is in power.’ Bills
have been introduced to modify the present rates
of postage, especially upon newspapers.
There
is apparently a strong party in this Congress dc-

!

Cabinet

D. C., Dec. 15, 1875.

Congress is in a state of inactivity, excepting
$0 far as its action bas reference to the .ultimate
defeat or triumph of parties ia the contest of
1876.
Legislation is to be shaped with especial
reference to party success,
The democrats who are now in power, mean
it possible to ** hold the fort.” The Republicans
led by such capable and able leaders as Blaine,
and Garfield, are making a hard road for the
democracy to travel.
Mr. Fort, of Illinois, introduced a resolution declaring that, all things
being equal, the union soldiers shall have the
preference to all civil appointments,
This was
the demseratic
doctrine once, but now that
confederates constitute a majority in the democratic feld, the tables are turned, and the active
democracy came to the front on Mr, Forts ress
olution and voted it down,so that hereafter the

" CENTENNIAL.
States

private

former pastor, and for several years his

On Tuesday last the extensive shops of
the Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine

of the United

Brothers

&

Harper

sold.

been

carrying on of the preparations of ‘ Rise and
Fall of the Slave Power in America,” will be attended to by Rev. Samuel Hunt, Mr. Wilson’s

place.

FIRE.

The President and wife and

have

have issued & volume ot bis4 Farm Legends—
D. Lothrop«& Co. issue a widc-awake €hristmas
story, entitled ** A Christmas Time,” which will
prove popular with the young folks. ~The selection of the late Mr. Wilson’s biographer is
yet to be considered, but it is expected that the

on ah, ih,ABE

A large force of men was at work at the
time and 110 were killed.
The explosion
was caused by fire-damp.
PLYMOUTH CHURCH.
The examining Committee bave indorsed
the action of the church in dropping Mis.

there is

of r

that

most; récent,

the

ignoring

Mr. Cranch.—Mr. MacGahan, sufhior of * Came

Disasters seem to be the order of the day.
On Dec. 16,a frightful explosion in a coal’

mine, near Mons in Belgium

“transla. :

BEoglish

In speaking of previous

one,

chiefly from original and

:

and-

in England,

published

been

may soon be expected from Roberts Brothers, Tt

Co., were déstroyed by fire. Loss $500,We 000. Two persons were killed and sever

the least

of Bm.

tier’s * Snow Bound,” and {Wo volumes

ANOTHER EXPLOSION.

which

the
ident lays down.”” On. the proposition{to tax church property it adds: ‘Oar
Romapist fellow-citizens will not (as the

Whit-

‘ Evangeline,”

Longfellow’s

comprising

Thomson died from the effect of cal work entitled, “ Men and Matter .”—William

redudfion of wages-in these times,

be

From James R. Osgood & Co.,we bave‘‘Rocks

Abead) by W. R. Greg; * Roderick Hudson,”

ed Thompson,

der certain limitations,

Henderson, they will

tey; ‘ Going West,” by Oliver Optic; and’
‘ Brought to the Front,” by Elijah Kellogg.

plésbas been called to the subject of personal religion,
and now ‘*if. this harvest
tinie passes and they are still unsaved,

struction injurious “to himself and to the
country.” It-also believes that *¢ the President’s proposal to tax church property, un-

smothered his resentment and allowed Mr,

ihe

lishers issue * The Life and Adventures of a
Quaker among the Indians,” by Thomas C. Bite

were

The whole number killed

illustrated,

It is the well known hymn

mechanical and otherwise.
It is sent out in &
neat box, and sells for $3.60.
The same pub-

killed outright and twenty of those injdred
have since died.

They are both

showing great improvement over that one, both:

which was on the wharf, about to be put

and wounded is 200.

:

gift books,

by that name, and is put up ina style that bee
fits its excellent qualities. The former is a small
quarto volume, tn style like “ Bullads of Beauty,” published by the same houss last year, but

a terrible explosion of dynamite, concealed
in the baggage ol one of the passengers,

doubt; if they insist on a third term.
Many al injured.
&
:
Protestants will look as askance ds any
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION CONVENTION.
Catholics. They need not be afraid. It is
The convention kield in Chicago passed
a great subject, and will not be settled in a
resolutions
expressing the great need of the
day. .Butthe more we study it, the more
country
for
a more perfect ‘transportation
we arg constrained to feel that some modisystem. The plan of a national railway from
ficatioh of the present system must, before
the west to the Atlantic was recommenlong, become inevitable."
g
ded, also a system of deep water communi
re
cation from the great lakes to the Atlantic,
An exchange says that, amid the general by way of lake Champlain and canals.

Henderson to continue in the discharge of
the duties to which he had been called as
special counsel
in the whiskey cases.
However pure his motives in removing Mr.

God to Thee.”

latter beautifully so,

the port of Bremen, for New York,Dec. 12,

Sixty persons

=~

LeeodrBhepherd publish. two. preity

entitled *‘ Ballads of Home,” .and. * Nearer my

leave

schools just what he does not ‘wish them to
be—atheistic. The line between religions
self,
4
teaching and sectarian is as plain as a sun- “ Moulton’s name, but concede her the
It is no unusual experience for people who
beam.
We are a religious people. We are courtesy of a friendly counsel. Mr. Becchhave been considered strictly moral because a Christian people. And the attempts to er has asked for an advisory eounci! of Conof unblemished outward life to find that a neutralize the fact, or deny it, or to evade gregational ministers to determine. whether
controlling purpose to regard all duty, the duties arising from it, must be met on there is anything “wrong in the church’s
changes the whole moral ‘aspect of their the threshold and resisted to the end.”-—
order of discipline. He vindicates the past
characters, in their relations both to their The Independent knows all about it.
Tt and present action of Plymouth church and
Heavenly Father and their fellow men,even says that, as to the question of making it declares, that it will never be blotted from
when to others there appeared no need of the constitutional duty of the states to es- the ecclesiastal history of the time.
change in the outward conduct. ,
tablish and maintain public free schools, in
MEXICAN BORDER.
Ouly such a purpose, asabove specified, its opinion ‘‘ the Constitution is just right
A
despatch
from San Diego says there is
by the grace of God, formed and steadfast- as jv is, without any change.”
Also ‘¢ the
ly adhered to makes the ** moralist,” wheth- question whether church property shall be a large gachering of Mexicans along the borer within or without the church, a truly exempted or taxed, in common with all der line. There is probably either a raid
intended, or a revolution in lower Calimoral, i. e., virtuous person.
other property, is a very proper matter for
fornia. Many Sonoran revolutionists have
etl] A W—
consideration in a governor’s message, yet been driven into lower California.
quite out of place in a message of thePresi~ RAPID TRANSPORTATION,
Exchange Notes and Quotes. dent of U.S. It belongs exclusively to the
re
—
The following furnishes a good example
states, and with it neither the President nor
The publishers of the Christian Union
Congress has anything to do.” But it be- of the rapid transportation attained at presissue an exceptionally fine Christmas num- lieves that the Bible ought to be excluded ent,
Three freight cars containing $6,ber.
Among the attractions ave aChrist- just the same, and. that the church pioperty 000,000 worth of silk-worm eggs arrived in
mas Carol by Mrs. Mulock Craik, (from
ought to be taxed.——The Congregationa- New York, Dec. 16, They had come from
+ Songs of Our Youth”) set to music, and
list gracefully says that ‘* We believe that Hong Kong to San Francisco ia 23 days,
the first installment of a Christmas story
sooner ov later the devoutest, as well as and thence to New York in less than seven
by Mrs. Stowe. Speaking against Bishop
the wisest, lovers of their country will days, this being quicker than the mails are
Haven's nomination of Gen. Grant for a
The cargo is going to Italy.
come substantially to the platform on this carried.
third term, the Unton says

’

DYNAMITE EXPLOSION.

on board, (ook place.

Sunday-school Z'imes thinks that the

of the mere

Philadel
that now the tithe

sul§is

Ly them

suspicion and aversion.”

+

books “und may deal at greater length with sev~

eral of them hereafter:

that they

As the steamer Mosel was about to

Publications.

As a supplemént to the book review on the
6th page, and to be in season for the holidays,
we Announce the reception of the following new

can’t wait long, Some hungry men cleared
out a baker shop, saying they could not
starve. A commune bas been formed and
serious trouble is teared.
gs
;

up

religious denominations to the support of
political schemes.
Ecclesiastical nomiinatios can do nothing for a * third term’

and

by the “less higotiy, less stiffness, less coldness, have been, for years passed, forged. Agenattendance last evening, mearly 12,000 be- more of vital activity, and a stronger hold ‘cies have been established in the large
ing present.
CARLOs.
on the popular heart;
nor the preaching cities of this country and England.
The
successors, whatever politicians, of whatless of dryness and stupidity, nor more of land operated upon is owned by non-resiever parties they may be, we shall again go
the simple Gospel of Jesus,nor ever sought dents, and as many of the records were
on, ‘filling up the measure of our fathers.”
Character is Invisible.
10 apply itself more earnestly and wisely to destroyed during the late war, the: swinBut what a tremendous compliment all this
BY PROF. B. F. HAYES.
the actual conditions and circumstances of dlers have had full play. Deeds to over
outcry against a third term is to President
the times,”
twelve million acres of land have been sold,
Grant.
Of no other President since the
Morality depends not on the form of outall over this country and England, valued
first was it ever dreamed of! <The Daily ward action, but on the ruling purpose in
The President's
Bible-in-school para- at $30,000,000,
Witness had a remarkable article the other the soul. A physician may, from the imBOSTON POLITICS.
day, which indicates how strong is the se- pulse of natural affection, study symptoms graph leads the Unwversalist to say that
cret leaning of Christian men towards the with the utmost skill aud prescribe reme- ‘“ the endeavor lo apply the proposed
The municipal- election in Boston on
most Christian-like President we have ever dies with the greatest care, when the pa- amendment will soon show that the words, Tuesday resulted in the re-election of Mayhad. But the “third term scare” has about tient is a member of his own family. But ‘ He that is not for me is against me,’ or Cobb for a third term.
A very large
given up the ghost. There can be no such the apparent cure may be just the same have a much wider, a far more permeating vote was polled. A good board of Aiderworthy President men has been chosen.
thing, unless the people demand it, and no and the skill veceive no less praise when un- application, than our
The contest has
help for it if the people do demand it. At der the influence of professional pride, apd seems to imagine. The history of the race been an unusually exciting one this year.
all events, they will not surrender the power a desire to bring his rival under obligations is literally saturated with the religious ele- The victory has been for goud government
wisely left in the Constitution, to re-elect a to him, he gives gratuitous care to another ment. The nation can not treat it as * nul over a combination: of rings, and special
and void.” God can not be voted out of
President when they find it necessary.
physiciun to whom he is an enemy and the universe. No more can he be kept out and private interests, supported by both
parties. In Lowell, Salem and Worcester,
Vipr.
whotn he wishes were dead.
He exerts all
of the public school.”-——The N. Y. Observ- on the same day, republican Mayors were

his skill to save his enemy's lite with the ul-

New

tion. A erowd of 800 assembled. around

must have bread or work,

51

ficers and congressional delegation have
made a trip of investigation
“to Philadelphia.
‘

RS

le #— when (0 ¢4} nothing, and when it the city’ ball on Wednesday and called ‘for
the Mayor, who
to do all-in his
os anything to say it well. * any
If
man power to assist them, , The men say ‘they

in diameter, in the center of which jets will

play from a
gondolas are
missioners of
the lake, and

Number

Events of the Week.

it says,

Tideea, the older they grow,
the wider
their mouths open.’ A man or woman who

the sur-

THE MOODY AND SANKEY MEETINGS.
These have not heen so well attended,
owing to the inclethent weather, Ever since
Sunday the san has hid its face behind the
fence.
i
‘clouds, with the exception of yesterday afMr. Joscph J. Richards is about starting ternoen, and the contioual fall of rain has
a new paper, under the title of the .1meri- caused many who otherwise would
Lave atcan Age. Tt will be devoted to practical util- tended these meetings, to spend their time
ity, bit richly interlined with crisp religious at bome, Nevertheless,
thousands have
and moral reading, as a means of doing a each day found their way to the depot and
higher than material good.
listeved attentively to the singing of Mr.
Sankey
and the preaching of Mr. Moody.
Ww.
a
A THIRD TERM.
Some of his sermons this week have been!
Bishop Haven and the Methodist Sunday
considered the most earnest he has preached
School Convention on a third term, make a
bissing in the opposition papers like ared since being here; the owe of Thursday
hot iron thrust into a tub of water. 1 evening being specially impressive. Though
agree with the Bishop, so tar as to believe the mectings are not so well attended dur-

it ed also, and the Judges of the United States
‘oughtto be. The New York society has an Supreme Court have expressed their intenauxiliary, substantially, in Brooklyn, num- tion of accompanying the delegation.
A delegation of poultry exhibitors, who
bering 200 members, who pay $5 a year
each. The total expenses of the crusade were in the city on Thursday, asked, in beagainst obscene publications and manufac- half of that interest in Americaland Europe,
tures are $7,000, and a large and influential that they might have an exhibiting space of
meeting initiated a canvass to bring up the from five to six acres. They propose to
Brooklyn quota to par. Subscriptions by display at least five jhousand coops and
the year are in order from all.parts of the cages. They desire their exhibition to concountry, which are equally interested with tinue from May 15th until July 1st,
‘these cities. In fact, the work comes home
The exhibition of the Massachusetts school
to the case of every individual who bas a system will be very elaborate. ‘Four schools,
gave, evidence

which

her testimony
very distinctly
the individual
in every sen-

*¢ In medio tulissimus ibis” will exhibition

be the favorite legend for the coach panels
of our successful and respectable thievesin
the future.

mouth

“live sixty years without learning

face of the water, a fountuin basin forty feet

of a great gift. large funeral was going,

which Tweed elud: d his keepers, i. e., their
connivance. Thad is self evident, Ii Tweed
ever entered his house at all, at the close of that the iniquity of this pation toward the
the afternoon's drive—and on this point the negro and the Indian is not yet even full, nor
evidence of the watchman who saw the par- | its punishment either, and that under Grant's

ty enter the house, is not conclusive—il was

"The Golden ‘Rule utters a benediction

ver the man who ** knows enough to keep J

is a gabbler at forty-five is a dreadful aflicSunday dram-selling is another crusade that during the exhibitien. - In the center of
tidn to a house, or churéh, or a community.
gathers impetus.
The glorious work of this, brick arches are being erected upon
There ave ‘two bi “this age needs” to

of Andrew

On the blue depths of Galilee
There comes a holier calm,
And Sbaron waves, in solemn prase,
“ Glory to God!” the sounding skies
Loud with their anthems ring;

son or daughter, and according as this work respectively, of a large city, a smaller city,
Is trinmphantly or, feebly prosecuted, he is a village, and a sparsely settled rural hammore likely to feel it, or the want of it, and let, will each represent its own highest atto feel it more heavily, than if it were the tainmen(s under the old Commonwealth
insurance or non-insurance of his property school system.
Whi |
against fire.
Just, west of the Machinery Hall is a large
The legal war against lawless unlicensed and lake-bed, which is to be filled with water

92, 1875.
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" SAUL

REJECTED.

with disre spect for the will of Jehovah,
was uo error of judgment that Saul was

guilty of.
good

:

A,

HOWE,

the blessing ‘he was

rejected. »

Notes and Hints.

7

10—12. SAUL'S SiN A CAUSE OF GRIEF.
“It repenteth me that I have set up Saul to

be king.” (1) The Scriptures often repre‘sent God as subject to the experiences and
feelings of a man. Thus his anger is spok”
en of, his. weariness by reason of the vacillations of

his

servants, his taking offense,

bis change of mind

under golicitation, his

repentance, as when it is

saitl, ‘* It repent-

ed the Lord that he had made man on the
earth,and it grieved him at his heart.” Gen.

8:6.

«

~

Such language is figurative.

tears

The re-

pentance of God is, by his immutability,
.made impossible.
He sees the end from
the beginning; he has all wisdom and
power; how then could he fail in any-design or undertaking ? The change of God's
dealing with Saul, because ol a change in
the character of Saul, is what is meant by
the language of this,yerse. Tnat change
agrees with his immutable purpose to reject the -obstimately wicked trom his favor,
This is the reason assigned (or the ohange,
«s Wor he is turned back from following me,

selfishness and robbery.
took

was

clear? and left him no chance to err in the
knowledge of his duty. He was also particularly charged by Samuel to execute this
command to the letter. Verses 1—3. (38) The
duty required of him, judged by modern
standards, seems barbarois, but not by the
standards of that age. Saul did pot urge
pity us an excuse for his course.
He was
not governed by a desire to Jeep the spirit
of his instructions, and so overlooked the
letter of the command.
Hig was willful and

flagrant

disobedience.”

His heart

was re-

bellious. (4) This news grieved Samuel,
and, * He cried unto the Lord all night.”
He prayed for Suul, prayed that God would
not cast him off,prayed that God would try

him farther, prayed that God would pardon
his offense and that of Israel, involved with
him in this act. For they all had partaken
of the ¢* accursed thing,” and were themselyes accursed thereby, and devoted to the

fate of the accursed, like Achan of old. “It
was told Samuel, saying, Saul came to Car-

mel, and behold he set him up a place, and

is

gone

about, and

passed

down to Gilgal.”

on,

(1) Carmel

and

gone

is a city of

Judah, ten miles couth-east-of Hebron.
location was on the way to Amalek,

dwelt in the

118
who

south, over the border of Pal-

estine. It is now called Kurmel, thus showing how long a Bible name lingers in that

land.

(2) “Set

him

monument ;”' that

up

is,

a place;

of

his

rather a

victory

over

Amalek.
The Hebrew word denotes “a
hand,” but refersto a commemorative pillar or mounament;

for thus

the term

is de-

séribed in 2 Sam. 18:18. Gilgal was fifteen
miles from Ramah whergiSamuel dwelt.
18 —15. SauL
For His SiN.

GIVES

A FALsE

* And Samuel came

REasoN
to Saul,

at Giigal.
Aud Saul said unto him, Blessed be thou of the Lord.
[ have:performed
the commandment of the Lord.” (1) The
consciousness of guilt and the expectation
of censure are revealed in this haste to declare the command of the Lord tulfilled. In
addressing Samuel as he did,he used a com-

mon form
Ruth 3:10.

of

salutation.

Judges

The gladness of Saul

the

slimsy

enrich themselves, and only so far to sccure
things for a sacrifice as would screen their

(2) The commandment

Saul

off

A Bit of Fregerhc
BY REV. GEORGE
.
——

8. RICKER.

¢¢ Pay

Truth needs to be barbed,” that,

when ‘it

as You
BY

once enters the soul, it may stick’ fast” like

Go.”

,’

J. W. BARKER.
Ey

Let the churches ey eryyhere
adopt this
motto, and very much of the grumbling,
planation, « story, an illustration, will serye
| as a.barb to fasten a truth in the mind. and unpleasant feeling would be avoided.
Asa rule, faith will not pay for a meetingThe fallow Nn may help to point and
barb a truth tl churches need to learn and house. The wise man in the Scripture,
« sat down and counted the cost.” He did
apply in the present religious ,K awakennot merely give it a casual thought.
He
have obeyed the voice of the Lord,and bave ing.
looked
unto
the
“
finish.”
The
foundation
gone the way which the Lord sent me, and
David had committed a grievous sin, —
have brought Agag, the king of Amalek, as Nathan so graphically paints it, had de- would nat be laid, until the topmost stone
The exceptions (o this
and have utterly destroyed the Amalekites.” spoiled his neighbor of his one ewe lamb, was guaranteed.
rule
ave
very
few.
To dedicate a house
(1) How the self-contradictions multiply. and in consequence, lost his moral power,
Saul justifies his course. He makes no and was deprived of the might of the Spirit. to the service and worship of God, heavily
confession. He does not hasten to cast off Clad in sackeloth,he pours out his tale of re- mortgaged, seems little less than a farce,
First, estimate the cost, and do it closely.
the viper that had attached itself to his pentance into the ears of the Father of merLet
convenience, and
not
style diveet.
‘bands. He clings to it. (2) The spirit of ‘cies, and prays for a heart cleansing and a
Raise the funds and then build.
Faith has
obedience would not thus have done.
It renewal of the gifts of grace. *‘ Then will
abhors sin. Saul and Peter, at sight of their I teach transgressors thy ways; and sin- another and more important. office than to
Nothing will do
sin, took different steps. Again Saul says, ners will be converted unto Thee.”
The build meeting-houses.
‘* The people took of. the spoil, sheep and truth hinges upon the word * teach.” The this but bard work; and to buy this nothoxen, the chief of the things which should Hebrew word ** lamadh,” translated in our ing but money or its equivalent will anhave been utterly destroyed. (8) Instead of version teach, signifies primarily chastise ; swer the purpose. You had better not rethis lust sentence the true reading is, ‘ The “hence, to discipline, to train, to guide, to iy upon pledges too far, especially those
devoted things,” the things under a ban, ac- instruc’, to teach. The reader will readily made under the high pressure of excitePledges made dispassionately, by
cursed, devojed of God to destruction. (4) see (he relation which the several words ment.
Saul adds, these were taken ‘‘to sacrifice hold to each other. Chastise is perhaps the responsible parties, may answer {ov lean
but money
is better even than
unto the 'Lord thy God, in Gilgpl.”
If we stronger word, but it is closely related to upon;
these.
admit this plea and regard the cowmse of the word teach. . The rod is emblematical
The most fervent spirituality will not pay
Saul as dictat ed by zeal for God, the crimi- of authority. Now the fogce oi the word
nality of bis act is reduced to an error of « lamadh,” if I mistake not, 3s this: to teach mortgages , although it ay ease their
weight a little, Better worship in a smalljudgment.
We can not, therefore, admit with the rod in hand, to teach with authorier and less expensive house that is all yours
his sincerity.
The poaple ¢ flew upon the ty.
spoil,” hot to devote it to. sacrifice,
but to
"How then shall we teach * with au- and God's, than to endeavor Lo support

off those who are described by these words.

given

RR,

17:2;
at sight

of Samuel was assumed.
He betrays himself in his eageruess to declare the command of (od carried out, not waiting for
Samuel, if be wished, 10 mention this or
any other subject. @), In answer to the inquiry of the stern prophet, Saul explains
the presence there of cattle and sheep. *‘The
people spared the best of the sheep and of
the oxen to sacrifice unto the Lord thy God;
aud the rest we have utterly destroyed.”
His disobedience was impiety, but for the
sake of piety he was, he says, impious. The
sacrifice was an after-thought, an excuse to
cover the sin of Achan repeated on a grander scale, Saul puts it that it was to sacrifice to the God of Samuel that he had saved
the cattle. This was said to appease the
righteous wrath of the prophet, Moreover
he now casts the blame on the people rather than to assume for himself the responsibility. (3) The motive of this disobedience

of

Like

Achan they

the

¢ devoted”

¢‘the-accursed,”

thing for their own

use.

22, 28. A MAGNIFICENT PRINCIPLE.

‘Hath

an arrow of God.

Sometimes a. bit. of ex-

thority?” This is a frequent question for
the ‘church at this time, There is “a
sound of abundance®of rain;” but tone of
us is willing to content himself with the
sound, as long as there is a probability of
rain.

:

style

wkich

belongs
. to somebody

else.

ed.

correspondent

writing

in the Suaday

School World concerning nn address of Pres-

The mental faculties should
mant, but should be

improved

not

and

Jie dor-

devel-

Spirit is more

important

than

[th

the shore,

ident Kendrick, of Shurtleff College, says:

= oe

op evil in the sizbt of the

and: hostility on the part of thé’ natives.
By the apparently friendly greetings of the

people, they were induced to go quite near
when

a ‘lorge

number of men

who had lain in ambush, came out suddenly

and in Sept. of the same year was sent by and threw a shower of large stones at them,
the F. B. Home Mission Board to labor as a several of which struck the boat. A fe
missionary in. the State of Ilhmois, He saf- miles further on, thirteen canoes containi
fered many privations in the early part of about a hundred men, armed with shields,
his work, but under God, was instrumental
in turning many souls to. Christ.
He was

spears and slings, approached them.

The

prowpt almost without exception.
Often
swimming creeks with his horse and buggy,

foremost canoe contained baskets of sweet
polatoes, which the people held up, as if
they wished to trade. Mr. S. pera
wid | barthew to approach, and while he wid
gaining for some potatoes, the other canoes

and driving through severe

came up, and surrounded

a man

of strong

will and

fixed - purpose,

not tailing to declare the whole

ruth,

storms,

and
a

dis-

log school-houses,to tell them of a Saviour's
love. His last sermon was preached at the
Q M. at St. Albans, in January last. He
told us he expected it would be his last,and
felt that his work was done. He 100k fo: his
text the same words that he had used the
first time he had ever tried to preach, found
in Nahum 1:7: ©The Lord is good,a stronghold in the day of trouble, and he knoweth
them

that trust in him.”

His labors for

thirty-three

years

were

within the bounds of the Hancock & Quincy Q. M. “He leaves a wife and five ¢hildren, two of whom are married,and a large
cirele of warm friends.
His disease was
lingering, but the gospel which he had
preached was his support, his death was

stated

Onur loss is his gain.
T. GRAHAM.

sent

(rom

Uganda, had not then been feceived.

We

now

that

a

previous

ted

the boat, and the -

with a few in people commenced stealing what they could.

tance of thirty miles, tp meet

letter

find thal there were two letters instead

of ove, and that they were dated respectwwely April 12 and 14.
Mr. Stanley gave
these letters to Col. Livanto de Bellefonds,
of Col.
Gordon’s Egyptian exploring party.
The ie bad with him forty-one men,
and had nearly reached the camp of Col «|
Gordon, when he and thirty-seven of his
men Were murdered by the Bayj, only four
of the whole party escaping with their
lives.
It is not known how the letters were
saved.
They reached London through the
mail, the Italian post-master at Siont bav-

ing written on the envelope, that it was
soiled and blood-stained when it came into
his bands.
The preservation of these letters, under the circumstances, was remarkable, and they contain very important in-

Mr. S. warned them off; but they jeered at
him and made warlike demonstrations, and

he found it necessary to fire at them, and he
killed segeral of them, and thus caused

them 0 TRGal.

After this (hey entered the Napoleon
Channel, which leads into the Victoria Nile,

andthence into

the White Nile,

Reaching

Uganda, they visited. Mesa, at his capital,
We’ shall
and staid there several ‘days.

give an account of this visit in another paper.

While|

there,

King

Mtesa

took Mr.

Kis men up Murchison eréek, as

Stanley and

it has been (called, but ‘Mr, S. says that,
whe “pé
this name to it, Speke could
nopbave seer® the whole of it, as he fotind
itfo be an

immense

bay, and

he

requests

geographers to call it henceforth Murcheson
Bay. Mr. S says that the greatest depth,
he found in the Inke was 275 feet; but it is
probable that in the centse it is much deeper. Mr. S. thinks that east or northeast of
the Niyanz, there are probably some other
lakes, which have no conpeclion with this;
but he thinks that they will be found to be
small. Mr. 8. could not find the entrance
to the Luagerre river. spoken of by Speke,
and thinks that he mistook the word for
Luaserri, which means *‘ still water,” and

he thinks that instead of a river, the informant spoke of one of the mountain bays, to
which there is a narrow inlet.
The source of the Nile has been

ject 6f search

for

a very

the obMr.
at last found it,
traced the Nile

long

Stanley thinks that he has
that is, while others have

time,

back by several of its branches, that he has
found the source which is the farthest south,
and most distant from its mouth, and at a

recent meeting of the Royal Geographical
Society in London, Sir H. Rawlinson, the
president of the Society, spoke of this as
being probably so.
W. H.

Do not be Afraid of the Bible.
formation.
ty
—
These letters were written at Ulagalla in
Its trinmpbs are certain. The owls may
Uganda.
This is the capital of Mtesa, of
hoot at the rising sun, but the sunshine
whom we spoke in our last article as havcreeps on notwithstanding.
Tribes may
ing engaged to furnish Mr. Stanley with
perish, priests may die, altars may crumble
thirty canoes and five hundred men to convey the expedition to Kalongah river,
Ul- into ruin, but this blessed Book advances at
a pace that never ceases; and if it ever reagallp-is situated in east longitude, 32 degrees and 49 minutes, and north longitude, treats, it is to cover its retreat with a greater glory than its advance. This Book, in0 degrees and 32 minutes.
Mr. Stanley
spired by the Spirit of God, climbs steep
commences the first letter by saying, that
hills and crosses broad rivers. It is found
he is prepared to decide the question whethunder the sailor's pillow; in the soldier's
er the Victoria Niyanza is a single lake as
knapsack ; and it soars with a wing that is
Speke believed, or a group of lakes, as Dr.
not numbed by polar snows, or relaxed unLivingstone supposed from what the nader equatorial suns.
It carries with it an
tives told him.
Mr. Stanley says ** I have earnest of its ultimate and everlasting vicexplored, by means of. the ‘Lady Alice,’
tory. And this Book tells us what the real
nearly the whole of the southern, eastern
disease of man is. It lays its fingers on the
and unortheastern shores of the Victoria
very spot, and tells us the blessed truth that
Niyanza; have penetrated into evcry bay,
there is no chance or accident; that all is
inlet and creek

have

taken

that indent its

thirty-seven

that I feel

competent

shores,

observations,

to

decide

upon

and

so
tne

settled and perfectly arranged,

and even

that ripple of sorrow that sometimes comes

to the sensitive heart,

ss you will find, if

question at issue.”
Mr. Stanley. is fully you trace it backward, came from no earthsatisfied that it is a single body of water;
ly spring to fret us, but from the fountain of
but he accounts for the opposite opinion by
living waters to strengthen, cheer, and ensaying that the lake has many large bays,
courage us,—8.
which have narrow channels leading to
them.
.
Rey, Jairus H. Stevens.
Mr. Stanley says that his encampment at

Kagehyi, is only a few miles east of Muanza, the

place where

Speke discovered

this

lake in 1858 ; but he says, also, that Speke
did mot then see the main body of water,
but a large gulf, twenty-five wiles wide,
In order to ren“and sixty-five miles long.

der due hdnor to Speke as the discoverer of
the lake,
Mr. Stanley has named
vision of it, ‘* Speke Gulf.”

In this voyage

this

di-

of exploration around the

shores, and into the inlets of the lake, extending about a thousand miles, Mr. Stan-

Op

Rev. Jairus H. Stevens, aged 80 years
and 7 months,died at London, Dec, 1.
For

more than sixty years he was connected
with the F. Baptist church, and for the
larger part of that time he was an ordained

preacher of the gospel. Though his home
was in London for the most of bis life, he
preached there but one year, and then for
‘the. Methodist church, = His labors ‘were
mostly in Warner,

Sutton,

Newport,

Wil-

mot, Croyder, Oxford and Lyme. , He was
a ‘man of a singularly contented disposition.

ley took with himonly eleven men and a Humble and thankful for the mercies of
guide, They went along the southern shore life, and confidently relying upon the promeastward till they came to the mouth of the ises of God for the supply of his (ature
Shimeeyu, in east longitude, 33 minutes, 83
seconds, and in south latitude, 2 minutes

and 85 seconds. Mr, Stanley says this is,
by far, the largest river emptying in‘o the
lake, being, at its mouth, a mile in width.
It so happened that Mr, Stanley’s course in
his journey to the'lake was

along

or

near

this rivér, which he now believes

to he the

long looked for source of the
which runs from the south 870

Nile, and
miles, vis.

ing in

Central.

Urimi,

and being

kno wn

wants.

He was very unsectarian

in spirit,

and full of warm sympathy for all the followers of Christ. A sterling, upright, consistent Christian man.
He rests /from his
labors and his works do follow him:

.

D. S. HIBBARD.

God More

Just than Man.
tl

OG

)

God must be more just than man,
sonyer

appearances

seem

to

Whatma

against it, he must be.
For where did al
m, but
gah,and finally in its widest part as the She- the justice in“ the world come
meeyu. Before emptying into the lake, it from God? ‘Who put the feeling of justice
into every man’s heart, but
God himself?
receives the Luamberri, another large rive He is, the glorious ‘sun, perfectly. bright,
er,
perfectly pure ; and all the, other
es.
In his journey around the lake, Mr. Stan- in the world is but rays and3 beams, of
ght
ley found the different peoples very differ- sent forth ‘trom this great’ light.
may be certain that
is not only" as just
ent in their character.
‘Thus in the coun- as man but millions. ot times mote ‘just;
try of Ugeyeya.
> for | tha psople very more just and tightedus and, good than
all
the just men on earth put together. + 4 We
timid and suspicious, wisn g, he believes,
8 must bel lege Ji,
from the incursions made apon them
by can believe that.
first as the Leewumbu,

their warlike

neighbors

then as the

at the

Monan-

instigation

Thousands have believed itFalreidy.

ou-

sands of holy sufferers, in’ ¥ rison¥’ and on
scaffolos, in poverty aud
stitution; on
sick beds of lingering torture, have believed
still that God was just and righteous. in all
his dealings with them ; and have cried in

of the: Arab: slave dealers. Hi speuks of
I hate abytbing that oceupies more space the most notorious of these, whose name is
Es
or then eh lo ip
Morse, or a Bessemer, in embryo; and di is than it is worth; I hale to see a lead of Sungore, who is (aking measures (0 increase
ut
KE bmabiich for iiai wi own us certainly an easy matter jo turn’ his ‘bandboxes go along the gtreet,ana 1 hate to his barbarous traffic and depredations, and the hour of heir bitterest agony, ‘* Though
see a parcel of big words without anything says that he deserves death, and that it thou slay me, O Lord, yet will I trust thee !”
more abundéintly, and great showers of thoughts and musings info a
blessings will descend upon us.
in them .—Wm. Hazlitt.
will give full scope to his fa
would have pleased him if our. goyernment —Charies Kingalcy.
| whose time and mind are now occupied
bi Jet us “first dhe otis Sovotion to with marbles and kites, may be a Watt, a

908 Hp
ai

April, 1842, was publicly set apart to th
work of the ministry, in Chestertield, : Me.,

space. |

pools of water and air pestiferous, it brings

ry

p

trade extends so widely over Africa.« »
| At Uverma, they experienced treachery

Stanley in Africa.
And then, wher the minister is ** called,” |
VI.
please remember that faith will not feed
——
him and his family.
Be careful of your
In our last article on Stanley in Africa,
promises in this respect, and then you will published in the Star of Nov. 17th, we

the Lord as great delight in burnt offerings
There are at least two things upon which
and Racrifices as in obeying the voice of the this power to teach authoritatively are conLord? Behold, to obey is better than sac- «ditioned. The first is inward purity.~ The
Count
rifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams.” consciousness of sinfuloess, of impurity of find. little trouble in keeping them.
(1) Compare what Jesus says, Math. 9:13; heart is fatally opposed to authoritative, the cost here, also. God will always favor
12:7.
See, also, the. saying of Hosea, teaching. No man-can rebuke another for fair, honest dealing. If your treasury will
whom Jesus quotes. Hosea 6:6. The pre- his sins successfully, while his own heart not warrant more than $500, you had betYou had better surcept inculcated is that practical righteous- is the hiding-p’ace of sin.
But when his ter not promise more.
ness,is more than its sign, the inward spirit heart becomes pure, true, sweet, there isa prise your minister by doing more than
of fealty than all ceremonies and symbols vigor and strength to his teaching which yop promise, than compel him to attempt
of it. ‘*Be more ready to hear,” says Sol- carries the truth almost irresistibly to the the starving experiment of living on promomon, ‘than to give the sacrifice of fools, hearts of transgressors.
Oh! how the ises,—Many a willing spirit has been depressed by this experiment. I am certain
for. they consider net what they do.” (2) mighty tremble before the pure teacher!
To obey God, in the case of many Sabbath
The second . condition of authoritative you will see in his ministrations, the result
of prompt dealing. The sermons wi'l have
school scholars who will study this lesson, teaching is the baptism of the Holy Ghost.
is now to believe in Jesus, which is better Alas!
how many Christians,’ how many more of ‘the right spirit, and there will be
The ability on
than sitting in a class, or in a pew of the " churches, “ have not so much as heard more sunshine in his face.
sanctuary. (3) * To hearken” is used here, whether there be any Holy Ghost!” Need the part of your minister, to meet the commoh necessities of life, will in no wise mar
as often in Seripture, in the sense of giving it be insisted that the presence and powheed to what is said.
By mention of ‘ the er of the Spirit are essentialto success in his spiritual life. The physical and spiritufat of rams,” allusion is made to that which the work of saving souls and upbuiiding al are so mysteriously and yet so certainly
connected, that there is a mutual sympathy
was burnt in the sacrifice. (4) ‘Rebellion Christian character ?
surely affecting the life.
A debt due a
is as (bad as) the sin of witcheraft (divinaAlas! how many in the pulpit, how many
tion), and’ stubbornness (is as baé as) ini- in the pews, teach with little or no moral minister for his services is a drag on both
quity, (vanity, meaning false gods) and power, because one or the other, , or both, church and minister. Then do not compel
idolatry” (teraphim).
The teraphim was | of these conditions of authoritative teaching, your treasurer to turn the minister away
an image as large as life, used as a house- is not fulfilled ! Is it possible that unsaved
for want of funds. When your * promise
hold god, the worship of which we too often souls should sit under ‘¢ aathoritative” to pay” is made, let it be based upon intelfind among the Israelites.
Rachel stole teaching year in and year out, without such ligent purpose and ability. If the treasurLaban’s teraphim.
Michael dressed a tera- terrible convictions, without such’ fearful et regards the church with proper interest,
phim and put it in place of David in the goadings of conscience as would lead in- he will advance very little money for them.
It may be
bed.
Zechariah says, ‘‘ the idols (tera- evitably to conversion ? Is -it ppssible that Pay what you agree promptly.
phim) have spoken vanity, and the divin- any church could majntam
itself year a little inconvenient for you, but it will
ers have seen a lie,” showing that idolatry alter year with no ingatherings? Is it pos- save your (reasurer much embarassment.
We
and divination went in company.
See, sible that our whole increase in member- The many * littles” make strength.
also, Judges 17:5; 2 Kings 23:24, where, ship in-all New England for a whole year repeat, the motio of ‘‘ Pay as you go,”
for idols, read teraphim, Samuel declares shouldbe only one handred and twentywould lead many a church away from trouthat those who worship idols and follow seven ?
ble and disaster. You can not “build upon
heathen practices, do but show a spirit of
Oh! for a reformation in the churches ! anything but square dealing, with any hope
disobedience like that in the conduct of the sure forerunner of the outpquring of of success. The foundation will be tried.
Saul.
(5) How emphatically, then, the God's Spirit. Oh!
for a Randall,a Colby, a ‘1'his motto will produce genuipe and reliKing not only, but we also, are taught that Mavks, to teach with authority. *‘ Re- able enthusiasm. No deception
i “evento love God is to ‘“keep his command- pent ye: for the kingdom of heaven is at tually succeed. Theré is what is called
ments.” (6) ‘‘ Because thou hast rejected hand.” Oh! for a John the Baptist to her- * policy” which is little better than downthe word of the Lord, he hath also rejected ald anew the coming of one at whose doe- right deception. The policy of fair and honthee from being king.”
Saul thas casts trine men were astonished,
for He taught est dealing isa certain prelude to sucaway his crown, hurls himself from his them as one that had authority !”
cess.
throne, destroys his own soul, beating out
its character against the eternal laws of
Soeial Conversation.
The Winter Evenings.
righteousness and standing with God.
(7)
—
‘‘ Let no man,” says the lesson to us, voicBY 8. H. BARRETT,
The lightest breeze that passes by us,
ing aloud the passage in the New Testa—
On
gently touching us with its breath, isa
ment, ‘‘{ake thy. crown.”
For we are
As a general rule. the daily laborer power.
If it comes from the fresh mount‘made priests and kings unto God, if we should, at the approach of night, cease from
hold the beginning of our confidence stead- toil. The physical powers need rest, and ain side where the herbage is green, the
flowers in bloum and pure streams of water
fast unto the end.”
the evening is peculiarly adapted to their sparkle in the morning sunlight,that breeze
repose. But there is no necessity for per- is healthful, invigorating and quickens life
mitting
the first hours of the evening, at to vigorous action. Ilit comes from over
Study the Bible for Itself.
this season of the year, to run to waste.
—
foul marshes. where there are stagnant
A

Sewall, of Maine, who was a pioneer in the # singular fact that’ slavery and the slave

Congregational church.
He was converted when about nineteen years old and united with the F. B. church; a few years later,he began to preach the gospel of the
blessed Saviour, and on the 18th day of

Many societies are paying interest upon peaceful and happy.
empty space. [It is far bétter to own what |
you occupy,though it be pretiy well crowd-

disease and perhaps death.
oped. The man who devotes the day to
So with conversation.
Words have powAfter saying that ministers were easily physical labor, has no other opportunity of er. They influence for good or evil. The
But the long winter
led into the habit of always reading with an improving the mind.
power of speech was_ intepded by the beeye to a sermon, or thinking how what they evenings may be profitably occupied in job- nificent Creator for wise, holy purposes.
taining a knowledge of the arts and scien- Convérsation is mach. Quite a portion of
read would help them
in preaching, he
ces,
which ave designed to expand the men- life is spent in it, We talk readily. In the
warned teachers of the danger of falling
into the habit of studying the Bible solely tal powers.
presence of others there is no lack of words,
To pursue such a course would be’ far unless it be sometimes in social meetings.
with
the
view
of
teaching
the
lesson.
‘
To
was covetou-ness,
which now the semblance
more commendable than to follow the de- Coaversation should be a source of refreshof devotion to God can not conceal.
It is study exclusively in this way,” said he,
testable example of many who spend their ment and vigor fo the mind. It is so when
‘*
merely
thinking
what
you
can
bring
out
well to think here how surely vain are efevenings in vain amusement, idle conver- it is well-vegulated. It is then a high art,
forts to hide sins from God. ‘ He that for your classes, will make all your work to
sation, or in what ‘is vulgarly termed ‘‘loaf- a valuable grace. It is a feast to those
confesseth and
forsaketh finds mercy,” but be done in a perfunctory manner, and soon
ing.” If péople attended to their own busrender
all
your
teaching
dry
and
barren.
I
who hear, and the one that speaks is ‘re:
be that dissembles and holds to his evil
iness,
and treasured up knowledge,it wonld
want
you
to
study
the
Bible
for
its
own
his
in
freshed by his own words. - But unworthy
not,
did
Saul
cutoff.
ways will be
be better for themselves as well as for the
beset have devotion toGod. The begin- sake. Study it because it deserves to be community. Then public places would tiot conversation is’ ruinous. : No mind is benstudied.”
efited, but rather made weaker and worse,
ning of his sin was there.
be so infested, might after night, with men
I quote from mewory, and am oily sure
How much talk there is when nothing is
1619. SAUL Cross-EXAMINED . (1) Sam- of the words used by the ‘speaker as given and boys, who seem to have no higher’ mo- said. Itis about nothing and is noth:
uel refers to the condition of Saul before he above. But I wish this thought, this “study- tive than to waste time, corrupt the morals
was chosen king, that he was then ““Jittle ing the Bible for its own sake, beeause it of society, and bring shame and contempt ing.
In social interviews and friendly visits
upon themselves, On the other hand, they
in his own sight,” as if now Saul had be- Jeserves to Do
”a could
1 be en es
is had to provide refreshments, someeare
h- | who discipline their minds by a proper
come self-willed and proud. Samuel also. on the cart o eyer
a feast for the body. Should there not
times
.
,
ye
'on
‘that
of
ver
Eater
in
anc!
oar
course of study, during their leisure hours,
Lord anointed him king;”
adds that the
to farnish something for the mind?
care
be
end amo ¥sehagl on ‘the great fault secure universal respect.
ag if to teach him again’ that he held his poDoes not the nature within require susteCOE
fave
is
ao
of
sitions a steward of God, and not by rea- of
#¢ Having nothing to do,”is also a great
us!
nance as well as the-body P ‘See to it that
or natural [iberitance: 3
ok < Biding, i po: snare to the young ; and no greater bene: there be conversation that will be good, do
truth it Fads
|
thepn fits can’ be’ conferred on youths than to
to, Baul his , orders to. >
good and strengthen that part that will live
. doses the sinners; the,
| convert time now wasted, and often’ worse on and on in all the ages and cycles of the
by calling’ them:
than wasted, into means-of pleasant recre- Soming fears;
F.
|
| ation and mental improvement. The boy,
SB
Sb

24Be

1875.

the morning and vigor of life be spent in
had given him authority to hang
“Rev. C. M. Sewall,
him, and
unworthy pursuits, there is little hope that |
all such wretches, wherever found.
He
lite will be happy and that old age will be
Rev. C. M. Sewall died in Hamilton, Ii, thinks tht the measures which: Sungero
is
crowned with blessing and honor.
Nov. 2, aged 64 years. He waslborn in now adopting will increase the slave trade
Rutland, O.
Bath, Me., was a nephew of Rev. Jothum in that part of the coun!
two-fold. It is

- Communications.

the king had put |

all as cursed with thew who partook of
their spoil. The correspondence.of Saul’s
and Achan’s crime is thus.made close To
these questions there was no answer. Plain
was the evidence of guilt, but Saul was not
yet, if at any time, penitent.
20, 21. SAuL's PrriaBLE PLEA.
“Yea, I

and hath not performed ny commandment.”
So God must, by his immutability, now cast

®

Samuel

on, and accuses him of allowing Israel to
“fly upon the
spoil.”
(38) The
prophet
“viewed the Amalekites as under a ban, and

Papers.)

Heb. 12:17,

man.

He had not the disposition of the

mask of hypoerisy which

1 Samuel 15:10—28.
GOLDEN TEXT : —* When he-wbuld have
inherited
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Sections,

‘| other guests laughed at the remarks. made

onthe occasion.

O my God,

ease

As 1 my earthly friends hive loved, -, *
My beurt would know a deeper joy,
And be by steadier purpose moved,
vy
The very mention of their names
Wakes in my heart a happy thrill
That duty’s Jromptivgs never needs,
Nor conscious action of the will.

Yet,

like a child that learns the notes
ereof ull harmonies are made,
But ean not comprehend the strain

4

By some divine musician played,

x miss the perfect trust and love,
of Mme through all the
gamut sweet
human love by noblérchords,
That makes life’s melody complete,

For time and Ahgonce may destroy
Or weaken
friendsbip’s blessed tie,
some unbappy circumstance

ahe love, that seemed abiding, die.

They say
That

who love thee well, O God,

thus thou leadest us to thee;

That we must see our idols crushed
Before from idols we are free.

“Tecan not ask to love them less;
Each is a preeious gift from thee ;

And human love is grand enough
“To hint what love divine must

a firm

voice,

If your

** Your

Majesty under-

If we only ball believed what our Saviour |

has ‘told us of the love of God,

« Critics.

O. reader, if ‘you are indifferentot him,

remember, he is nou indifferent to you! If
you are no: delighting yourself in bim, you

are suffering loss,
we in his people.

ER

** After-dinner talk has been thought of
great importance,
The expression
has

of the good sayings it included.

records

Kings and

ministers condescend to make efforts at it;
poets and philosophers—greater than kings
and ministers—do not disdain to att>mpt to
gal
:
shine in it.
Bat nobody has yet shown what ** aftersupper talk” ought to be.
We are not
speaking now of the formal entertainment
known as a ‘* supper;” we mean tfie every-

day evening meal in the every-day home—

the meal known heartily and commonly us
** sapper”—among people who are neither
so. fashiogable nor so foolish as to take still

‘

be asleep in bed.

to

ought

a fourth meal at hours when they

This ought to be the sweetest and niost
It is too often
of the day.
precious hour
It ought to
neglected and lost in families.
be the mother's hour; the mother's opportunity to undo any mischief the) day way
done,

have

to forestall

mischiet

any

the

Thereis an inmorrow ‘may threaten.
stinetive disposition in most families to linger about the supper-table, quite unlike the
euger haste which is seer al breakfast and
at dinner. Work is over for the day; everybody is tired, even the little ones who
have done nothing but play. The father is
Yendy for slippers and a comfortable chair;
the children are ready and eagerto recount
the incidents of the day. This is the time
and al-

when all should be cheered, rested,

so stimulated by just the right sort of conversation, just the right sort of amusement.

mother must snpply this

The wife and

We do

need, must create (bis atmosphere.

The Lord takes
We read in the

pleasthirty-

seven'h Psalin, at the twenty-third verse,
*“ The steps of a good man are ordered by

not mean that the father does not share the
responsibility of this, as of every other
hour. Bat this particular duty is one requiring qualiiies which are more essential
) feminine than masculine, It wants a
ght touch and an undertone to bring out
the full harmony of the ideal home evening.

There is a certain class of people in every community who feel themselves called
upon to criticise everybody and everything
about them. They talk as if (hey had the
knowledge of the whole world at their
tongue’s end. They criticise (he pastor's

sermons;

they

criticise

the

deacons’

con-

duct; they criticise the village paper. There
is no one they don'geriticise. It is as nat-

ural for them

to bark..

Their

smoothly as

to find fault as it is for a dog

tongues play as easily and

a

snake's.

Some of them are

verypious, and they are greatly distressed
over the welfare of Zion. They know just
why a revival doesn’t come. If the pastor
would only preach so and so, if he would

only, visit

more

and

exchange

ary of some

Indians.

less, a re-

it from

unkinduess.

Words

are

sometimes
wounds,
Not
very deep
wounds always, and ye: they
irritate.
Speech Is uckind sometimes when there is

no unkindness in the

heart;

so

mach

the

worse that needless wounds are inflicted ;
80 much the worse that Waintentjonally
pain is caused.
Keep it from falsehood.
It is so easy to
give a false coloring, 10 so make a statement that it may convey a meaning different from the truth, while yet there is an appearance of truth,

that we need

to

be

on

our guard.” There are’ very many who
would shrink from telling a lie, who yet
suffer themselves in such inaccurate or exaggerated or one-sided statements that they
1exfly come under the ‘condemnation of
those whose “ lying lips are an abomination to the Lord,”
Keep it from slander.
The good reputation of others should be dear to us.
Sin

0

The

Candle.

Roll

Call

in Heaven.

—

The martyrdom of the venerable Bishops,
Latimer and Ridley, took place at Oxford,

October 16th, 1555.
The two noble martyrs quietly stood on either side of the stake,

while, 1s chained captives, they were firmly
fastened to it.
Ridley was supplied by
Shipside with some gunpowder, as was also
Latimer. All being ready, a light was then
brought and applied to the fagots. Bishop
Latimer turned and addressed to his fellow
martyr those memorable, prophetic, and im-

—

An incident is related
was in the army, The
been filling up fast as
had been brought to the

by a chaplain who
hospital tents had
the wounded men
rear. Among the

number was a young man mortally

'wouund-

ed and not able to speak.
[It wasnear midnight and many a loved one from our homes
lay sleeping on the battle-field—that sleep
that knows no waking until Jesus shall call
for them.
The surgeons had been their rounds of
duty, and for a moment all was quiet. Sud-

and

Humor

|is7e.

CATARRE, KIDNEY DISEASESand
, all diseases of the
“BKiN, and the gredtest BLOOD PURIFIER
ever dis
tovared. Entirely vegetable. Send to me and take
back your money ‘in
cages.-of failure. None for
16 years, H. D. FOWLE,
Shomist, Boson. Sold
everywhere. $1 a bottle, "Send fo r reulars.
meowl2
|.

to employ reliable persons everywhere to
Yeplesen our firm. Merchants, farmers,
isare, teachers, &c., &c. Go
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SEMI-CENTENNIAL

of the Morning Star. After fifty years of
efficient service, the Star will enter upon
its second Half Century with an experience
full of promise,
and a purpose full of hope.

it reaches Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukee,
and the

the

Illinois

Central,

from Chicago and runs

to Freeport, and, via

reaches

Warren,

Galena

and

Dubuque, and’ the country beyond. Still another
line runs almost due westward from Chicago, and
sses through Dixon, Sterling, Fulton, Ciinton
Iowa), Cedar Rapids,
Marshalltown, Grand Janc-

tion,

Missouri Valley Janotion,to Couneil Bhifls and

.

This

last-named

is the ‘ GREAT TRANS-

CONTINENTAL ROUTE,” and the

for (NEBRASKA, GOLORADO;
TANA, NEVADA,

overland line

UTAH,

IDAHO,

MON.

OALIFORNIA and the PAOIFIO COAST.
It runs through the Garden of Illinois and Iowa, and

is the best, safest, shortest, and
quickest route for
OMAHA, LINCOLN, and other points in NEBRASKA ;
and for CHEYENNE, DENVER, SALT LAKE CITY,
VIRGINIA CITY, CARSON, SACRAMENTO, SAN FRANflaca, and all other points west of the Missouri
‘River.

If you want to go to Milwaukee, Manitowoc,
Sheboygan, De Pere, Ripon, Baraboo, Eau, Claire,
Hudson, Stillwater, st. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth,
Brothousidye

Morehead,

or

other

Fort

Gurry,

Winona,

Plattville,
ubuque, Waterloo, Fort Dodge, Sioux
City, Yankton, Council Bluffs, Omaha, Lincoln,
Denver, Salt Lake City, Sacramento, San Francisco,
a hundred

Western
The track
ments are
are made
ing Room

northern,

north-western,

or

points, this ine is the one you should take.
is of the best steel rail, and all the appoint.
first-class in every
respect. The
trains
up of elegant new
Pullman Palace Drawand Sleeping Coaches, luxurious Day

Coaches, and pleasant

lounging

and

smoking

cars.

The cars.are all equipped with the celebrated
Safety Platform, and patent

Buffers

and

liller

Couplings,

Westinghouse Safety Air Brakes, and every other
appliance that has heen devised for the safety of
ssenger trains. All trains are run by iglegraph,
R & word, this GREAT LINE has the best and
smoothest track, and the most elegant and comfortable equipment of dny road in the West, and has no
competitor in the country. It is eminently the fayorite route with Chicagoans traveling west, north
or north-west, and. is acknowledged ‘by the. travel
ing

public to be

the

popular

line for

al points

SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS :

John

country
north thereof; with another lineit pushes
through Janesville, Watertown Oshkosh, Fond du
Lac, Green Bay, Escanaba, to Negaunee and Marquette ; with another line it passes
through Madison,
Klroy, and for St. Paul and Minneapolis ; branching
westward from
Elroy, it runs
to and througn
Winona, Owatonna, St. beter, Mankato, New Ulm,
and stops not until Lake Kampeska, Dakota, is
through Elgin and Rockiord

DEPARTMENT will be con-

strengthen the paper.
Editorial assistance,
will be ample and
competent, with the following persons as

:

in

Fullonton,

We shall aim (o have correspondence
fresh and timely. - This will include letters
the

principal centers in this country,

and from foreign lands. We shall have a
special correspondent in Washington during
the approaching session - of Congress, and
in Philadelphia next summer—+g picture the
great Centennial Exhibition,
As the denominational organ, the Star
will aim to be the fair and impartial champion of all our interests, to aphold our faith

Liberal

interest

Offeds.

We offer , the llewing inducementsto
our patrons :
'
* Any subscriber to the Morning Star, who
will

furnish the

name

of a NEW ONE,

can

have the two copies of the paper, for one
year, at $4.50, strictly in advance.
Clubs of six

or

more, ONE-THIRD BEING
SUBSCRIBERS, can have the Star at

NEW

For Green Bay and Lake Superior, Two
trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars attached,
and running through to Marquette.
For Milwaukee, Four through trains daily
Pullman Cars on night trains..

¢¢

and ¢¢ Scribner’s Monthly?”..

5.70

“

and ‘ Harper's Magazine”...

5.75

¢“

“and

through ty

¢¢

and ‘“Smith’s Bible Diction=

¢

BTY?? cersrresterensnissecsees
Epistle of
and ¢‘“Life and

points

For Dubuque,

zar

Two

Two

or

‘‘Weekly

‘“ Arthur's

Home

...5°

5.75

Maga-

zine”?

4.50

“New

be

a

boré;

not

it must

through

4.75
4.60

+ SULPHUR BATHS.

“THE BENEFACTOR”

10

Perhaps

there

i8 unconscious

recognition that dangers are near - at hand
when,aight falls, and

lie,

ot should
a

Mais

that in this

bour lies,

the spell to drive them all

4

Where is something almost terrible in the
mifngling of danger and protection, of harm
ant hel, of good and bad, in that one

thing, darkness. (God ‘* giveth his beloyed sleep” in it; and in it the devil sets his
worst lures, by help of it, gaining many a
soul, which he could never get possession

of in sunlight.

*

others, fathers! cultivate ** after-supper
talk,” play ** after-supper games;”
keep
‘“aftéttsupper books;” take all the good
newspapers and ‘magazines you can ' afford,
aud read them aloud *“ after supper.”
Let
boys.and girls bring their friends home
with them at

twilight,

sure

of a pleasant

* and hospitable
welcome and of a good
time ‘“after supper,” and parents ma
laughto scorn all the templations whic
town"
or village eun set before them to
draw them away from home for their even -

ings.

Liberal Christian.

Bolduess for Christ.
Ove of Frederick the Great's best generals was Hans Joachim von Zieten:
He

was never ashamed of his faith.

Once

declined an invitation to come to his

sions.

through

its

Nothingto give!

tends the monthly

blood-purchased

provi-

And he sometimes at-

concert, and

prays that

God will send the Gospel to the ends of the
earth. . If dollars were as cheap us words,

the treasury of benevolence would always
be full.
Nothing ‘to give! That means the missivnaries may starve, and the heathen may
perish before I. part with any of my money
for their relief.’
Nothing
to give! And he wears decent
apparel, lives

in a comfortable house, sets a

plentiful table, and seems to want for nothing necessary to the comfort of his family.
othing to
give! And yet he indulges
freely in ‘little luxuries, gathers his friends
sometimes around a well spread board, in
convivial enjoyment, and can well afford
the expense.
Nothing to give! And the heathen are
stretching out their hands in imploring petitions

for

the

bread

of

life; and

warm-

hearted Christian ministers, and even Christian women, aré standing upon the shores
of our own land, and looking across into
the darkness, and weeping for the means to
carry them there, that they may minister to
the spirits cess ies of those perishing
millions.
:
Nothing to give! | Yet God, in his providence, is constant and munificent in his hen-

he" efactions,

loyal

master’s table, because on that day he wish-

ed to; present himself to the table obi]
Lord and Master, Jesus Christ.
It was
sacrament day. The next time he appear.
cd av the palace, the king, whose
tendencies were well known, made

vation

God never answers to the claims
of efoutores upon his daily benevolence, *T
ave nothing to give.”—XN, C'. Presbyterian.

While ¢¢ Hes fittidg up my mansion,” I
intidel should be fitting myself tor that mansion.
use of

some profane expressions about the Holy
Communion of the Lord's supper; and the

All fitting must be done beforehand, for the

great temple will come together without the
sound of axe or hammer.

»
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The People’s Common Sense Medical Adviser, a book of about 900 pages, illustrated
with over 200 engravings and colored plates
and sold at. the | exceedingly low price of |
$1 50,

tells, you

how

to

cure

<1bid '

Fheside
e

SEWING

Tan,

NY
IN

Catarrh,

}

antl

a)

%

¢

:
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Liberal

a

Address DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO.

Bronchial,

Throt,

and

found.

Men and women,

married and

sin-

gle, are tempted to ask their family physician thousands of questions on delicate top-

ics, but are deterred from doing so by their

modesty. This
qgork ‘answers just such
questions so ry
plus as to leave no
one in doubt. It is'Sold by Agents, or sent
by mail (post-paid) on receipt of price.
Address the author, R.

V,

Pierce,

World's Dispensary, Buffalo, N. Y.

M.

D.,

WORK.

i iy
18teo W

yore

People’s

Common

Scnse

Medical

Adyiser.,” Scientific throughout it issingularly free from tectinical-and stilted terms.
It comes right down to the common sense
of every-day life. Dw. Pierce is a noble

specimen of Améritan

manhood.

Ha bas

spruug from the people; and, with many
sympathies in' confmon with the masses,
has sought to render them a substantial
service in this the great work of his life.
-
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will, |
whose ambition was to do (be Father's
away.
humanity can not drift hopelessly
new
some
with
led
Let us try to be thril
love,
ities in
and to manifest these qual

daily

of the day may
lives. Thus the anniversary

be a blessed occasion.
nse we

En
1
wish

al our readers.

a

son that it’ should

be vxoeeding

glad,

‘ward in heaven.”

be

so.

There is You

Rejoice an

for great 1s your re
Gladness that

springs

willbe pure and
. frgm knowledge like that

mag:
exited, and would make no improper
5

of itself.
ifestations

.

opri

. Current
A

progress.

and merry-hearted.

sto eateh the. song of that

Si

is

»

old

adage,

we

believe,

that

only close

week

the

the

crs ba Savion
sults wergléven/d6éh

of a Chicago:

Baptist

question,

if the private

statement of the

be

now

in

general thing, for

hope our

Minnesota,

seems

favorable

tice

and

wisdom

of the old adage,

least of these

long,
sinter, exeutnga, Fmt. up ples
oso Sha be sting Er

tax. Their

for this purpose, in odd volumes or numbers of magazines,in higtories, biographies,
eto. ote. The reading aloud by different
in

of some

turn,

to the various appeals, writs of error, and
delays which well paid lawyers know

so

far as

referring. to the

A fund of $10,000
tertainment.- * XQ Which may be added sim- entirely constitutional,
the source metiloned,
ple and inexpensive 2xogriments in the is now available from
August
natural sclences, and 4 multitade 8f othet ind il is estimated that by next
The
differ

ways and means which will

accord-

ing to eireomstances. Thisis nothing impracticable, There is not a family in the
country

whose

school this winter, but

gone, will fully pay them
seemed

attending

can do something

of the kind if they wilt go to
The satisfalion when
nest.
have
first.

are

ohildren

work in ears
the winter is

for

considerable

what may
trouble

it

some $80,000 niore will be tollected.

site of the asyhini hds been fixed at Kochiester, and work on the buildings will be commenced in the spring, probably.
‘

Moopy’s

New

Caurcit,

general

The

public will feel an especial interest’ at this
time, doubtless, to learn something in de-

tail about Mr. Moody's
| Chicago, now

church

edifice in

very near completion.

the 10th
mouths,

and

in

help the

In several towns promises of clothhave

al-

And here permit me

boxes

to-

| aided the good work.

A. H. MorreLL, Dec, 14, 1675.

. Ministers and Churches.
A new $700 organ has lately been purchased
by the Free Baptist church, of Alten, N. H.,
which is not the only harmonious thing, shout
the church,

Tén or more copies of this

desirable work may be sold in almost any
congregation.
Will not the pastor or some

on

sales by

the

person

dozen,

and

Ricumoxp,
Va. Iam pleased to state that the
Navy Hill Free Baptist church,colored, is in a
prosperous state notwithstanding the falsehoods
that have been heaped against it,” by evil dispos-

lo

every

ed persons.
and

to last April, says the writer, the religious in-

a

protract

ed effort about four wecks ago. Baptized
eleven last Sabbath, and extended the hand
ol fellowship to twelve at night. There are
some six or eight to be baptized on the 19th
inst., and others [ expect to receive by letter at the same time.”
‘
Bro, Fox took charge of that church some
six months since, when it was in a very

distracted condition.

He made special sac-

blessed his efforts, revived
strengthened the churchi

his work and
1 bespeak for

Bro. Fox the sympathy, prayers, and wid of
the friends of this cause, whose eyes may
’
chance to trace tucse lines...
Harrisburg, like many o'her cities und
towns in Pa., contains

many

ple; whose homes, in the days

*¢ evil one’

‘NA CORBRSPONDENT writes that there is a good
i | work goiag..gn in North Shapleigh. ' Previous

two
and
added
on
‘the 10th
of

commenced

the

We are prospering finely, our

and active, "When our noblé pastor’ returns we
expect to receive large accessions.
:
a
W. H. L.Couss,

REVIVAL AT HARRISBURG.

I

requires time, patience

N.

Freedmen’s Mission Items.

last.”

only

Sunday schoolis of the sublime material, and I
am proud to say our membership is intelligent

will

who can1

i

It

perseverance to conquer

and his cohorts.

usual

_Send in your orders, aiid they will be
promptly filled.

says:—‘1
baptized
them ‘vo the church

way of suchslawbreaking. Test cases soon
went to the courts, and have been subjected

on

of two

repeat, what in other years has been suid in

progress in the colored church of which he
is. pastor,
in Harrisburg,
Pa. ' He

tender consciences stood in the

Ferry,

absence

ing were made, and some

one of the students, from our school at Harper’s Ferry, informs us of the revival in

1saloon keepers.
These very law-abiding
individuals heard it whispered some where,
facts and principles of which the teacher however, that such a law was “unconstivuhas vo time to speak. These can be found tional,” ‘and agreed at once not to pay the

AGAIN,

ready reached us,

A letter before me, from Rev. B. F. Fox,

which

abotit ‘the studies in school, and alo about

wembers of the family

per volume.

| a special tax, levied for that purpose on the Oct.

in newspapers, old ones ave as good as new

cause.

will be only 81.50. A few have been printed on belter paper, and will be bound in
oxtra style, making a choice book at $2.00

to

In 1873; the legislature passed a law pros
viding for the erection of an’ inebriate asylum, which was to receive its support from

of ‘finding profitable

About 200

make still better terms- to those
vass on a’larger scale. ;

applied the principle to the liquor sellers.

we ‘would now rather

it.

HOME

Harper's

inst., alteran

to every F. Baptist family, the retail price

discount

holds that those who enjoy the dancing
must pay the fiddler, and bave accordingly

one,
ind 19g often tends Lo create bad: habits of thought in the young which mar their

seen

I reached

regard to the quality and kinds of articles
proper
to be sent, viz.: ** Anything
that you
letters and
—B.
| editoria
£2 and— A giving
commu-|___ l life,
memorials of his death and character. would give to the needy at home." Biff,
| high crowned bats seldom - rench us withChapter VI., treats of his Rccreations
out damage, and are of but little account
Chapter VIL here.
mn Europe and the East;
headed
*‘ Studies of the . Word
and
It would afford me special pleasure to
Life,” contains cheice,” but brief extracts speak of peculiar cases of interest wauifestfrom his writings, and the remaining 140 ed in this cause, but that wight seem inpages contain some of his best Sermons and vidious. May Heaven bless all who have

clear mental, as well a8 optical vision. This |
is especially true of the temperance ques.
tion... The people there believe.in the jus-

this Gotirse is, barmiul in more ways than

have

canvass for the sale of the book in
chmch?
i
Discounts.
We shall make the

Standard neighbors will put on

times==of

the holidays?

kindly received the agent,

GOOD FOR MINNESOTA. The proverbially
clear ‘atmosphere—albeita little foggy at

aft.

of the needy in their plans, for the gifts of

after

ion of all who

other one encouragea suitable

their spectacles and discover what other
people bave no difficulty at all in seeing.
We have some more interesting information for the Standard, as soon as it is able
to bear it,

to positions of intelli-

ia
the Agency for our School. It secm
practical to travel north any longer for the
present. Many thunks to all those ‘who so

reasons, though

manifestly the terrors of proseription are
growing beantifully less now-a-days.
We

interest

0 igood. re;

at

obvious

Day.

be ready for delivery

others,

gence and usefulness.
;
Who will listen to the voice of reasol
and eonscience, and take heed to the ovy

a few days.
Itis written in Dr. Bowen's
best style, printed with new type, on fine
tinted paper, and is to be well bound, making a book of 431 pages. The steel engraving is'exceedingly life hke,in the opin-

| and pastors, but of the correctness
of our
first statement, there can at Jeast be no

while

selves and

Lectures. This last chapter 'is alone worth
more than the price of the book.
Wishing to put this ¢xcellent volume in-

may

to cone

ways to spend a portion

pastors

leading

members of his congregation, is ‘at heart’
in sympathy with free communion.
We
feel confident of our ability to say the same,
in all fairness; ‘about’ ‘two leading churches

ing the weak points in a
ch
ter, titmy
of which, we venture to say, are
purely’ * imagivary. On the“ other hand

urge the'ithportance

the

It is

the same, that one of

profit

worth

s Wélall knowsthat,
lone begun, -

whole lives. But

true, all

church, together with ‘some of the leading

This depends largely on supple-

era

nevertheless

sanctum hears

whisperings.

schools

most

winter

communion

brother's views is good evidence, The point
we made in our former statement was that
this silent conviction of the Seriptéralness
of free communijon is spreading steadily.
Of course, these good brethren do not go
about proclaiming their views publicly, as a

Itis

great would be the goed that must result
to the thousands struggling in their poverty
for learning, by which they might lift them-

tive of his life,’ treating of his youth and
early manhood, his ministry in Grafton,
Chester,
and
lneyville
Providence,

says,

this to our cotemporary,
and charitably sup-

A

ARBITRATION,

so abundantly bestowed where not the least
necessity for such presents exists,—how

history like Dickens’ * Child's History of well how to bring about, until now the Su- rifices in doing so. He has been bard
The Golder Bogiaod.” would furnish an instructive eq- premie Court of the State decides the law pressed for means, but God has signally
a

opponents could accomplish it, professional
.

an

will

paid for useless gew-gaws, -

and other articles of needless cost, that are

pages are occupied with the ranning narra.

“none are so blind as those who will not
see,” but we refrain from an application of

cial pains should be taken to procure.proper.

institutiong

en at its very eenter; and be, so

thew,

is

grievous mistake is the habit of criticising

his pulpit, bis ministry for the: Master brokhis
And

Baptist churches in Chicago, abd declares
its ignorance of any such sentiment. There

the teacher, insinuating that he is wanting
in government, or is not capable of teaching such and such branches, While spe-

life, putient of teniper and pure of heart”
it says,” has been driven from.
such a man,

ly ruined.”

communion sentiments among some of the

and approval of the parents in the studies
of the child is an incentiveto the scholar
Another
which is too often neglected.

they seek always to be making those about olean through every fiber of his intellectual
comfortable

_AND_

mentary teaching at home. = The

The festivar8s been peculiarly appr
—— Tae SWING Movement:
the Swing
afed to the entertainment of childhood. It Rule would naturally favor
largely belongs to the children. The Sav- movement in Chicago. Iu is cetlaifily frank
jour in a sense devoted it to them, ~ May in expressingits opinionof the man himselt :
they really enjoy and honor the day. May i+ Swing, one of the ablest men in the
filial obedience, brotherly love, kindness, Presbyterian church West,one of the sweet=
iesso ennobled est and most transparent souls that ever
y and all the qualitthat
s flod new beautyin their eyes, and | adorned (the Christian ‘ministry,~crystal-

m

nion ear to the brethren, the

to consider how

Topics.
"

her affairs.

gained from

&-O

tnd

r—

HA

valuable lesson ought and probably will be
suggested by it, that any movement like
of
that, involving as it does the committal
to
ty
capaci
ous
religi
its
in
a denomination

be

week, and

’

of the mQuey

This book goes Lo the bindery the present

:

SURPRISING IGNORANCE.
The Standard,
of ‘this city, quotes in its last issue what we
recently said about the existence of free

—— WINTER SCHOOLS,

the cause or acceptance of the spev'ch, this

and ought to be discouraged.

The Memoir of Dr

on .Current Events,

and

point ip the present case,

There is a variety of
But whatey¢l' may be

of

Notes

much easier “to achieve ‘something to the

. speech is entitled
couside. ‘vation than we

spirit

him,

things

Denominatiosal News and Notes,

£2

that have attended attempts at arbitration
during the past few years it ought to be

Perhaps the Bishop's

contrary to the

in

Department.

Rev. A. H. Huling, Manager.
56 Madison St., Chicago, Il.

may not be very soon framed into a knw but
it will help to keep the important subjec t
before the public. . With the good results

the interests of an ism. °

our

behind

bill was introduced in Congress last

if the

the originating of a political movement,

is

partisan

-—cP—

Western

signed by over two thousand. Friends, al 1}
of New England, praying tor some esiablished method ‘of, peacafpl srhitiation in
case of ndtiobd]l’ controversies.” The bill

othpaid

in their religious capacity should
‘nate some man for an office
openly nom.
v eagerly we all would belike that ? How
‘ives, and to see first of
gin to assign Wom
~overn the country in
all a movement 10 j
to different or less
have here given it.
explanations of it.

It

and

placing

it on a firm financial basis.

The time for these is at hand. Please
consider the kind and costliness of such
gifts; and by economy, See if somolhiog
may not be saved, with which to aid in
furnishing the means of knowledge to those
who are too poor to attend school. Oh, could
we have at our disposal but a swnall fraction

possible. For this he was removed.
No
act of the present Administration has for a
ong time transpired whieh indicales more
clearly than this that the power of the Executive arm will make itself felt against the
foreign plotters of our downfall, who hatch
treason in the name of religion.

Does it pay
it made com-

whieh he
The signifimay be trusted to improve.
cant thing about his election is that he is,
although nominally a Democrat, not, striet-ly a party tian, and therefore represents a
popular choice,—the kind of thoices that
we generally believe in for.certain town aud
Judging from the composi
city officers.
tion of the remainder of the ticket, Boslon
hasentered upon a year ol enterprising,
ju-

——THE FRIENDS

services ? -Yes,

ready been suggested, what

demand.

licly the most absurd

claims of our school, and aid ns in

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR'S PRESENTS

besides

that, presenting only a close
dicious, safe and honorable management of | pose that;

something by this time.
We are - disposed to believe, however,
that the Bishop's speech was unconsidered,
and therefore simply unfortunate, just as
the approval of it was. But it has raised a
discussion, and one of its. plain teachings
sught to be this: that religious. denominans have generally but little business (o
‘le with political matiérs in that way.

As bas a
‘Catholics,

essions
ing years be filled with many expr
may
Rings
and
lt
‘defau
may
Men
of it.
alive
keep
thrive, but so long ‘as a few even
truth, and
t at spirit whose essence was

,
ityits
sense of its unselfishness, its pur our

His, patriotic

is the principle, we have a good many
er deserving men, that’ ought to be

in
life

rather .

but

at

they were great and fully appreciated.
Bu if ever a man was paid for his patriotic
services General Grant has been.
If that

th.
de,

pat-

never expressed any opinion on the subjeet of a third term. We wish he would,
and caution his church to keep still about
it. For one thing is quite evident: The
country doesn't want General Grant an-

spirit «

business

than

demning the speech, and Bishop Simpson
has also felt called upon to say that he bas

“ _ vud so ofthe nobility “of ‘his death, that

that was his
place.

South;

Whatever may
be the real facts in the “|
case,the Methodist denomination will not of
course accept any such explanation as that,
neither do we believe it will give much of
any approval to the Bishop's motion.
Indeed, the Methodist clergymen in Washington have already passed resolutions con-

before his

persecutors could not abate the truth that
be had

Gen-

motive

and that it is in good

-

large opportunities before him,

whether

it was Methodism, rather

riotism, that was the controlling

God for his brethren’s sake, and Paul was a the Boston meeting.

man like ihe rest of us. —Christ

term with a good record

put the Methodist

because he is attending well to the

that he might persuade them to believe? So
himself accursed from
Paul could wish
—

But it

ing, both letters and religion,
We rejoice to be able to inform the publie, that some 62 teachers have already
gone to their work from this institution,
We plead earoestly that Christians, and all
lovers of our country will consider the

cial was not confent to secrelly aid and
abet the enemies of our free institutions, as
Way may not Railroad -efficials leam good “is so frequently dove, but sought occasion
lessons from the management of the Boston &
to decry our school system and to say pub-

position,” by the merest political strategy,
their candidates being generally very repugnant to the best sentiinent of the citv,
The interest in the result was intense, as
appears in the fact that the aggregate vote
was the largest ever thrown at a city election. Mayor Cobb enters upon his third

eral Grant attends a Methodist meeting
that the speech was spoken, rather than

all

en my be qualified for the work of teach-

The Attorney General doubtless recogniz-

It is coming right along. Mr. Blaine has inlast Tuesday week, especially gratifying . | troduced into Congress his proposed constituThey may all be summed up io the general tional amendment forbidding any interference
statement that there was a strong attenpt to with the common schools or any use of the
carry the election on the part of * the op- public money for sectarian purposes.

as it does, it

n't, but they will—that it is because

he bear

cial fitness to sustain thé role of partisan
leadership to the Catholics in their vindictive warfare on the public schools.

campaign in Boston that make the results

deserved or not, reflects discreditably upon it.
Men will say—we wish they would-

and

most of

anxious

men,

of

con-

continu-

denomination in a position which,

the goodly number who moved like angels
of healing and mercy through camp and

hospital during our late war.—Did

either

their

case standing

prospects—nor

So did

comfort and help?

to bear them

had

the

mast be said that the recent expression of
those comvictions
was unfortunate.
It
will not be likely to harin the President's

It is these that show us
thousand years.
has never ceased
leaven
divice
that the
working in the hearts of men.
Did Jesus visit the poor and suffering,
Howard,

approved

ance would be profitable. The gentlemen
who composed the Boston audience before
whom the nomination—it amounts to that
—was made, may properly hold the sume
convictions.

the last two

sect and word during

that

wom-

tained, where young men and young

——Bostox City ELkcTiON.
There are
two or three lacts about the late municipal

wish that they

and

must: bes sus«

like ours, at Harper's Ferry,

general inffieciency as a Judge but his spe-

every sensé a comfortable road.
because it is comfortable, or is
fortable because it pays?

term,

the South, and believe that

tience, his infinite love, his matchless selfdenial and his unequaled heroism have been
illustrated—poorly it may be—by many a

civilization. We need and must have intelligent, Christian school teachers, by thousands; and to vecure these,schools of grades

the inculcation of her teligion! Protestants
must aim at Schools, and a pure Christian

tion,

third

.

demned or kept still about it.
The Bishop may properly entertain a
good opinion of the President's services in

pa-

his

his gentleness,

A ProMpr REBUKE. Judge Dunn was
some time since appointed by the Administration Chief Justice of Arizona. The last
few months have developed not only his

it—almost a new thing, Thereis another
that it has taken Boston nearly ‘one
‘hundred years” to accomplish. A good
century plants are blooming this year.

is true, there are other things ‘Jrooked,’
whiskey.”

as

as well

power,

Rome aims at political

ceive treatment due that class.

Grant for a

nomination

the garments have dissolv-

ed, his sweetness,

amongst the unsettled masses of the South!

meetings probably follow.

General

swindle

winning their affections,

ing to Protestants is heard in the land
more startling than that beard in the siwarch Tof Romanism
sare
but
lent

Providence Road ? We observe that its stock is
quoted well up, that it shows but little fluctua-

¢

the Methodist brethren who

the old pricsts, that still gleam out from the

needy, and thus

of room for gesticulation. The bwlding
will be dedicated on the first Sabbath of the
new year, at which time Moody and Sankey
will both be present and a short series of

now measurably restored to health,
Tre new Boston school Board has four ladies

of theirs is to represent themselves as mem

and Politics.

—

tavorite

A

We

Churches are built and Priests supplied,
Sisters of mercy look afterthe wantsof the

together,

We imagine that by this time Bishop
Haven must be sorry that he nominated

Denominations

that reproduces its kind, only to multiply a
million fold and nourish all the inhabitants
of the earth.
It ought to be a blessed consolation tous
that his Spirit thus abides with and in man.
Like the threads of go'd on the garments of

internal

some minister, or in some other way allied
to respectability, and so to draw money
from the over-generons. Look out for them
Let the deserving be helped, but let the
vagrants—and that is the most of them—re

and

sometimes.

very

will be favored with Missionarieswho
, were

bers of some church, on familiar terms with

that is the kind of faith we need,

withheld

the kind that blesses the world.

eventually perish. It is rathe
like rthe seed

asks for
Young's

Rev. Dr. Burns, of London, whom many of
our readers remember, was lately brought very
nearto deaths door by an attack of congestion
of the lungs.
We are glad to state that he is

upon
thing
poor
many

best,

of the easily bring them under their religions inaudience room has been adopted, with plenty structions and control. No voice of warn

Tury have a conductor on the New York
& Hartford Railroad whose name is Midas—
or oughtto be. In five years, out of an annual
income of $1200,he has saved $60,000, and it is
not known that he has lost any rich relatives
either,

gangs.

the

small desk style for the pulpit end

was one-eighth of a mile long.
Tue Attorney-General in his report
further legislation to cover Brigham

but

at

aL
0s
educated here,
THE ROMANISTS.
Roman Catholics are making special efforts to win the frgedmen to their ehurch,
Schools for the children are multiplied, to
which thousands
are invited without pay.

will accommodate several hundred Sunday
school children, The large platform and

week
term

learning, can have,

world, through their instrumentality.

an ancient

. The

municating with each other, and,

esrpwW

A resolution presented in Congress last
to regulate the length of the Presidential

giving

suggests

blessings

trust that in due time far of Africa herself

arrangement is admirable, the ground floor
being divided into six large rooms all com-

Brief Notes.
-— ns

top,

ren for the ministry, is reflecting

they confer. upon the colored ruce, and the

ed this latter fact, and feeling that it mig ht
_be unfitir to the Catholic church for the
Government to monopolize talent destined
I+ is remarked by Zion's Herald that * if what evidently to be of such great service to the
the Congregationalist says alfut the proceedings heresy-hunting
and
intelligence killing
of certain parties conmected with the manage- institution with headguaelers at the vatican,
ment of the Ainerican Tract Society, of Boston, politely dismissed him. This Catholie offi-

ure,

“ he ever liveth to make intercession for
us.”
There is the best thing about the Sayiour’s mission.
It was not an act, or a series of acts, accomplished iv a few years,
and left for time to assign them their place
and office, as a picture or a statue is completed, and kept to gradually fade and

with its, round

There is no dan-

case,

all these,

above

infinitely

Lot it continue.

nore townships, also to form chain
arrest apa

cut Stone

The styleof architecture is antique and the

work-houses if) districts composed of one or
upon the

with

castle rather than a church.

We are not so literally to interpret faith
logically exclude the Bible. ¢ Let us bave as to suppose it will build churches for us,
The tramp nuisance is,
the work-house
:
fair play.”
or pay the salaries of our muisters, for it
|
more
or
less,
prevalent
in all parts of the
won't do any such thing. That is -not the
country, and it will not disappear of its own
faith we need or are required to bave.
It
Christmas.
| accord. There is an urgent need of careis necessary to have something more manl
| ful special legislation and rigid execution
as
Whether Christ was born ‘or not on the terial than faith to meel such demands
of laws to outroot this evils In the meanmorning that we celebrate, we know that these.
time it is well to consider all the remedies
But that belief in Christianity that causes
Not
* be lives, and that is the main thing.
proposed. One Christian duty in the matthe littleness of the'
alone as Washington lives, in influences men to look above
ter is, nol to encourage them in their idleworld
in
the
fature,
into eternity ; which
as
nor
ago;
century
a
that he set to work
ness by giving them money, unless they
Calvin, nor as Justin Martyr. He lives as elevates man to a higher standard of liv- work for it. And even food miglit be best
ing, developing the fall robility of his nat-

these do.

relations to the

brick

ger that the heavens will fall.

hand.

employment to tramps ; therefore, it resolyed to ask additional legishition to establish

taught in the holy Word.

structure of pressed

effect from without not altogether agreeable.
This doubtless is due partly to the bigh,
round tower a{ the south-east corner which,

was high time to take active measures for
its suppression. In the opinion of the con-

ap-

it was at first called, was completed, a tem-

emphatically reiterated innocence. Meanwhile the other trials are progressing and
justice is being meted ont with a steady

was a

vention this could be best done by

Storer College, in the education of “broth

Somé time’ before Mr, ‘Moody went to
Europe the fivst story of the tabernacle,- as

would make his convictioh all the more
deplorable, although it: could not of course

growing evil throughout that 8a'e, and it

plication of a generous faith.
Not ‘merely
a faith that means simply a belief in the
Bible and the being of God, but beyond and
superior {o this a thorough devotion |
and sincere affection. for, the principles

We must do that or revise them, if we must

must

best

upon the cities of the old free states, as in
porary roof put on and regular service held, the case of Bro, Fox, who was raised up in
As it now stands, the building is a fine ‘West Va. Those who aid this institation of

vumber of short speeches were -made de-

attempt

the heart, the affections, and needs

Must we purge our
del can .indorse.
schools of our reading and singing books ?

people”

The

Ring. Until General Babcock’s trial occurs we are fairly bound to believe in his

—TrAMPS.
In response to a call,a State
convention was recently held in Columbus,
Ohio, to consider- the tramp question.
A

But this is hardly possible. Religion differs from these things; it demands more
than the intellect, the reason; it calls forth

infi-

nor

Jew,

Catpolic, nor

what neither

in such choice ‘and

religion,

ing it.

inculoate

All these often

say, If I believed in

by man’s little intellect to reason

to the Protestant version
partly objeet;—and do
even than'is done by
So the
of the Bible.
are inspired with t

1875.

sentiment «of the country will earnesily
wish that Gen. Babeock may clear himself
of his alleged complicity in the whiskey
ring. His being so near the President,
and in such confidential relations ‘to him,

wants to preach ihe gospel he shall have his
opportunity!"—What a sweet-mouthed,ault-

t

ters in science or government,

culcate faith in God, Christian integrity,
piety, all Christian virtues, —all that the

Christian

‘‘the. voice ofthe peo-

ple” is addressing them

the day

would put Christianity on a level with mat-

the Christian influence that enters these institutions. The reading books ir use in-

decalogue teaches,
of which Catholics
it more thoroughly
the simple reading
songs thatare sung

te | bigots, imagines that

it I could have it:proved to me by reasoning, as other things are, I would become a

from out public schools,it does much more
thau that. The simple reading of that Bible
is but

So, not only,

by | — ~GENERAL BABCOCK'S ('ASE,

| Church as having its authority usurped

leap

*‘ Glory

Sometimes en, and they are generally Lured tlass * the
young men, those just beginning to bea |’ sure !

logical consistency excludes the Bible

withont comment

would

———

&c.
letters on business, remittances of money,
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.

Ir

other

the heart,

Faith.

all

and

Editor,

the

to

addressed

be

publica.

for

designed

communications

should

tion

Editor.

seers

pre

All

8

the

from

¢ Hands off from
itself but all that should be added to our | elegant terms ‘as these:
lives would be filléd with such harmony as | God's servants ! Let them preach the trath
even the angels themselves could unite in | as they conceive it! Who gave yon authori
ty to be judges over them? No mail like
swelling,
| Swing shall be gagged in this city! If he
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G. F. MOSHER,

Kong
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30
The Morning Star

habe

colored

peo-

of slavery,

were fu the South. Many of our chureh
members from Va. and West Va, are now
residents of those places, It is, therefore,
of special importance {hat> churches be
sustained ‘amongst them,

terest there had been very low.
But that at
that time a new earnestness in the cause was

roused, which has been increasing till the present

time,

Quite a number have been converted and

back sliders have been awakened.
Tur Lord is blessing his people

in

Charles-

ton, Me., in a glorious manner. Strong wen
and women who have lived forty-five and fifty
years in sin have left all to follow Christ, - The
C. Baptists and F, Baptists are working together, unitedly ; proving God's word to be true, that
in union there is strength. Six have béen con
verted the past week, others have been reclaimed,

offiers are

seeking

to

know

Christ, and the

spirit of God seems to pervade all of the meetings. The pastors, Rev's F. A. Palmer and J.

Higgins, are working

together heart and hand,

and God is wonderfully blessing the efforts.
Pray for us that the good work may go on.
F. A. PAvuni,
Wh. 8. WARREN

wtites

that the F. Baptist
v

church, in Howard City, numbers. about thirty,
all of whom arefearnest
prayers for their success:

Waist Cuakussron,

workers

Vr.

and he

asks
i

Cne’Lord is gra-

ciously bleseing us here with salvation, Already
more than forty have begun

ty hope

in

God's

salvation, and the work seems just begun. All
J. GrANVILLE,
gloryto God.
' Tag friends of Bev. Ri A.

Davis met at the

residence of Mr, Wilkinson, South Dover, on
Thursday evening, Dec. 2nd, and left with him

]

P

.
|

MORNING

‘dofitions to the amount of $50. 00. This _generous token of friendship is , highly appreciated
by the recipient, whose labors with this people
have been limited to occasional preaching on
Sabbath afternoons, with the exception of a

feel sorry for having given it, and aithotigh he
may need the book all the more for his .ewvil
habit, yet lest he abuse your gift you will not
be likely to repeat the same. For ‘this reason

few days extra meetings recently, during whith

temperate men. He says, ‘* If health permits,
I shall be at your National Centennial, at Phila-

SL
ON Eng So
Clifford, Goodell 8 bam I - Sisters 1
ulou,

|:

probably the good Doctor makes his presents to

several professed a new-born hope in Christ, and
others a revival of God's grace in their hearts.
Many thanks are hdreby tendered for the

three churches ; Congregational,

Col. by haNF

well ed.

and Methodist unite, = Some effoits work

while new,

then decline.

This is the third.
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I would love to give an

Frou the Rolling Prairie, Wis., church,comes |

Van Hill, during

which

there

sions, one baptism and some

4

accessions

the cheering intelligence

of meet-

The

the Pope and a good deal of interest awakened,

Methodists

Malvern, is steadily

improving,

the

project

of

Foreign

temperance, missions,

revivals, or what not, and that it ought
courage all toilers for the master,

to hold a week.
We need laborers here in
the South both
among the whites and blacks)
Sometimes in
some localities the mingling of the two classes
in social meetings scems to be detrimental.
For
example : during the meeting at Van Hill, I
went out among the congregation to converse
with some unconverted young men and ladies on

49

J.C.

ASTHMA

AND

TiIov, Piftdyuss.

CATARRH. a

Mr.

:

is ‘also a spacious

Lane,

“

Munroe

The interior of the main

audience

room

LAKE GEORGE, N.

.:

Prof.

R,

Dunn ; Dedicatory

was ordained

to the

Dec. 8, at Williamstown,

remedies

ery whereby

R. L.D.

having

failed,

aecident

led

to a discov-

Dr. H James ¢ ured his only child with

a ‘preparation of Cannabis Indica.
He now gives
the recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay ex

penses,

There

Irritation

isnota

single

not

symptom.

Alasiparen

of the Nerves,

Difficult

Philadel hia, Pa., giving TR

Night Sweats,
of

the Mus-

1032 Race street,

oe this paper.

nod7-13

Fri
Friday, Feb. 4, at 2,
H. DAVIS, Clerk,

of con-

Expectoration,
the Stomach,

Pains in the Lungs, Nausea at
Sha
Inaction of the Bowels a
WwX asus,

oles. Address CRADDOCK

}

by

Rev.

P.

by

C.

C.

jams—Mre
mouth=D
Waful,

J Wood

H

Books

H

Wi Auk

stainers from intoxicants and tobacco.”
Many of us know the cheering effect

J

MAIL.

i
Jas Bvans, a
A A Heath,
Farmington,
Con
Daniel Jackson, Varysthurg, k ¥

. present of good books, Our library has looked
very small, and we have seemed to have digest-

‘ed it time and again, ‘when by some

‘ness as above our hearts have been made to
for present

In this direction

of

\ge-

“

b

L Hutchins, Garland, Me.

it is truly

Home

appropriated.

Sup-

pose yon give a good book to an intemperate
mun ind he sells that book for intoxicants, you

“Abby Morton Dias,

Edward Bverett Hale,

Creek Q M, Wis, per
Durham eh, N H. per J B Leighto!

Collected by L D Feltin Wis.:

Ria

Whitey, 3 im Winneconne ch, ey
pun Q

3.00

col Waun-

Q M, $4; WarHoney C Hy gn.M. $5.65: Lafayette
ren ch, $1
;
Rock & Dane Q ™,

x

Harriet P. spofford.
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egsing in works of the ki nd.
nt.

.

fioction of Standard.
Churoh Tunes,
for nse of Choirs and Congrega-

RE

tions,

p2

26,

world.

ASOO

Price 75 cents;

$7.59 per

dozen.

Fingle

Stories of Adventure,
Letters of Trav el
Editorials upon Current
Topics,
Historical Articles
hie aphical Sketches,
gious Articles,

-

Specimen

ORGANS

At the lowest price consistent with the Qaliy
sh
on and guaranteed. Send Stamp for catalogues.

G

Ho ok

& Hastings, Boston

lished

1827.

KIDDER'S PASTILLES.

All

15th.

Dictionary

All

NTED:

AGENTS,

fonething

new and useful. Good pay
State rights for sale. - For terms and sample enclose-

25 cents, and address.

DUNHAM

&

THAYER,

Vassalbore,

A

YEAR.

AGENTS

$250
on our Grand
pectus, representing

150

Me.

wanted

WANTED

Combination

Pros-

Christian

Weekly,

Illustrations

All the Singing

Books,

the

Picture

the

Children’s

Papers,

—AND—
Sunday=School * Supplies.

other

|

* SPECIAL - TERM»

and other

will be made where several kinds of the

Teach

SAMPLES

SENT

er’s Monthly Notes ** are wanted.

OF
FOR

Apply to
Manager

ALL THE HELPS
EXAMINATION.
EBEN SHU'LE,

International

4teowd?

S. 8. Supply

Co.,

36 Bromfield St., Boston.

sul

GEN. ERIS.

Little Classics,
Gift.

:

everywhere.

Sales

WHITTIER’S Snow-Bound,
Illustrated.
LONGFELLOW’S Evangeline.
Illust- ated.
EMERSON’S select Essays.
Three in a vol.

2 volumes, very prettily bound, 50 cents each.

Songs of Three Centuries,
Selected by J. G. Whittier, with Introductory EssayHousehold Edition, $2. Halliday Edition, $3.50. A
book of remarkable value.
Aa

made

from

all single books fail. Also. agents
Magnificent Family Bibles.

this

For sale by all Booksellers, or sent, post paid

on receipt of price by the Publishers.

Distinct Books,
when

JAMESR.

¥

JOHN

FOR
NO

Philadelphia,

Paying

fiastern Capital Needed in the
West.

APPRECIATED

Fresh and

rates (from $300

A verfect collection

deceased, ana
city limits of
from a station
and rents are

in demand; and the subscriber fully believes: that
at the above rates—the lowest ever offered—they
will prove a safe and profitable investment.

!!

Mail”

says:

‘‘ A

most

ex-

traordinary collection of really fine songs. * * * * »
One could hardly imagine 80 many veritable gems
could be, dontuined im a single volume.
Price , £2.30 plain; $3.00 in muslin; $4.00 full gilt.
form and

price, full music size; are

* Gems of Strauss.”

town to cane=
best remedies
a good chance
to P.O. Box

A hew edition, comprising
Waltzes, ete, etc.

over

100

best

to

make

Hens

Lad, made

KER,

53

Strauss

knowledge

in

the

language.

Now

in

Philadelphia.

Marcy?’s Sciopticon and
New and brilliant effects.

Lantern Slides,
Circulars free,,

SPECIAL OFFER to SUNDAY SCHOOLS
L. J. MARCY, 1340 CHESTNUT Le
m

CILLIE

CRUSHED - COFFE.
JAVA

QUALITY.

Uniform, Egunomical,

WRIGHTpoi
26123

Y ALL GROCERS,
Jone
it

SAL

reason

NOT .

ake d

is

8

When selecting
Music Book foryo
SINGING

CrAss

(

TION, remember

th

MusicaL

CONVE

1
r

VINEYARD
OF SONG
has been declared by
Teachers

and

others

THE BEST WORK
EXTANT FOR SING.
ING CLABSES AND
MUSICAL

Yorj

for

rior to those general.
iy Sound in

CONVEN-

TIONS.

works

of

this kind. They have
been collated
‘from
many sources, and

TAZARD,

ahd, Miagnzine.

EDITOR.

contains

a

large

Available

for

Choruses,

=

Price, 15 Cts.
$7.50 per doz. copies.

(@ D

receipt of, retail price.

EASY, PAYMENTS.re rat

for monthly or quarterly
pays for the organ.
par Circulars, with full particCATALOGUES
Sart; free. Aaares MASON &
Trem
Streets BOS; 25 Union quar, NEW YORK;
& 8%
es St, CHIC
-

Undenominational, Evangelical,

# Best Contributions, Best Igstons,

Best

Editorials,

$1.50 per year. No 8. S.'M Fon £0 popular,
Specimen Copy sent FR
JF
EE on application to
you Pub. Co., Chleago.
Adams, Blacker,
46 10w

D.Langell’s
Asthma & Catarrh Remedy,
Having struggled twenty years between life and

Asshwma, I experimented by come
unding roots and herbs und iuhalin
the medicine, a fortunately discove!
a wonderful remedy and suro cure for

Asthma and Catarrh. Warranted
R1| to relieve instantly so the pitier, { can
lie down to rleep. Ona trial
pickage,
Free,
Fullsize pckoge,
y mail,
me
Address PD,
Langell, Appia

$77

eck, 0,

037154

ness Jerthanont

For salo by Druggista,

bo
$

4148

2

For farther

dress,

the only Unabridged, Enlarged,
Corrected Edition of

Wm.

of

Dolls, Tovs,

No

PrOF.

HORATIO

KENNED

Richmond

and Fancy. Goods

re-

Bookseller.

suit-

any

$1

The

Maine.

n any

el

other

language.”—Eondon

its superiority to the English edi-

26 American scholars represented.

Price —In cloth, beveled ed

In full'sheep,
In half

MACY

MACY
Agents wanted,

TRUE

$26 00

$30 00 | In “hie oalf, extra, 36 00

morocco,

85 00 | Lo full calf,

;

45 00

for

a New

HURD & HOUGHTON, NEW YORK.
The Riverside Press) Cambridge, Mass.
000

Ag ents

Wanted

Religious Work

at

once

popular with all denominations,

and sure to sell in every family,
Positively the
ry best chance ol
the year for first class
a ot
For circulars, address

.S. GOODSPEED

& CO., 14 Barolay Bt
y
18841.

and ‘all Nsrvous

Diseases;

thousands,

has

tor

MACY
Outfit

& CO., Augusta
"Dost: y.

Epiepto

and

Trial

Spasms,

Fits,

Y.

8t. Vitus Dance,

the only

known

It has been

never been

positive

y

known
to fallin

package free.

a

Enclose stamp for

Circulars giving evidence oh sures,

Address

DR. 8. A. RICHMOND,
Box 741, St. Joseph, Mo.
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Male apd gale
A
in er
local
ts
SY

KE.

ale

P. ‘o.

uy

CKERY

septl-ly

CY

C
CY
CY
CY

Oraers attended to with spe- a

>

AB-

. -

Ind.

illeminnted Centerinial Conds sent free to CY

A DAY at home,
and terms iren,

EZRA

“In short, it seems that we have to thank América
for the most com ete work of the kind in the Eng-

lish, or, ieedy

remedy

Busi-

soliciting

MA

address.

ANP

B. HACKETT
BOTT, LL. D.

leptic Fits, Convulsions,

athiculare ad-

ible for the Holiday trade
@ occupy the
whole block through from [4th to 13th St.,
and tor 17 years huve made Holidny Goods.
a specialty
o¥~ Catalogues and

MA cial care.
MACY
Jt18 MACY

Smith’s

DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE

single case.

MA
MA
MA
MA

MA

and

Comprising its Antiquities, Biography, Ge=
ography, and Natural History,

MA
14th St. & 6th Ave. ye York.
CY
ITMATE e largest jmporters and retailers in Amer. CY
ica

BEST,

Samaritan Nervine.

R.H. Macy & Co.
MA

THE

The greaf Nerve Conqueror, oures Epi-

- CHICAGO.

Sunday

made.

of aur. desi

More than 2,000 ¢rrors of reference corrected.
An Index of Scripture Mustrations, 56 columna,

amount of choice and
valuable material

A WEEK—Agents wanted.
he Pioneer

ever

in the American edition only.
4 vols. 3637 pages. 596 iHinstrations,

76 WASHINGTON
BAST
OTH ST., N. ST.,
¥.

tu oo

ments

PIEND- HARP CABINET ORGAN

‘Biglow & Main,

21

with most important a

TILES

VINEYARD
OF SONG

Ba Sent by Mail on

plete.

hard to sell something
else.

tion of the same work are these:
500 more pages and 100 more eogravings in the
American ed tion than in the original English.

be without Fs rival
for use at
Conven"
4
hiohaang
Musical
In .

ment, is conceded to
be unsurpassed; it is
concise, and yet yery
thorough
and com-

to.

Do not

most of them are the
best productions of
favorite authors.

and it is believed to
—

bao

& Hamlin.

‘is that edited by

class practice are, beyond question, supe-

The Rudimental
or
Eiemontary
Depart:

‘Whole.

York.

selections

The

a Mason

often iry very

Dr.

for retail

711 B’dway, New

DO

on having

Bee...

take any-other. Dealers gét LARGER 0OM-

TS St a is

And

SEND YOUR ORDER

owls

course of publication. Agents wanted. Sp pecimen
with map; gent for 20 cants. BAKER, DAVIS ASLO

Always

Boston.

North Market street, Boston,

New and revised edition. 150,000 articles, 3,000
engravings, and 18 splend:d nape. The best book
of universal

INSIST

unrivaled.

with opinions of more

(sent free).

INCOMPARABLY

“ Gems of German Song."

from Fresh

CIROULAR,

MISSIONS for selling fuferion organs,

# Musical Treasure.”

“ Gems of Scottish Song ”
‘“ Moore's Irish Melodies.”

ENCYCLOPEDIA.

ZELL’s

STIMONIAT,

“ Pianoforte Gems.”

ground to a
By
Fowls
and 8'.' One
JACKSON

Rt
dud OVER BWATEY, iT Mer
in Europe, or which present ah extraordi-

than One Thousand

“ Organ at Home.”

Any of the ubove books sent post-paid,
price.

Awarded

VIENNA 1873; PARIS, 1667

NEY,

282 pages, full music size.
“ Evening

others.

THAER
HIGHEST
MEDAL
»» DIPLOMA OF HONOR, +=
hemispheres,to be

with piano accom-

popularity.

The N.Y.

in capacity and excellence
by any

Y
awarded highest premiums at Industrial Expositions, in America as well as.
Europe.
Outof hundreds there have not been six in
all where any other organs have been Freire
Declared by Brainent Musicians,in both

Handsome,

paniment, compreing over 75 of the cheicest Songs,

Of the same

A.A. MOULTON, Adm’r,
236 Superior Street, Room 22, Cleveland, Ohio,
no37-31
dia

of songs,

CABINET ORGANS.
UNEQUALED 2:5 UNAPPROACHED

nary excellence as to command a wide sale there. (J

Ballads, Duets and Quartets known; seleéted with
great care, and especial regard to Sualivy and

to $65 per lot) lots 50x190, fronting streets 80 and
100 feet wide; also, lots with buildings all belonging
to the estate "of Rev. A. K. Moulton,
situated
aboutone mile from the
Cleveland, O., and ten minutes walk
where impr ovements are being made

BETTER

out.—New,

JASON & HNN

Th
ONLY

HOLLIDAYS.

GEMS
of ENGLISHSONG.

Investment

The subscriber offers at very low

THE

GIFTS

Just

A

& €O., Boston.
| 2150

E. POTTER & CO.,

Publishers,

no4l-13t

OS 3GOOD

wanted for our
*uperor to all

others, And our COMPLETE BIBLE ENCYCLOPEDIA,
with 3000 superb
illustrations.
These books beat
the world.
Full particulars free.
Address

A

A WEBKto Male and Female Agents, in
theialoonlity. Costs NOTHING to try it,
Particulars FREE, P.O. VICKERY
& CO., Augus.
ta, Maine.
ane
1v85

PAPERS,

Sehioole can procure all their periodicals at our
place,ax

Bibles

«JI8" The set makes a Beautiful

CINCINNATI, O.

reer
——— ye SAS

1341

CENTS.

John Church & Co.,

death with

ionic

‘TWENTY

to
to

each.

Subgeription prioe, $1.76. This includes the paySpecimen
ment of postage, by the Publishers.
copies sent free. Please mention what paper you
saw this io,

PERRY X MASON &E CO.
41 Temple Place, A
Mass.

80gros

16 volumes of the Best Short Stories, Sketches, and
Poems in English and American literature, $100

BY

)

Stories of Home & School
Life,
Tajos "Poetry
or DeclamaSelections
tion
Anecdotes, Puzzles,
Facts and Incidents.

on

Superbly illustrated, #5.; morocco, $10.

on receipt of retail price.

PUBLISHED

the

All the Lesson Papers,
All the Question Books,

New Features
Most Important.
Apply at
once to D. Xy YUER NSEY, Publisher, Con.
cord, NE
4w49

and

Copies sent, post paid,

LESSON

CHOICE.

Geo. M. Towle.

Builders of nearly 800 organs, including the Six
late, 84 and most complete in the Sonny: ab.

Starksboro ch. Vt.to con. DeaJ Hil & Mra W
»
Chaffee LI, M,
Greenville oh B 1, to con.Rev A Glven, Mrs L D
Given
LB

Honey
New

Louisa M. Alcott ,
Rev W. M, Baker,
Louise C. Moulton,
C. A Stephens

Its reading ia adapted to the old and young, and is
very comprehensive in its character. Ju gives

EB & GC

Mission.

, and suitable blessings immediately returned Wea} B Chambirlta, Dover, N H, to coc. heraelf L |
from a heart ‘already skilled in gratitude. You
| wus
21.00
a. N H, per W B Foss
edged my
5.00
Alton, on pledgo at Y M,
E
may give to some people and instantly repent, Rev Ls
6.50
Hubbard,
G

because the gift has not only been -ungraciously

J. T Trowbridge,
Hawara® gleston,
Dr.
I. I Hs 08,
Hebecca H Davis,

CHURCH

3

so

‘* More blessed to give than to receive,” and for
this rosson-—the present is fully appreciated,

The “COMPANION” aims to be a favorite in ever
family—looked for eagerly by the young folks, an
read with interest by the older. its purpose is to
interest whi'eit amuses; to be judicions, practical,
sensible, and to have really permanent worth, while
it attracts for the.hour.
It is handsomely illustrated, and has oF contribu:
tors Some of the most attractive writers in the country. Among these are-

#4 cow 4

2
p

EXPRESS.
Rev H F Wood, Manchester, N H,

such kind-

t Illustrated

to

Sunday=School Teacher’s Journal,
ALSO

330 Good Ag
Agents Wanted

Sixty Pages of Anthems.

& B

J W Ingerick, Stony Fork. "Roge Co, Pa.
Jay W Hoyt. New
Bremen

of a

FEATU

Something

“ & (Peck, Windham Center; Pa.
Winnebago
“dR
Yandoren,
Fisks Corners,
Co,
o
Morrison Maredith, NH.
“OL Vall, Virgil 1,
“J Clough, yr
N i.
% J Nason, Meredith Cen, N IH,
“ W A Nealey, Putnam. N Y,
“DL Jdgoriy, Lowes Gilmanton, N H,
« 4, Parker, Attleboro, Mass,
BE Darrow. 67 ¥ Main 8t, Rochester,
NY,
Amos Whitcher, Benton, N H,

-

EYERYTHING

Blood.. Bone8 and Meat, dried "and
sweet Meal. Keeps well. Very on
like it very much. Pris] bags bincents
hundred Found bag
$2.50, Address

Forwarded.

BY

ant

answer

Illustrated

Stowe’s

DECEMBER

Pa pers; and the

The Sunday School World,
with the ADVANCED, INTERMEDIATE and PRIM-

llustrated Christmas Story !
READY

an

ONLY

OUT

Beecher
NEW

:

In addition to the above, we supply

FOR

Harrict

8, S, Teacher,

Monthly,

ten raised, ‘“ How shall we get ar soholars
stuly ?” No Sunday school can
sibly afford
be without it. The price for the whole year is

ARY

215)

151

Mass.

M

& CO.. New York.

LOOK

Work,

Issued by the Sanday School T¥mes.
This latter is without doubt-the best aid ever offer.
ed for increasinz the scholar’s interest in the Inter.
national Studies. Lthas the lessons for fhe months
thus avoiding and delay in securing ‘he sup
it
combines information drawn from the” lo res,
Bible Dictionaries and Commentaries.It gives he
pronunciation of Jones names, beef ia, 4
notes, alphabetical explanation of te
i
tions of persons, places and cus
nished
with
maps.
It supply AN

¥. Mail

OLIVER DITSON & €0., CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.,

Clerk.

Wisner—H A

Witham—A

J. B. FORD

Erysipelas,

Hens Lay.

ViGraves—R Godfrey -

-A V Wells-8

Witham<IL

Glees.

GENTS Wanted in every
vass and sell one of the
for pain known.
To such,
will be fives: hi
by letter,
1008, Dover, N

W uould—A L Gerrish(2)

Gordon ~Mrs

biography.”—N,

a For sale everywhere, or mailed, post-paid, on
receipt of price, by

and C. C. CASE.

/

J § Gardner—Mrs I Fall-=M J Hayes -R Hardon -0OD
Hancock—C H Jackson-T1) Jackson—ait Jones ~G J
Kellogg—E Kuickerbocker—Mrs P King~T Kinney—E
Lewis—d F Locke—Mrs J A MoKenzle H W Moors+d
Mariner—H H Mower—B K Moody-D Moshier—A H
Morrell—Mrs A Munger-J C Merrick—8 A Pixler—J U
Parsons—W T Palmer—W 8 Pottle~A L Palmer —J W
Randall-Mrs A Rese Ble J Reynolds -§ 8 Small-J ©
Sanborn-8
Seward «
I. .Sawyer—A
Shepard-G A
Smith~E Sanborn~W H Sawyer - 8 Tiun
Taylor
R H Tozer—M K i Tourteliot
~dJ D
Van orn—J wil

. works as he can spare from his library. He
gives the preference to applicants Who. are ab-

improperly

Rev.

CONSUMPTIVE CURED.—~When death was
hourly expected from Consumption, all

Received.

Freeman—) WFarnsworth—G

¢ Go and Do Likewise.”
A paragraph from thé Baptist, an English
Baptist paper, states that ** Dr. Jabez Burns is
sending out to poor pastors such theological

_ received, but

by

—

—C W Grifiu-N

t a rave

Gout,

Best Holiday Books.
CHOICE. The WHITTIER’S
Mabel Martin,

A Man of a Thousand.

Rev J Blackstone, 139 Frenchman 8t, New Orleans,

ed

Vt.,

Preston, Mr. A. . Shepard,of Barre,avd Miss Alice

Mrs L Edgett—J Erskine~G
E Parmer—N H Farr—A Mm

Foster
; Prayer by G, W. Gould; Sermon, by
D.L. Edgerly; Ordaining prayer by C. C,
Foster ; Charge by D. L, Edgerly ; Charge to the
church by A. P. Tracy; Right hand of fellowship by 8. N. Brooks;
Benediction by Bro.
Brown.

precious volume.

Gow-

Smith, of W.

W Armitage—M Atwood—1 Atherton~EN Berry—N
Ballou—-D M Buffam—A
P Bunker-8 Bathrick—C R
Barker—J M C Fanaa > Chase—L C_Chase—S Curtis—
A Dodge~NW Dhy
J: Dodge
~P Dixon—M Davison
~L Dexter—J E ab -D J Emerson—J M Elliot—

into

’
A.

Scriptures,

unlooked

Ella

binding and

Contains 192 pages, embracing entirely New Singing
School Department; Original and strikinng
ws
and Examples; Stirring Part-Songs and Choruses ;
Beautitul 80108; Rousing Rounds and Graceful

Miss

Merrifield, of Cornish; Me,

|

H. J.S8MITH,

Letters

the whitening fleld,to gather sheaves for the Mas-

the

Carlton and

en, Mr. JunedH. Smith, of ¥ aud Nie Jennie M.

will be held with the

I

Brother

« Lord, raise up others, who shall go forth

by

H.

Q. M, will be eld with the
. Confere
Friday, at

point is Greenville.

B. is a young man of promise, and the examination was eminently satisfactory, showing marked
ability and ready thought. Our prayer is,

joice

Charles

OAKLAND, Mich. oy Q. M. wil be held with the Salem church, Jan. 7—9, 1876.
E. M. COREY, Clerk,

Bow Lake
attendance

‘and all the exercises very interesting.

Tracy ; Reading of the

Mr.

MONTCALM, Mich, Q. M. will be held with the
Montcalm church, Jan. 1, 2. The nearest railroad

workof the gospel ministry at the
church, Dec. 8. There was a good

ter.”
The service was conducted

Sept.1,

WENTWORTH Q. M. will be held at Wentworth,
cengmmeneing Frey ev ening, Jan. 7,and continue
over the Sabbath.
“W, NELSON, Clerk.

prayer, Rev.J. R. Holt; Benediction, Rev. Mr.
Palmer. ‘The sermon was very rich and was
appreciated .R. A. Davis.

Brother J. F. Brown

church, + commencing

H.

well-des serving the beautiful

printing intd which the Fords have put it. .
Shows a grace and skill of workwanship that makes

Mr. Asa-

n will please be in time as we want
2, P.M. Breth
J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.
a y good delegation.

Ordination.

=

Wood,
W

., and Miss Rose Sharon, of Hatley, P, Ow
oH Effingham. N. H, Dec. 6 by Rev, L.

Block, Syracuse, N.Y.

Y., Q.M.

BRADFORD & Ti10GA
Chatham church, Feb.

beautiful structure unencumbered to those who
sacrificed so much in the construction,
The dedication exercises were as follows :
Invocation, Prof. R. Dunn; Scripture reading,
.and prayer, Rev. A. H. Chase; Hymn, Rev. Mr.

residence

M. Dutton, of Chelsea
In West Charleston, Vt., Nov. 23, by Rev. J. Granville, Mr. WillieH. Ingols and Mrs. Maria J, Mer:
on, Doth ofC, Dec. 4, Mr. Alvah S. Barney, of East

Notices ana Appointments.

‘ The trifling debt of 300 dollars was raised at
ne dedication without difficulty, leaving this

Miss Sarah

Miss Nellie Y. Wilson, of Eppi ng.

sumption that it does

Putnam
P.M.

ord,and

Mr. Jus. H. Walbridge, of Williamstown, and

is

tastily finished with ash and black-walnut, and
appropriately farnished, the whole exhibiting
good judgment upon the part of those having
Sarge;
$

Hannah ; Sermon,

of Stra

Rev. I. D. Stewarts

CarrieB. Rolfe. re
11, Mr. Julian F. Trask and
Miss Viclida
E. M . Anderson, all of Laconia.
In East Brookfield, Vie, by Rev: A. Shepherd,

Sent by return mail by addressing
Dr. W, C. STEVENS,

schocl, &c.

“ A book

$1.50.

Announcement

ANAHAY

mer

In Laconia, N. H., Aug. 25, by Rev, J. Frank
Locke, Mr. Aaron C Webster ed
Miss ElizaJ.

with directions forjpreparing and successfully using.

basement,

10, by

In Raymond, Thanks,giving evening, Mr. John

tious desire to relieve human suffering, he will send
(free of charge), to all who desire it, this recipe,

(now containing the furnaces) soon to be used
for Sabbath

Eben J. Parshley,

Tuttle a

acthe

McGR

National
Lesson

at

Scholars’ Quarterly for, 1876,

.

LIFE AND TIMES.”

a

Christian

Advance,

.measure

HIS

¢

:

Working Church,
meluding all their Lessou

$2.00.

III.

“THE CHOICE,”

By JAS.

:

The

:

Times,

INustrated Bible Studien,

“SIR PHILIP SIDNEY:

A new book for Convantions, Singing Classes
hurches.

76.75
Treas.

L. A. DEMERITTE,

of the bride’s father, by Rev. H. F.

The advertiser, an old ‘physician
8tired from active practice, having had.placed in his handsby an

the general

Thyoat,

Schoo!

International

By GRACE GREENWOOD

Editor 5
Island Herald.”
Sold by all Druggists. Depot No. 451 Sixth Avenue,
New York. Only 50c. and $1 per bottle.
1mdo
kmporiant

FOR THE
Sunday

‘‘ Like all of the Grace Greenwood books, always
attractive and in season.
. .
. The mechanical
execution of this volume can not be too highly praised.’—St, Luis Central Baptist,

Throwa from my wagon othe ice, splintiring the
bones of one wrist, spraining the other, and suffering
from severe contusions about the head. One
bottle of Giles’ Liniment Iodine of Ammonia reduced the sweiling and took away the intense pain.
Tuere can be no mistake In Sow
to its virtues.

IMPORTANT

Society.

hel B.Quinby, of Concord, and Miss Emma I. Bingham,
of M.

Dr. ‘Langley’ s ad-

TO CONSUMPTIVES 1

an Organ should at

Rheumatism,

Feet, Chilblains, Sore

AN

Mission

J. Ford, of D.
In Manchester,N. H., Nov. 20, at the

Pa.

vertisement.

in length, by 30 feet ip width, with a handsome

There

73.20
Treas.

C. 0. L1sBY,

N. H.

In Dover, N. H., Dec,

PYLE'S DIETETIC SALERATUS. — Universally
knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears
name of James Pyle. None genuine without it.

Ache,

SPECIAL AGENT

IN THE MOON,

Studies and Stories of Pets.”

Bruises or Wounds of every kind in manor animal.

WA

for the new

East India Missionary the formula of a simple VegeProbably few communities more profitably table Remedy, for the speedy and permang¢nt Cure
employed,-or more fully enjoyed our national of Consumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, and
Thanksgiving
‘day than the citizens of Dover all Throat and Lung Affections, also a Positive and
Radieal Curé for Nervous Debility and all Nervous
4" Mich., who convened to witness the
Complaints, after having thoroughly tested. i's
dedicationof the beautiful little church-edificé wonderful enrative powers in thousands of cases,
recéntly constructed there by the Freewill Bap- feels it his duty to make it known to his suffering
tists, and their friends. The building is 42 feet fellows. Actuated by this motive, and a conscien-

exterior.

32.50
8.50

Dover, N. H.

STEAM WASHER O% WOMAN'S FRIEND.

Dedication.

one

Marien 0, per 8 D Bates,
Claridor, 0,

10.00

3VA LUABLE PATENTS GIVEN AWAY!
for new terms

Face

By arrangement with the publisheis o the Dliowing weekhes and monthlies, he 18 appoin

s of these cele:

The Best and Only
6.00
2.45
10.25
3.50

Hoarseness, and

other troubles of the throat and ong.

consequent=

with

127.
Treas,

N H,per Rev J L Sin2.00
do Eu Orange, Vt, per M J ‘Partridge,
12.256
A FE Jenness, Wash. st ch, Dover, N H,
5.00
‘Woman's Miss. Soe., C ourt St ch, Auburn, Me, per:
J A Garcelon,
50
do Main St ch, Lewiston, Me, per Mrs R 8
Fogr.
16.00
do
Danville, N H, per Mrs J A Lowell,
10,00

Ax ESTABLISHED REMEDY, ‘ Brown’s Bronchial
Troches” are widely known as an established rem-

Send

Frosted

Womans Miss, S8oc.,Belmont,

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

ly I can not give orders to the colored brother
or sister to wait until we get through with our
devotions and then you can come, but according to my knowledge of holy writ I read,
“ Whosoever will let him come and take of the
water of life Reely.”
W. A. Heapricx.

steeplein excellent proportion

15.00
i»
00
7.74
14.65
21.14
2.00
11.00
39.00

Honey Creek Q M, Wis, per G H Hubbard,
S 8B classes, Ea Randolph, Vit, per H 8S St( fair,
Farmington Q M, Me, per D Pe ase,
Chesterville, Me,
Mrs Mary Toothaker, Phillips, Me, per D Water-

Dover,

by Hale’s Hovey of Horehound and Tar.

edy for Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,

Misgion.

to ene

In every town and village persons may be found
who have been saved from death from consnmption

This was an excuse. I know that if an individual desires to be religious, it does not matter
about negroes, but they still have this for an
excuse, and if arrangements could be made to
have separate congregations, I believe it would
be better.
I feel just as much bound to preach

Neuralgia,

Mission,

F. B. Woman’s

the subject of weligion, and they told me that
they couldn’t’ seek religion among those Niggers.

to the colored man as to the white,

whether

H.

of

BRo. WELLINGTON PiEgee,of New Richmond,
Wis, in a communication, calls attention to the
important fact that we are all co-laborers in
God's work,

State

R. DEERING,

helped some. . I write this to show the need of enlarging and improving the house of worship
ministerial help among us. Bro. Bailey com. is well under way, and the future is hopeful.

menced a meeting, some 19 miles from here,
about the same time, at Chimney Top Mountain,
_ 1 understand there have been some 25 or 30 professions during the time. I have an appoint.
ment 15 miles from here to commence Dec. 11th,

Me.

Calves Harbor to redeem Rob, O Bartleti's
1gey
Roser 4
h, Bangor t.504em, Garland, 4.50,
Ch, Atkinsor, per F
Palmer,
Ch, WW aterville, $2; Ch, Dexter, 5.74,
¢ xn, I1arrigon, 1030; ch. , Parkman, 4.35,
h, N Freeport, 5 25, Cumberlana Q.¥%, 156.89,
¥r end, Presque Isle,
Walter Boardman & wife.
Maine StF B church, Lewiston, by W H Bowen,

church. Several were still seekers at the close
Tue interest at Lansing, Mich,, seems to be
of the meeting. This meeting was conducted
prospering. The health of the pastor, Rev. J.
by
myself almost exclusively,

For
Ch

ings are being held, to the interest of which the
recent Q. M. gave impetus. The pastor, Rev.
J.B. Gidney, has been assisted by Rev. J. R.

profes-

to

that a series

\ODIDE
Cures

of buying

“ MAN

W. L. COOK. Islip,

a

Laurew (ap, Tenn,

drawin

ILLUSTRA TED. |

‘HEADS AND TAILS :

full infor-

GILES’
INIMENT
OF AMMONIA

3%

twenty hopeful conversions had taken place.
item or two in regard to our progress at present.
On the 3d Sabbath in Nov. a
sgries of meetings
were commenced, continuing
ten days at

Every one thinking

00
" Cora Village. N H,per
J N Rich, 10.00
* White Rock & Little
Fal s,
Me,
W J Twort,
flaca. pet

“
,

over

accurate

TA

11,

least see this new
Catalogue. It will be sent free
and host aid, Address the MASON & HAMLIN
ORGAN
154 Areuent Street, BOSTON; 25 Union
Save, NEW
NI
Y RK: or 80 and #2 Adams Stront,
Ww.

20

Qutiing,

‘mation, presenting

HC

‘“ The Wh charming of the children’s gift books.”
Springfield Republican.
:

1:0
2.00
5.00
1.00

Casco St ch, Portland, Me, PRG.G Ww Rich,

Is now ready,

Books.

PIR

AND OTHER PEOPLE” $2.00.
By R. W. RAYMOND.

brated instruments, with detailed
descriptions; including
MANY NEW STYLES. WITH VALUA (A
IP ROVE NENTS; NEW STOPS AND ELEG
S

© 8.00

Three

"IRR

1.00
1.00
1.00
1,00

hou
Joughtys Falls) Me,

Quarterly col. Now Marke!
W Campton,

24 QUARTO PAGES,
with Price List; and very

1.09

"10.00

“

Mrs David Murray "
Wm Meader,
oo Jaquith,’ Cormth, Me,

bright for greater blessings.

Brown, of Kewanee, and at last

1,00

.

of the

CABINET
ORCANS,

a5

10,00
10.

3d,

David Murray,

WE learn that the church at Middleport, O,,
of which Rev. T. J. Furguson is pastor is in
the. enjoyment of some revival with prospects

F.

4

"

”

.

MASON & HAMLIN

5.00
i

oy

Contributions,
Mrs Mirston, New Market, N H,
‘WH Davis,
Sarah Cheswell,
*
Vy
John O Dame,
hid
wh

encouraging,

done.

24,

Rev W H owen, Lewiston, Me. 2d,

On Dec. 3d, Bro. D, baptized 15, and the

good, and it is noticed here with the hope that
in other places, something similar may be

a;
Pittsfield.

Catalogue

A

on Notes.

© Cheswell

convert.

Tug Liberty, Ill., church is in the midst of a
precious work of grace. The pastor, Rev. A.
M. Totman, has been assisted by Rev. H. J.

Toad in Xiokoragn.

CH Richardson, Noe Market, N H,

pected to unite soon and the prospects are very

one or more meetings held in them, This season
they are well attended. There is an average of
twenty prayers or exhortations with excellent
singing. In some the young are encouraged to
teke part in
repeating passages of God's
~word,.
It is gratifying to know of this effort to do,

4,

1876.

22, 1875.

x ‘Now Rlustrated Choice

-

Mr GALI Sry Brew Market, N H, lat,

same evening organized a church with 22 members. On the day following, 9 more were baptized and added to the church, Others are ex-

. year, we think, and the interest is unabated.
The twelve school districts are visited and

.

per
J G Munse
per 8 8 Nicke

Slswalimenta

MissL I bL

Nearly

forty persons are reported as hopefully

Free Baptist

i!

Education ‘Soclety. ]
Bolknap GM. N i
Wheelock

writes of a precious work of grace enjoyed at
(Coon Creek, in Cedar Co., recently, as the re.

to some extent the necessity. The organization
is the « Christian Association” in which the sultof special effort for a few days.

206,97
Treas.

STLAS CURTIS,

DECEMBER
FOR

Clough.

$

Canora;N. H. It hds occurred to some that
Let pastors who have books toRgpare, reit is very desirabl that ministers should visit member their poorer brethren, and as Bro.
and hold meetings in.the out-lying districts. Burnsis doing so let them do.
J. M.
Some of these are scarcely represented in public
.Babbath services, and some would attend, if
WESTERN,
they could. Some of these feel that no one
Rev.
J.
H.
Decker,
from Waubeek, Iowa;
cares for their souls, The friends of Christian
work in Candia, have an arrangement that meets

Jos

field,$1 each
14,00
Dros Spaneys Fairbanks, Kisner,8toddard, aud Bister Johnson, .60 each,
2.50
Contribution,
5.50
John George, 2d, Loudon Center,”
5.00
Chepachet8 8, RI, perJ M Purkis,
5.00

Concord, N. H.

Such a man will find a hearty welcome to a
country already made familiar with his cheerful smile, interesting sermons, and valuable
books, His recent autobiography would be a
tine addition to any of our libraries.

R. A, Davis.
0. C. Davis.

olsom,

Ww right, 0 Clough, J Clough, Greenfie.d, Red

delphia.”

gifts, spiritual and temporal thus enjoyed.’

STAR.

10 _Q4VA AN

"THE

»

ulars

& %0.,

Augusta, Me.

A MONTH— Agents wanted ever,
Business honorable
and
t
Particulars sent free. Add

where,

$250

Class

T. WORTH & CO.

Las, Mo.

STUTTERING. ind sierme
permanently cured by a system of ins
otion and
edusation.
Address for circular. VO{'! L INSTI.

TUE, 108 fii
‘septRnd6-St

ioe,

New

York,

\

FR

“

0)

THE

MORNING

STAR,

DECEMBER

29, 1875.

PE

BE

hy

»
a

J discontented

little

pendulum.

| wretched old° women

visited

noceut head all the spite

the world.in general;
eration to say,

a | The Prayer-Seeker,
Along the aisle w here prayer-was made
A woman, all in black arrayed,
Close-veiled, between the kneeling host,
With gliding motion of. a ghost,
Passgkl to the desk and laid thereon

beaten black

Pray for me!

her

felt

agawst

and it is no

as I said before,

m-

exag:

that

they

and

blue,

and

in

her

un-

Al the age of nine she was a shadowy

.

little creature, who looked as if a sharp
wind might divide her. in twain. When
the mutron dispatched her to the grocer’s

Back fram tae place of worshiping

.

The rustle of "her draperies, stirred
By hurrying feet, alone was heard ;
While, full of awe, the preacher read,

for soda, cloves, and ginger, it was safest
to send her three separate times, lest her

As out nto the dark she sped:
** Pray for me!”

mind should become gonfused. If told to
go to the butcher's for beef and lamb, six

Back to the right from whence she came,
To unimgined grief or shame!
"i
Across the threshold of that door
Nove knew the burden that she bore;
Alone she left the written scroll,
The legend of a troubled soul,—
Pray for me!

pounds each,
bring back a

Glide
Thou
Each
Some
Some
Some

she was going next to Paradise
an; “ she had a hardness in

an, and meant to be

Whose walls of iron only move,

And open to the touch of love.

— Whittier.
°

Christmas.

——

Mrs. Prosser was one of the ‘silent
poor.” Sometimes the wolf stood howling at her door, but she made no complaint, and tried to keep him at bay with
the only weapon she owned—her little
needle. The wolf; but, alas! it killed Mrs,

Prosser.
She might have been glad when God released her; only there was her poor little
girl left to shiver all alcne in the cold
world. The child bad a father, it is true,
or the remnant of one, for he was little
more than a sot. He ‘married, a second
cruel and worthless, but
and finally Mr. Prosser

there,

for

little Miriam

any

very glad
shelter

was

of unwonted

pity as she looked at the little vagrant, so
delicate,so

dirty, so

timely frost.

Her

(rom the top

of her

pinched

by

uncombed
head

an un-

hair surged
like

a

water-

spout; but it was as bright as the golden
firece; and care would have

made

it silky

soft.” She spread out her stiff fingers fanlike before the cooking-stove in. the poorhouse

kitchen,

and

seemed

to enjoy

the

heat with her whole soul.

“Where ure your
thé ‘matron.

mittens, child?” said

:

Ba

Never had any, ma'am.”
‘ Your shawl?”

-

we

‘ Haven't ' anything,
ma’am,
but the
clothes that’s on me ; the rag-man’s got the
rest.”
‘“ Poor thing! The overseer tells me
you have neither father nor mother.”
“I had a papa once, but he wasn’t much
of-a one. He had fits, my pa did. Iknew
_ when he was going to have -the fits; 1
could smell ‘era in the bottle.”

‘‘ Where do you stay at night?”

‘4. Oh,X sleep round.

My mother’s gone

up among the stars. I had two of ’em,
and the next one went off, but she didn’t

die; I wished she had!”
Tt seemed to little Miriam

as

if the

six

frosly eprings of “her life had suddenly
melted into a glorious summer,
She
thought the poor-house was next door to
heaven ; but there she made a mistake.
The matron
was kind enough in her. scold-

ing way ; but there were
among

the

paupers

who

she

a

kind

one;

bat

she

two old women
frightened

and

discouraged,

Miriam's

first thought inthe early

morning,

rubbed open her

eyes,

sleepy

as she

was,

* Oh,

ed Miriam to hope for the third time
she had got near Paradise ; and for

she was not mistaken.

J

him for comfort; so at last they stole out of | “ The Masque of Pandora” one might almost
the door and, hand in band, wandered a say 1s another version of the fall of man. The
short way up the mountain-side, following | poet takes the mythological story of the creation
in the forester’s tracks, till they came in of Pandora and her knowledge of a secret
inclos-

that
once

Her very wrelched-

ness and simplicity won a place for
the Quaker Learthstone.
;

‘ Poor little creature!” said

her

Mrs.

by

sight of the old, black pine, ~~
|
*“Ifall the mothers in the world were

Bryant

dying,that hard, black pine would not care,”
to her husband ; ‘‘does thee observe how she said Hansl, bitterly.
‘‘ Let us go back into
winces when the door opens, or a chair the valley, sister; there we will at least
fi'd human hearts,
falls down? Thee may depend upon it, the ape lo care whether while bere there is no
we die or live.)
dear lamb has been unkindly treated.”
“There is one who cares for us even
‘ Her wits are a little scattered,

that's

fact,” replied Friend Bryant; *‘ and’ she mas roses, and in a moment she had scra
ed away the snow and secured them. ** We
ought to be petted for a while, to see it love have forgotte
n the Christ child,
will bring them back. I'm glad the Lord to-morrow is his blessed nativity,” and that
she consent her to thee, Lyddy ; she couldn't be in tinued. *‘Let us také these roses to the
church, dsar Hans), and pray the All-mercibetter hands.”
:
ful One for whom (hey were named to spare
It was Monday when Miriam went to
our mother’s life.”
F
.
Friend Bryant's, and it happened that
‘The children hastened down the mountain
Christmas occurred during the same week. to the village church, where they found the
Now the Quakers do not regard it as a spe- priest busy trimming the high altar for the
cial holiday ; but this year it fell on Thurs- Christmas festival. He took the flowers
and put them with ‘some feathery, trailing
day, which is their * meeting day ;” so the moss into a while
vase that stood before a
whole family—Mr. and Mrs. Bryant, Miri- beautiful picture of the infant Jesus.
** Let us pray to God, my children,” said
am, and Patiénce Swan the kitchen girl—
the good priest, ** let us pray to God to
all went {o church together.
»
Spare
life, if it be consistent
It was quite pew to Miriam—the plain: With hisyourwill,mother’s
and let us not forget to thank
building, the high seats, the solemn silence. bim for these silent witnesses that
brought
She shivered with cold, for the green wood fhe remembranceof his beloved son to your
eurts.”
in the stove refused to burn. It seemed to
Then he knelt down with the children,
her that hours passed before any one spoke;
and they all prayed and gave thanks.
aod then the person who arose was Friend
When Hausl and Wallburga returned
Bryant.
home their father met them at the door and
*¢ My friends,” said be, in a low, impres- cried, joyously, * The fever hag tarned and
sive voice, “since I'vé been sitting here, your mother is better, praise God !*
. The Christmas rose had fulfilled its destia text of Scripiure has been borne in upon
pine was right ;
Ah, me, the black
ny.
my mind—** While I mused the fire burn- ‘““we’'were all made for a Roly purpose, and
ed.”
;
‘
we shall learn what it is when the time
‘He must have been asleep,” thought comes. "Liberal Christian.
Miriam; ‘tit doesn’t burn; the stove’s as
“A Child Shall lead Them.”
cold as ice.”
:
*‘ The fire burned, wy friends, the fire of
love!
And then I thought, ‘Can we love

God if we love not also his children?’ ™
‘* And, friends, suppose there should come

to my house a little one of the Lord's, a little one despised of the world, a child of
tender years and many sorrows.
Shall 1
turn her away again to walk over thorns
and briars? If the fire burns in my heart,
shall I not keep her, and say, ‘The Lord
sent her;

let him deal by me as

I

deal

hy

and

no

one

her’? ”
The good man had finished,

the

child:almost out of her senses.
One of these, Mrs. Dresser, always sat
lin two inches of ‘thé stove-pipe, on

Miriam had been with her a

month

or

so,

‘ there's a limit to the longest patienge,
and I've ‘come

to

not keep
day.”

umgainly

that

the

end

of

mine.

child

I'll!

another

ant and wife—‘'‘a father and a mother!
‘* Ahem !” said Dr. Fontleroy; adding,
Two presents and only one Christmas”
very unnecessarily, ‘ have your own way,
There was no attempt at a grand dinner;
my dear!”
| but the stoffed chicken and plam-pudding
“I know of a woman,” continued Mrs.
were celebration enough. A happier child
Fontleroy,
‘ who is just transcendental than Miriam never broke a wish-bone, It
enough to keep the half-witted child and was a merry, merry Christmas, ~and all
take an interest in her - It's. Mrs. Bry- without 'Sauta ‘Clans, the :stocking-saint,
ant; and may she have patience given without Kriss Kringle, or even a Christmas
her m
3
‘¢ Amen,” said the doctor,

mentally,

be-

hind his newspaper.
Next morning, when Miriam forced opea
her swollen eyelids, she greeted herself, as
usual, with a groan.
But this time her
heart was like a barometer, which sinks
before the approach of fair weather; something delighttul was coming, though she
did not know it yet.
“ Miriam,” said her mistress, frigidly,
“after you
have wiped
the breakfast
dishes, you may go up stairs and put , your

things together. I ‘have found another
place for you.”
;
‘
‘Yes, ma'am,” was the demure reply.
The girl was not so crestfallen as had been
antieipated.
.
“Miriam,”
said Mrs. Fontleroy, with
severity, ‘‘ you know I have labored faithfully to make somethingof you; but you've

worn ‘me all out.”
*“ Yes, ma'am,” responded: the child, suc-

tree.

1 would like to go on'and tell you how
Miriam's scattered wils returned to her
fourfold, and how she

became

the

comfort

and stay of her adopted parents, with only
one defect which they could ever see—her
natural curls.
But I have not space here to follow the
orphan’s happy fortunes. We must leave
her eating chicken and enjoying the sweetest thing she had thus far known in life—a

Quaker Christmas.

Th e Christmas

Rose.

A little way up one of the Roetian Alps,
beneath the shade

of an

old

grew a Chfstmas rose.
The Summer had passed
days bad come, when the

black

and the short
wind

blows

the snow flies, and the Christmas
two buds.

pine,

and

rose had

“ Dear me,” fretted the rose, “I wish I
‘ And, Miriam,” added Mus. Fontleroy, éould blossom when other plants do. : There
with a wintry smile, “1 do trust you'll would be some pleasure in displaying one’s
try to behave yourself at Mrs, Bryant's and self in flower for the dainty, blue gentian,
not drive the poor ‘wommn crazy! If we or the pretty eye-bright; but with no one to

veying her finger-nails.

|

have but a thimblefal of brains,

child,

our daty to do the best we

with

thimbleful.”

can

fy

it's

that
flav

W

“ [ know it, ma'am,” respondetl the automaton,

But Miriam’s indifference gave way
when it came to parting with the chil
dren.
“1 gpose I'm a natural
fool,” she
thought, ** and never'll gome to my senses;
but the babies do love me for all that.”
So, in an agony of grief, she tore herself away from the little arms which fried

to hold her, and began the world
Mrs. Bryant's,

-

;

Mrs. Bryant was a’ gentle

who had been

again’ at

parified.

by

Quaker

lady,

trials.” Four

admire me, I see no use

in

blossoming

at

all.”

“Ho! ho!” laughed the old pine, waving
bis dark, shaggy arms.
“Ho! ho! whata little grumbler!
snow and I' will admire you. You

The
were

named after! the blessed Christ ehild ‘and

purpese, and we shall know what it is when

and if

dust from the bags of herbs
and {6 shake
hadigitg
overhead.
!
Pep er; wit
«The other one, Miss Felicia
‘eye,a réd nose, and ; PiCor

his

thee bargainéd for.

wife,

‘‘ here's

leading
the

child

Will thee take off thy

bonnet, Miriam 7

;

The hearty pressure of the good man’s
hand had
cheered the orphan like an open

(Wasa greater terror
than even amen
Gre doked up to meet the
r.
It was her task to teach litsze of. ‘Friend Lyddy,” it was with a

were
s

istic even

the

pine

ebi d’s. fin-

pelted—vat, tat, tat—with a

thimble. Occasionally, Miss Pepper

ee airag fro,
(hitterlike be.a
d ber the dndPepper

ert dancing,
for joy.

The face which

bent down to hers ** was vot fair nor beautiful.” The eyes, originally blue, had been
often washed in tears, and were not of a
i fast colors” the hair along the temples
wasgiay; but ah! suck a face as it was
for love and kindoess! The warm, human
soul looking out of those faded eyes tempt-

I was made for a holy purpose the Christ

the day before Christmas the black pine saw

her blossoms white and perfect peering up
through the white snow’,
Now Hansl aad Wallburga Kloiz, the
wood-cutter’s caildren, were

hearly

heart-

broken, for their mother was very sick, aud
that morning Ursula Stallhaum; the kind

neighbor who had, nursed
the

night . had

said,

her

‘ God

hi

pity . this

AE

i

;

Their father sat by the fire-place ‘speechless with grief, and answered them

rhythm,

exquisite

blance to it. “The author has a poet’s eye
forthe grace and beauty of the rose and
the lily,
and a poet’s ear for the notes of the boboli
nk, of
the song-spiartow, and of the sound of
the rain
upon the roof, He sees Autumn hues,and
indeed

all moods and expressions of Nature, whethe
r
passive or animate, with an artist's eye,
On
hurow, thou dost breed

sometimes ster lessons that it “teaches. The
charaoterizution is excellent. Prometheus, the
distrugtfal, bitter, hard-hearted man; Epimethensy his confiding, ISving and gentle brother ;
Pandora, the woman whose curiosity was only |

less powerful thanghe remorse she felt for yield-

ing to it, praying ouly * for punishment,
not for
pardon” ;—these couldn’t be more truthfully por.
traved.
Here is Prometheus, as Pandors saw
.
him:
Motionless, passionless, companionless
He sits there muttering in his beard,
His voice
15 like a river flawing underground,—
s

fit representation of that class whom’

heard her father that

morning

read

laying np treasures in heaven.

or true. -Contrast

him with Epi-

Even now in passing through the garden walks,

to muke

the most and the

childish question that started Uncle George

on a generous, active Caristian life.—Zjon’s
Herald.

Literary Review.
RECENT

POETRY.*

The distinc ion which this publishing. house
deseryes, of baving been thé medium through
which the very best literary talent of the country has found expression,is no ordinary one.
Longfellow and Whittier, Holes
and Haw-

thorne,

Taylor

cott, not

to

and

istic verse, or cultured
one

now

and Prometheus,
the
brother to

latter’s

the little ““ passage

ut words” between

theus and Pandora in

the

garden, the

all the se are varied features of a poem that is as
pleasant in manner as it is serious with the
weight

of the

What could

mighty

questions

be more beautiful

that it

than

of birds :
“ Gently swaying to and fro,
Rocked by all the winds that blow,

naturslly

expects

choice and excellent when

to

them, that

ket something

1t anfiouuces
with

a new

its

recent

raises.

this chorus

Dark

with shadow

from

ing, ang RET

Siesta gabasticn, in the pos-

session’
reading ol. the
best'thing about it. ~~

volumes, will be the
id

We have put ‘Mabel Martin? first , because

mauay respects it deserves that place,

in

Artist,en-

grayer; poet’ and’ printer ‘have combined

their

skill und ‘gewlus; and givenus #Volume that,
ceptionally ‘benutiful ‘and appropriate gift-book.
It is externally beautiful, The style in which

“ The iiugor of the! CFane” was issued last

winter was in no respect superior to it. [Ut is also internally beautiful, It presents the nearest
approach to perfection in the art of fine illustra.

tion that we

have. yet

seen.

The vignettes and

half-title illustrations by Waud,the real-life pictures by Mary Hallock, and many of the natural

under the title of * The Bird and

pages devot-

ed toit,it arraigns the Catholic church deals with

some of its striking and dingerous tendencies,
and utters warnings that 1t would be wise to
heed.
The poem was written a number of years
ago, and several of its prophecies have already

none of its force or

accounf.—~The

shorter

po-

neither

with word nor look when they crept up to

range, from those purely imaginative to such as
express the force of some stirring passion, like

patriotism, friendship, love, and the like, includ-

ing sonnets, odes, and samples of almost every
style of poetic expression.
* The evening Prim-

rose” we believe here appears for the

first time,

but the most of the contents of the volume have
already appeared in newspapers and magazines,
That statement will only conyince the public be-

forehand that the book is a really desirable one.
be suid that

this volume of

Bayard Taylor's poems is full'6f the fine and subtile expression of poetic faney: *“ The Guests of
Night” is a good illustration. But we need not

quote it, for our readers must be familiar with
it. Throughout the volume there runs a goiden
thread of grateful acknowledgment of the es

a story and a poem,and one hardly knows which

till “ all

offense

falls

wife.” This was
Esek’s barn, and

harmless

announced

from

at the

her innc«

busking in

Between the shadow of the mows,
4
Looked'on them through the great elm-boughs |

rE

MABEL MARTIN:

Greenleaf Whittier.

“A Harvest ldyl.

By

Henry

Bos-

& Co. 1876. Octavo.

OF PANDORA and Other Poems.
Wadsworth

16mo.

publishers,

“By John

With Illustrations,

ton: James R. Osgood
pp. 12. Price, $56.00,

Thr MASQUE

Longfellow,

pp,'146. Price; $1.50.

Same

oi
ers, 16mo. pp. 327 Price, $2.00...
HOME
PASTORALS, Ballads and Lyrics, By
16mo. pp.
Bayard Ton Same publishers.
214. Price, $2.00.
Rose AND ROOF-TREE: Poems by George Parpublishers. 16mo. pp.
sony Lathrop. Same
126.ry Price, $1.60-—All
1 for sale by E. J, SH
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in

a phantom

Isang but as the living spirit taught me.
Beat towards the light, perchance with wayward
wing;
.
And still must answer,for the cheer you’ve brought

me:
Isang becaise I could not choose but sing.

“4 Home Pastorals” include a song of the Maytime, of August, of November, and “ L’Envoi.%
They are transcripts of
the

peaceful

tentof

home

so his song

her, ‘‘ and she with favoring face the suit had
met,” and they at length were wedded. Then
Jerry “shipped upon a whaler outward bound,”

he had drowned himself in the neighboring sea.
Then his watching friends, believing that a bruised corpseof a sailor thut the tide at length cast
by strange coincidence upon the

of the lost Jerry, buried
while

is full of grateful strains

kind of personal impression that could have come

provigations’

The few pages of * Tm-

contain the finest and tenderest ex-

pressions of abiding and

can easily find.

The three

surged

around

growing love

that one

odes, on Gettysburg,

Shakespeare and

Goethe, fittingly

umey,

4

them

like

the

But Reuben and Grace lived not

happily together, for “a slow discordancy of
temper—weak-willed waste of life in bursts of
petulance—had marred their happiness,” apd at

length their only son, embittered by the home

scenes, fled us his uncle Jerry had done eighteen

years before. Aud, strange to relate,on his way
to ship for sea, met fhé¢ returning Jerry, who,
having desperately * bared

his hurt soul 10 the

pitiless sun, and drunk the rainy brew of storms

on all seas,’ at length returned “to visit the gray
coast where he was born.” They soon made
themselves

known,

Jerry

prevailed

upon

the

boy to return, found that Grace, though wedded
to another, had still been his most conslant
mourner, brought reconciliation and peace to the
embittered home, finally died and was buried by

is fally

in which it finds
-a

Boston:

pp.

E sited by John
James

R. Os

352. Price, $3.00.—3old

This velume of authology—since poéms are
flowers of speech—shows

in a general way the

preferences of the editor.

It is full of the best

ol the

old ballads, and

of the short

poems that

have been tested and approved
by, time. It
abounds in devout hymns,
reproduces the

* wisest thoughts and rarest fancies” of the metrieal authors of the last three centuries.
lections ave

the whole

The se-

generully of a lyrical charueter, and

volume

bresthes the very spirit and

essence of song. In accordunce with Shelley’s def-

inition of poetry the editpr tells us that he bas
tried to present ““ a yecord of the best thoughts
und happiest moments of the best and happiest

minds.”

He bas succeeded admirably.

And bis

compilation stands almost by itself. There is just
the same place for Dana’s *‘ Household Book of

Poetry,” and Emerson's

“ Parnassus,” and Bry-

ant’s “ Library of Song,” that there was before.
Mr. Whittier is a different poet, with differéut

tastes and fancies, from either of these, and so
they have rarely culled from the same stem,
The contents of the volume
are grouped in
three periods, indicated in a general way,but not

exactly, by the time from Si. kespeare to Milton,
from Dryden to Burns, and from Wordsworth to

Lougfellow. Thue Chaucer does not appear, and

some of the best of

are also omitted,

‘the early

ballads of Britain

Hut there are good reasons for

‘the omissions. The

* waifs and estrays” of un-

known authors, scattered through the vblume,
furnish good proof that some of eur really exs
cellent poetic singers have been content to be
known ouly by the gods.
The space devoted to
American authors is twice as great as that devoted to all the others, and thai, when a single

generation bas produced nearly all the really poetical literwture of our cotintry. The volume
will be found

an

excellent

companion

for the

winter evenings, and for all appreciative and
sinecre readers, It ministers to the spiritual
life, to a wholesome mirthiulness, and to all that
is gentle, refined and true in the best and truest
natures. Extracts are out of the question. Bat
this verse of
d philosophy that
opens the
volume,
.
3
When all is done and said,
In the end this shall you find :

close the vols

9

~—=L,et us yet be wise

And not too soon our neighbor's deed malign,
For what seems coarse is often good and fine,—
‘the former from Lord Thomas Vaux, (died 15567)
and the latter trom an unknown author,~besides
being profitable for meditation are also characteristic of the. editor's disposition. and indicate

pretty well the morality of the book.
The

edition of-Hawthorne’s

works

whicli is

the popular “ Little Classics” series, Wilh prettily ornamented covers, and are sold at one dollar
and a quarter ach,—a price that no ptirchaser of

reil hooks cun object t6. There are alteady issped

“The House of the Beven Gables’ “The Blithe:
dale Romance ;” the remarkably faséinatihg and

romantic ¢ Twice told. Tales ;” and **The Mavs
ble Faun,” that cold, unreal and passionless production, in which the author’s characteristics,—

his shy, melancholy, mysterious nature, and his
severe and gloomy fancies,—appear on almost

every page. Indéed, Haw(horne put himself in-

to nearly ail of his books, and. this is what is going to keep them always in demand. For his
genius

* Rose and Roof-tree” is a kind of poetic name
for a volume of poems of real merit.

That hath a quiet mind ;—
and this excellent caution from near the olose :

ly dress, always, It is so that this. edition is appearing. The volumes are bound inthe style of

full of a peculiar charm, a

only from the author.

sorrow

sounding sea.

shore, was that

it near the old home,

to cheat

and pleasant domestic memories.
The Ballads
and Lyrics in the volume include the best and always popular expressions of Mu. Taylor's Muse,

and will be found

breast,” for his

is pitched

But it is now all May-tinie in the poet’s

heart, and

his

being issued by James ' BR. Osgood & Co. is sure
to find a popular demand awaiting it. ' One likes
to see one’s favorites, of whatever kind,in comes

for a season,

a | labor.”

in

had also turned his eye upon

He most of all doth bathe in bliss

Ah, nevermore the dull neglect, that smothers
The bard’s dependent being, shall return ;
Forgotten lines are on the lips of others,
Extinguished thoughts in other: pirits burn,

Here, where

treasure

brother Reuben

these

life of its color, and honest but hard Pennsylvania indasiry made the lot fall of * struggle and

On Esek’~ shaggy strength it fell;
And the Wind whispered, ¢ If is well” »

ed

two stanzas of the ‘“ Ad Amices :”

where ¢ pious Quaker repression” used

On Maliel’s curls of goliten hair,
3

the most clearly

~Bongs in the quiet fields of my boyhood,

“ Oh, pleasantly the harvest-moon,

—

his verses,~a kind of glad and sincere recognition of the fuct that he is not without a degree of
appears

in form, is the Jongest, as it is also the besp. It
is a ‘sad, gloomy 1ale, full of misapprehension
and mistakes, of domestic infelicily and woe.
I'wo brothers, in a bouldered town on the New
Hampshire coast, were “bound by early orphanage and solitude the closer. . . till love,thut held
them many years in gage, itself swept them
asunder.” Jerry loved Grace, but thereby “lock-

y J. M. Gutehouse,

That is the name of the first poem in

This

The last poem in the volume, which is narrative

& Co. 12mo.

the last twenty years or more, and given them

fame.

The try alate.
Hark! with what windy might
The boughs chant o'er her zrave their burial-rite |
And the moon bangs low in the élm.

Greenleaf Whittier.

scenery sketches by Moran, tot to mention the teen in which the suthor’s triénds. hold him and
quaint and pretty head-pieces, borders and tail
pieces, are simply exquisite. They need to be
seen and studied in connection with the text to
be the best appreciated. The text itself ‘is worthy of such ornamentation. ' Tt is really the au~

Even to the tree-top tolled the passing knell.

Beneath it Walt and Jessamine were wed;
Beneath it many a year she lieth dead.
And the moon hangs low in the elm,

S0NGS OF THREE CENTURIES.

For every guilty Ce:
Holds in itself the seed
Of retribution and andymng pain.
Besides the Masque of Pandora, the volume
contains ** The Hanging of the Cranes” + Mori
turi Salatamus,” and a large number of briefer
poemsaud sonnets.
We ought to prize these
yearly gifls more and more as the day hastens on
thut is to bear away the spirit that creates and
animates them.
;
The accomplished translator of the Zneid his
collected many of the products of his Muse for

It doesn’t need to

i

itself,

~Xifto fis former self returns again ;

that

:

Even to the tree-top sang the wedding bell;

worthy of the chole¢ company

Never by lapse of time
The soul defaced by crime

truthfulness on

rarely surpassed by any poet:

ume has many beautiful things in it, and

Lie the fledglings of our love.
Aud what is graver than this:

become history, but it loses

not

poem is as though a panorama of its scenes were

In the cradle of their nest

to the public

could

baye come frow a cold heart. or an arctic nature;
The tenderness and pathos of “Jessamine? are

actually moving before the eye.~The whole vol-

below,

Beak to beak and breast to breast
;

passion

the stranger’s grave. The Hnes that describe
his death are graphic but temder, and the whole

Bright with sunshine from above,

the volume, and in the twenty-two

upon

Kpime-

Much must he toil who serves the immortal godai—

art-

its imprint

his

wise and

suggestive remark of Hermes that

other writers of

with

to

Make nol thyself the slave of any woman,

the Bell.”

essay, or graceful and

Hermes

injunction

Al-

charming story, have so habitually sent out their

productions

The pleasant banter between

and

Lowell, Emerson

mention many

as clear and simple as any song he ev-

er sang.

His delloate and

expressions of the

but coccealed bis flight, und left sure signs that

type of the true_spigit, that remembers human
seeks

He ulso shows a lover's heart.
frequent

kept

/ :

metheus, who rejected no gift sent by the gods,
who loved, and trusted, and forgave, and who,
when Pandora’s weakness had well-nigh brought
utter ruin upon the houwe, and she was in despair, could still point out that they had left
Youth, hope, and love:
To buiid a new life on a ruined life,
To make the future fairer than the past,
Aud make the past appear a troubled dream.

about

when she also, with a clearer understanding of what it meant, began to lay up for
herself treasure in heaven, that it was her

And fraitfal blessing, with that welling:
Ripple of ecstatic rest,
3
Gurgling ever from thy breast!

. Here stands the gréat tree still. But age has crept
Through every coil, while Walt each night has

The endless bitterness of unbeliér,
The loneliness of existence without love,
shuts out from the enjoyment of anything godd,

or beautiful,

beyond all telling

tin me

Shootest Hoban sunlight, seed,;

/

solingto the spirit fu the éomferting although

weakness, that

AND THE BELL, with Other Poems.
throagh | THEBy BIRD
Christopher Pearse Cranch. S8ame publish-

house! I fear your mother will ‘die before

night.” :

erul of those that follow”it bear a kind of gener. !
ic resem

a pice little sum laid up against a time of best of life, and always sees some good remginneed."
ing in-a fellow mortal. The sense and the story
“ What are you talking about,
Uncle] of the poem are not buried in intricate and
uninGeorge?” asked Mary.
A
telligible speech. While representing the matur‘¢ About my treasures, little girl, that I ity of the author's genius,
accomplished in .exhave laid up.”
pression and thoughtiul in its lessons, it is at the
** Up in heaven?” asked Mary, who bad same time

cence,” and Esek leads her forth as his ** ghosen

cxcept

flowing

fancies, and chaste and classic expression. It is
rich in suggestion, beautiful in imagery,and con-

For an
hour all was still; then Mary
heardiher uncle say, ‘ there!
I have quite

conversation.
All the world is dead

It has the suthor's character

measuré,

Upon the ground I saw a fallen nest
Ruined and full of rain; and over me Bebeld the uncomplaining birds already
Busy in building a new habitation,

feature to admire the most, Mabel’s wrestling *“ with her. fate alone,” after she had * erept
to her desolate hearth-stone” from her mother's
grave, presents a tearfal picture, hardly relieved

child will not forget m>."" So she took
good eave of her round, green bude, and

they

finely expressed.

so, like those in the

poetry. The poem that gives
to the book expresses a really poetic fancy. name
Sev.

and leaving only Hope to stay and keep the
race. The poem is skillfully constructed snd

George one afternoon.
Uncle George. had
told her to keep quiet, as he had some accounts to look over; so Mary busied hersell with a picture-book.
‘

the time comes, if—"
Just then the north wind blew so hard
the old pine was put quite out of breath,
and for some reason he never resumed ‘he

‘ «“1,yddy,” said Friend Bryant,

Miriam to knit; and, asthe

:

other places, and

Aively new

“Fever of the heart and brain,
Sorrow, pestilence and pain,
* #loans of anguish, maniac laughter,
“All the evils that hereafter
Shall afiot and vex mankind,

Uncle

ought to be happy and contented. Pusk up
through the deepening snow, little friend, |. thor’'s well-known ‘poem of “The Witch's
Daughter,” with some additions to its original
and expand your buds into perfect blog- text: 1tis loving and gentle, und tender and
soms; we wereall of us made for a holy true,like the heart from which it sprang. It is both

Miriam up to

bri
Mrs.’

ber

while possessing permanent value, is al 0 av ex-

ily

er ‘poured forth a torrent
of abuse which
ih
‘make the dishes rattle

A io

with

n

two preceding volum es,can not be classe
d as en-

The volumes of ‘poetry. mentioned below are ems are of a miscellaneous character, but furcharacterist
qb the quality
ic of ity work. Itis a nish good evidence of the poetic taste and fine
list that will% make ’ umticipatio nw,
Jarge and glow- culture of the author.
They comprise u wide

‘Migidm
did but open thé door, the suffer-

rheumatism;

sitting

book.
We shall deal mainly
publications this web

and 1,” murmured the Christmas rose, ‘but
perhaps I had better follow his advice. If

chronic

was

The congrggation had all shaken hands, treasure in heaven. He did so, ‘and many
a dollar which he had
was used to
and it was time to go home.
rd help in laying up betterlaidandby wore
enduring
— “I have two presents to-day,” sobbed the treasure,
happy child, walking between Friend Bry- + Little Mary never knew, until years after,

little childven “had she laid" away in the
graveyard, and now her house was desolate.
SHA
i

aceount. of

Little Mary

these in this volume have already appeared
in
rrinti

fore she yielded and lifted the forbidden lid, thus
letting loose upon the world

bere!" cried Wallburga, spying the ' Christ-

a

is not a stranger to readers of verse,, Many
of

ed in the casket in Epimetheus’ house, and relates the struggle through which she passed be-

spoke after him. Miriam’s pale cheeks
dear, another awful day is coming I”
*¢
Oh, no, Mary; my. treasures are all ou
glowed. She had uhderstood every word,
the earth—so
in banks, and some in
And at night, tired and® footsore, she
and knew that she was the stray little one other places, answered Uncle George.
sobbed out in her sleep:
whom friend Bryant had decided (0 keep as
®« But "aint you got any in heaven too?"
“I wish I was dead!”
“his own child. No more Miss Pepper apd asked Mary. ©
Mrs. Fontleroy did not like the child's Mrs. Dresser, no more strong-minded doe“Well,
I don’t believe I have,” said
ruu
low-spirited appearance.
Miriam was pa- tor’s wives; nothing now but comfort and Uncle George, thoughtfully; * but
away to mother now, for I am going out.”
tient, like her mother, and did mot ‘com:
joy forever and ever!
Uncle George went oat, and was gone
plain; but the dumb cry of a desolate litAfter all her trials; this. certainty of a good while; but all the time he was thinktle hearf—what wail is like it? Mes. Fon- happy home was ‘oo delightful. She burst ing that, after all,perhaps he wasn't so well
tleroy’s sensibilities
might
have beer into tears, and was only recalled {o herself off,if he-had no treasure Lid up inheaven,to
be ready for him when ‘he left this world,
touched it they had not been rolled ap ‘and. by the words of Friend Lyddy.
with his money, behind him.
He was so
packed down in cotton-wool.
‘Come, little daughter; thy father is i
d with the thought that he wisely
“ Well, well,” said she, one day, after
d
ined to commence at once to lay up
waiting.”
!

Enough to netc by many a sign

was she to go

eye,

:

Heart-sick

That every heart hath needs like thine,
Pray for us!

better than the street.
The matron
felt a pang

her

vant.

He prayeth best who leaves unguessed
The mystery of another’s breast.
- Why cheeks grow yale, why eyes o'erflow,
Or heads are white, thou need’st not know.

And

time

shat the orphan out of her sympathies as
soon as she found her an unprofitable ser-

He only feels his burdens fall
Whe, taught by suffering, pities all.
Pray for us!

left for

this

had a hardness in her cheek ;” aud as for
overloeking a ‘child’s faults, that
was
something which pever entered into her
philosophy.
She was a conscientious wom-

In vain remorse and fear and hate
Beat with bruised hands against a fate,

was

Atalanta’s
more and

certainly; but she was mistaken again.
Mrs. Fontleroy was a strong-minded wom-

Pray for us!

then but the poor-house?

at the
of poor

ore slowly, and were apt to get lost by
the way. But she was a pretty child, and
Mrs. Fontleroy,
the doctor's wife, who
made a gracious visit at the poor-house,
was quite impressed, and
fancied she
would like to have such a gentle little girl
for her children’s nurse.
iriam clapped her hands, and thought

And Heaven bends low to hear the prayer
Of love from lips of self-despair :

died;so what

of trembling
was making

wits had never been as swift as
heels, and now ‘they traveled

Ah, who shall pray, since he who pleads
Our want perchance hath greater needs? ,
Yet they who make their loss the gain
Of others shall not ask in vain,
:

time, a woman
she ran away;

lkely to
On such

little Miriam, the matron only shook the
child, as if she had ben a breadth .of very
dusty rag carpeting.
a
But all the shakings in the world will
not settle coufused ideas. The orpban’s

on, poor ghost of woe or sin!
leav’st a common need within;
bears, like thee, some nameless weight,
misery inarticulate,
secret sin, some shrouded dread,
household sorrow all unsaid.
Pray for us!

A Quaker

she
was quite
spring chicken.

otcasiops,
instead
wreck which cruelty

Pass on!
The type of all thou art,
Sad witpess to the common heart!
With face in veil and seal on Jip,
In mute and strange conrpanionship,
Like thee we wander to snd fro, *
Dumbly imploring as we go:
Pray for us!

‘tle

on

they

natural efforts to remember what
was
told her, she fell in danger of forgelting
her own name.

s¢roll which bore these words alone,~

She glided like a guilty thing;

two

nearly ‘frightened the child out of her
senses.
Her constant thought, from morning till night, was how to avoid being

rl
+

A

The

Theauthor

was

immortal, and

can not be confined
period.

to any

the

expression ofit

one
:

generation or

-

~~

a

Literary Wiscellany.
Sweden

THE

MORNING STAR, DECEMBER 2%,

American Authorship.
In u discussion of Intérnationul Copyright,
Seribner for December, Dr. Holland writes
fullows :

and Norway.

in
as

The history of our failure lies all around
The Montreal Witness gives the follow, us. A genius blossoms, and we throw up
next thing we hear of him
. ing interesting report of a lecture recently isourthatbats.he is The
at work upon a salary, gettin
deliveredin that cityby Pau) du Chaillu:
bread for his wire and children. He hag
and.
The land he would speak of extended ens and sours into a literary drodge,

drom the south of Sweden and Norway to
71 degrees 10 north latitude. “It was cov«
ered with bold, picturesque lukes, wmulti-

tudes of grand rivers and falls, the latter
sometimes a thousand feet in hight and

even more.

Ina journey of half-an-hour,

he had oo
seventy waterfalls . from
500 to 1,000
feel in hight, There were glaciersfof monstrous size and. forests of immense trees. Inthe northern part of the

country

the sun was seen day

and

night

from
May to the end of July, when the
weather was most beautiful. During this
time the crops are planted and reaped, on-

ment, but which were left to die a natural
‘At this place the tide sweeps through
Jeath, and all that can now be heard on the® with a velocity of nine knots, or over ten
ubject is the common remark, * Nothing miles, per hour, and as the chanvel is only
was ever done about, it,”
!
a few hundred feet wide and hedged about
with rocks above and below, it is, easy to
see that navigators will have reasonto
Muitiplied Telegraphy.
| pray for the success of the undertaking.
While the dispute was still raging as to
The cost of the work up to the present
the ownership ol the patents which enable time has beén about $750,000, and it will

a telegraph company to double

raple its

capacity

without

and quad:

increasing

its

requive at least

$500,000

‘more

'to' com-

plete it.
!
i
At isexpected that the final operation,
never bears the fruit that was promised in
his blossoming. The rare genius, Halleck had brought out what he calle his electro- that of “3b the charges, will transpire
spent his life in a counting-room.
Our harmonie apparatus, which ‘seems capable some time early in’ the summer of 1876.
living Bryant, who should have bad a pure- of ‘indefinite extension, and promises to It will be an event well worth ‘witnessing.
glycerine
ly literary lite, and left, as the heritage ‘of throw quite’into the shade Paganini’s per- | The effect of 60,000 pouads ot
dt once would create a small» earthhis country; the.consummate fruits of his formances upon a single string. He has fired
uake if in one mass, but it is stated by
genius and scholarship, spent his best years ust proved by actual experiment between
ston and New York that four messages
apt. William. H. Heuer, of the United
on a political newspaper. George William
can be sent simultaneously in one direction States. engineers,
that subdividing this
Curtis gives now all ‘the products of his
strong and graceful pen to the editor's ofs over a Single wire, and is. now engaged in quantity. into numerons small charges very
his apparatus, so as to transmit greatly lessens the shock.
fice.
rd, a genuine genius, produces doubling
It is confivery sparingly, and is giving the weight of eight messages atone time.
his culture to the-presentation of other au- dently.believed that sixteen messuges ure
thors

and

other lives,

mostly

wire mileage, Mr. Elisha Gray, of*Chicago,

racticable, and that even this limit

British.

is

far
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their own exertions
duced tnition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in tamilies; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
For full particulars in yogard to the School send
for catalogue:
I. W. SANBORN, Sec’y. Board
of Trustees.
Lyndonville, Vt.. 1875,
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LINTON GROVE SEMINA
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WEARS,
Winter Term begins

Deceml er 5, 1875,

"H. 8. COWELL, A. B,, Principal.

For circulars, address the Principal
augll
Weare, N. H,
whing

JUST PUBLISH

rom being a final one. The transmission,
——
y seven weeks being: allowed.
During Stedman divides his time between (he too,
may take place in
opposite directions
d
SEMINARY .—NORTHFight your own battle. Hoe your own NORTHWOOD
the winter, however, was the most enjoya- beautiful work that he loves—the work to without interference.
e principle of this
woop, N. H. .
ble time; it ‘was not dark.
The
ple which nature has so generously fitted him, . wonderful invention consists in communi- rov, Ask no favors of any ove, and you
F. L. EVANS, A. B., Prinsipal.
Wall street.
will succeed a thousand time better than Winter
were all honest. Ina four years travel in —and the harassing cares of
Term of ten weeks, commences Wednescating to the wire thé vibrations of an elec- those who are always beseeching some
Taylor,
who
holds
in
his
industrious
and
that country he had only been overcharged
days December 1.
i
trotome, or * sounder” tuned to a cerlain one's patronage.
Book=keeping Wp
4 Master,
accomplished
hands
the
materials
and
the
Term
of eleven weeks, commences Wed:
No
one
will
ever
help
twice; once two cents and once one cent.
pitch. . At the other end, a sounder cor- you as you can help yourself, because no nesday, February 24, 1879.
power
to
write
a
better
Life
of
Goethe
than
Single
and
Double
The children are forced to go to school from
Entyf,
For
for Common
further
particulars
address
the
Principal,
or E,
respondingly tuned catches up these vibra.
four to fourteen years of
age; their pris- ever was produced, delivered last wioter a tions and hums responsively, and the in- one will be so heartily interested in your Tasker, Secre 4
| Schools and Academidy:
Northwood
Ridge,
N.
H.,
Nov.
24,
1875.
ons ure generally ompis, and he bad found hundred and thirty lectures,and is now edit- terruptions-(made by breaking and closing affairs. The first step will not be such a
is Easy,
long one, perhaps; bul, carving your own
the Sweedos to be by far the most refined ing, for the consideration that is so necesCOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE. It
the circuit) which constitute a message are way up the mountain, you make each one : \ A TILTON
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.. IOWA ,—
and polished people of Europe. At a rail- sary to ‘“ keep the pot boiling.” Does any
It
is Practical,
.
G. 8. BRADLEY, ALM
Principal; Mrs. G.
one suppose that he would be doing this if repeated with equal fidelity. What re- lead to another, and stand firm in (hat S.REV.BRADLEY,
diningsroom ‘where
the table was su
Preceptress,.-with several compemains
to
be
discovered
is
how
many
comIt
is
Progressive,
:
be.bad the Bri'ish market of his book sewhile you chop out still another.
Men who tent Assistants.
plied dis. {bat of a ‘princely / mansion, &
| posite tones a wire will transmit, or, in
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August 31st, 1575.
one took what they wanted and paid after cure, with the «igtit of iranslation into Ger- -other words, how many sounders, each of have made their fortunes are not those who
It
is
Inductive,
Winter Term of 14 weeks, commenges November
had five thousand dollars given them to
wards for what they said they took. In a man and French ? Moses Coit Tyler, who
875.
a different pich, can be employed. But an start with, but ‘started fair with a wellIt is Philosophical.
has
an
fmportant
history
on
hand,
for
Spring
Term of 12 weeks, commences March 14th,
steamboat each one daily entered in a bi
invention which already, we may say, mul- earned dollar or two. Men who have by 1876.
which,
in
the
intervals
‘of
productive
toil,
;
It
is
needed i3swwe
took What they ty gud at the. end. of’ the.
the demand
y
tiplies by sixteen the wire mileage not of a
Fer circulars write to the Presiden. Rev. O. E. the best educators.
voyag
;
re made out from Jie has long been collecting material, is company but of the world, is certainly their own exertions acquired fume have not BAKER,
or Po the Principal.
?
‘
angls
their
spirite wre allowed plodding along upon a professor's salary at worthy of mention at the next' meeting of been thrust into popularity by puffs begged
Retail price of books, $1.10 ; blan
$1.00
0
awthorne, who, as a ‘writer
or paid for, or given in friendly spirit. Men
to be sold at any railway station in Swe- Ann Arbor.
Introduction price ¢¢
75 cts. 3
10 ots.
the
British
Association.—The
Nation.
who win love do their own wooing, and I
den, only wine and beer.
Stockholm is a of fiction, did more for the literary fame of
HITESTOWN
Single.
Copies
of
the
‘Book
sent
by
mail,
postage
SEMINARY.—CALENpaid, to teachers and school officers, forexai nation
never knew one to fail so gignally as one
magnifieént - city, built on nine islands, America abroad than any other American,
DAR forthe 36th Academical Year.
with view to introduction, 75 cts.
:
3
who had induced his affectionate grand-ma- gE
which are connected by hundreds of steam- was glad to aceept political office, that he
Term opens August 23, 1875,
Books and blanks may be obtained of the publisher,
A Strange Story.
ma to speak a good word for him. Whether
inter Term opens
December
Qai875.
boats. The schools gwere everywhere the might be sure of the bread he could not 28
or of Thompson, Brown & Co., 25—29 Cornhill,
hug Term opens March 21, 1¥6.
y
Te
pen.
Emerson has probably
vou work for fame, for love, for money, ‘or
Boston, Mags.
C.D, THIXY NG, Publisher
best buildings in tha@villages, and every carn by his
ty
!
The
Institution is one of the largest and best in
31t31
New Hampton,
N. H.
person was forced toMend their. children, been obliged to earn by lecturing more
A story has just come to light that reads for anything else, work with your hands; the state. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue.
J. S. GARDNER, oe
and the)
tespected.. In their par. money than he has ever received from like a sensation novel. Mr. John Rodman heart, and brain. Say, *“T will I” and some
Whitestown,
Oneida
Co., N. Y,, July 10, 1875.
The magazines are flooded of Portland, Maine, a mechanic, was a sul- day you will eonquer. Never let any man
liament every class of people was represent- copyright.
ed,
sant, merchants, doctors and all. with articles from pens that ought to be at ferer by the great fire of 1866, and moved have it to say, “I ‘have dragged you up.” I EBANON ACADEMY.—G. F. CHASE.
4 A. B., Principal, with full board of teachers,
Every nillage has a park of from: twelve to work upan our permanent bational litera- with his family te Harlem, N. Y., where Too many friends hurt a man more than
2
Four regular courses for hoth sexes.
twenty acres full of flowers, and every ture, simply because money is wanted, and he had a brother residing—a widower with none at all.
Term, of 10 weeks, begins Nov. 30, 1875.
Winter
!
The Freewill Baptist Register
for 1876 18 now
house bas flowers in its windows.
They wanted now.
a small
property.
Soon after going to
For partichilars, address
ready for delivery. In addition to the usual astronELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trust: es.
Mr. Rodman got a chance to go to
have the postal telegraph, which pays three ~~IUi%'an old, sad story. Thé experiment. Harlem,
omical
and
statistical
information,
the
present vol:
W. Lebanon.
ume contains an alphabetical list of ministers. Will
tr cent. per year to the Government. has been repeated ud nauseam and yet Valparaiso. He wen, leaving his wife,
|
IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—
not
pastors
take
special
pains
to
introduce
the
The
Spring
At
very district bas a health officer to look American authors are blamed for writing son and daughter with his brother.
y
Lig will open Mareh-2, 1875, and close
Register in their congregations?
No additional
first he sent money home, and then his letafter the poor. There are no poorhouses, hastily and without due preparation. The
charge is made for the additional table of ministers,
.
10,
June
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing obitand we offer the book at the old price, as follows;
but those who ean not support themselves question. lies between writing hastily and ters ceased. Then the brother died and his
The Summer Term will open June 15th, and close
little
property
was
eaten
up
by
lawyers
starving.
Give
American.
authors
halt
a
in
uaries
published
ia
the
Morning
Star, who do | September 2d.
are
round amongst the farmers,
A 8Ingle GOPY,.. cessive
es sinssnnnnss
‘
The Fall Term will open September 7th, and close
Each copy, by the dozen,..cesees.. 3. %.
The
widow, with her not patronize it, must seri
dom with November
and by their dress and respectable appear- chance; give them an opportunity to live, the settlement.
25th.
eile
“
hundred,........ 7
!
and
they
will
do
their
work
better.
Give
Young son and daughter, returned to Port- cash equal to ten cents a line, 10
ance would be considered the princes of the
For Catalogue, address the Seqretay,
:
dnsdre an inWM.
REED,
Inciading postage, when ordered to be sent by
land. The school system is very
A them the markets of the werld, secure a and and became a seamstress. The latter sertion, Brevity is specially important. Not
Ridgeville, Ind.
mail:
Every school has ‘a gymoasium in which return to them from all who now steal the part of 1873, an English captain took the
One copy, «vv. iia
GIN 12 cents
The more than a single square can well ‘be afforded
every boy and girl
practices every day un- usafruct of their genius and their labor, re- son, a boy of 15, to sea with him.
ATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
A dOZ6n COPIeS,..reussnrns canes $120
SCHUYOL.—FALL TERM, 1875.
vessel was wrecked in the gulf and all were | to any single obituary.
Verses are inadmissider the direction.
ichers; every pupil lieve them from the present killing compeA hundred
0.0L
L000
9.00
*
The Fall Term of the Theologi-al School connect in the High schools must learn two lan- tition with books that pay no copyright, and supposed to be lost. The mother was tak- | pje.
|
ed
with
Bates
College
begins
uesday,
August
21th,
We
have
to
pay
two
cents
postage
on
every
isguages, and are prepared for the Universi- they will do for themselves and their coun- en sick, but a physician of Portland took
For further information address the
President, O. 13,
ter sent by mail; this should be remem
in
ties. Nearly all the people are Lutherans, try what the patentees have dode for (hem- charge of her and afterward rendered her
Cheney, D. D., or Professor John Fullonton,
Lewise
sending your orders. We will send outside the mail
DEACON JESSE FURBUSH died in Lebanon, ton, Maine.
J.
A.
HOWE.
Sec.
selves
and
the
country.
We
do
not
wonwhen
we
can
save
expense
by
doing
80.
much
aid.
:
ow oll teligious beliefs are tolerated. The
Me., Nov. 7, aged 81 years and 10 days.
Fifty
Send in your orders for as large a number as yon
A short time ago. Mrs. Rodman saw an years ago he was Converted to God, and baptiz¢hols
have libraries, and although the der that Charles Reade, with his intelligent
hope to sell, and we will refund
the money for afl
REEN
MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY, =
eye
upon
our
position,
and
his
strong
sense
unsold ones returned.
/
advertisement in the New
York Herald | ed by Elder E. Blaisdell, uniting with the F. W.
Chuvehl has
at influence in the conntry
WATERBURY CENTER, VERMONT.—
of
equity
and
right,
should
use
the
most
that if the wife of John Rodman, formerly | Baptist chufch, in West
L banon, Me. His MISS LIZZ(E COLLEY, Principal, with tour asitds ‘not
erp, forin the libraries
were congregationalists, but from con- | sistants.
BOOKS!
BOOKS!!
BOOKS!!!
.
were works by Tom Paine, Voltaire, and convenient and telling epithets that come of Portland, would apply to a certain New parents
viction he
choseto unite with our denominaCALENDAR.
others. Their Sunday is that of the Ger- to his hand to characterize his opponents. York firm she would hear of something to tion. The people of his choice were his people
Autobiography of Rev. 8. H. Barrett,.....c.... $1.00
Memoirs of Eminent F. Baptist Preachers. ....
1.25
Fall Term of 12 weeks opens Aug. 31, 1875.
her advantage.
Her doctor advised her to all the duys of his life, although cherishing a
mao Swiss; the people go to church in the Opposition isso unjast, so short-sighted,
Sent Pepa by mail; also, Agents wanted. AdWinter Term of i2 weeks opens
Nov. 30, 1875.
kindly feeling of regard for all God’s people.
York, and she went there with
morning, and then visit their friends; but so inconsiderate of the interests of a class go to New
dress
S.
H.
ARRRTT,
Rutland,
Meigs
Co.,
O.
Spring Term of 12 weeks opens Feb. 20, 1876.
a man of will and earnestness of pury
4
no traffic is allowed nor liquor sold on on which the permanent fame and chatac- her daughter, interviewed the law firm; He was
Expenses moderate.
When told by his neighbors,in 1843, that
Sunday. - Every one, even in Lapland,
tan ter of the country most depend, that it may discovered that her’ husband had failed to pose,
they
should
not‘
build
fences,
for
the
*
Lord
For fzrtier information address Rev. L, Sargent,
" read and write, and he was much pleased well evoke his ire, in any terms in which hear from her before she failed to hear was immediately coming’ -he replied, ¢ I shall Waterbury
Center, Vt , or the Principal, Hill,
N. H,
BOSTON AND MAINE
RAILROAD
“
| from him; that he had been with Myers,
build mine as strong as ever.”
with their tarms. A manu is rich according he may see fit to express it.
e was a man
the.
great
Our
Government
fosters
agriculture,
fosAmerican
railroad
speculator,
|
of
kind
feelings,
WINTER
ARRANGEMENT,
1876.
loving
dearly
his home and
10 the number of his houses; some have
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—FRITZ W.
made his pile;” and wantedP his fam- * | family, his unwearied efforts for their welfare
thirty-five. Every man has one to live in ters railroads, fosters manufactures, fosters and *‘great
BALDWIN, A. M., Prigcipal, with three
TRAINS FOR BOSTON.
evinelng - his concern for their comfort and prosAssistants.
inthe summer and another for winter ; they invention, fosters mining interests, fosters ily, if possible, to join him in New Or- perity.
About three years ago he was sorely
The location of this school, near the college and
Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.00, A.M., and 3.10
say the change gives them (the houses) a scientific exploration, and even fosters the leans, for which place he was about to sail. afilicted by the loss of his aged wife,who was #ac- theological
school, affords many advantages which
rest, ' They
have the old churches there be- weather, but it does not foster, it never has The firm bad been compelled to advertise, cidentally burned to death. He cherished the are very important t» students during their prepara- P.M
‘Leave ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 12.10, 4.0, P.M.
fostered,
that
great
authorship
on
which
its
memory
ol
her
virtues,
her
affection
and
her
tory
eourse.
The special work of the school is to
as
the
family
when
they
left
Harlem
left
no
fore’the
Reformation. About them there
Leave DOVER at 5.51, 7.55, and 10.565, A. M. and
prepare
students
for
college,
and
every
effort
is
devoted
life.
The
Lord
was
his
helper
and
bis
moral
and
intellectual
character
and
con2.00
and 5.15, P.M.
b
traces and no friends.
:
were some peculiar thins, The service is
comfort in the dreadful hours of trial. Some made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible.
sideration
depend.
Anybody
can
get
rich
TRAINS
FOR
DOVER.
The mother and daughter left for New
Expenses
are
moderate.
Send
for
a
catalogue.
thse oc four hoursin. length, and in one
years ago he was chosen deacon of the East
Anybody can realize from Orleans. They arrive
A.M. JONES,
Sec |. ; Lsave-Boston at 7:50, 8:30; AM; and 12:30; 8:80, and
day or two be- Rochester and South Lebanon church, an office | Lewiston, Me.
Me.
church he saw a sort of club; this was to but the author.
0,
P. »
.
&and svorthily fitled until re
strike on the pulpit when the people were his labor bis bread, exgept..an-author. If | fare the vesselby which--Mr—Rodman-was +Fthat be taithfally
Leave Portland at 6.15, 9.00, A. M., and 3.10, P. M.
all
the
receipts
from
copyright
of
acc
g
leased
by
death.
His
death
was
sudden,
peaceExpected.
While
out
watking
the
daughILLSDALE COLLEGE. —The next term
Leave Alton Bay at 6.35, A M., and 12.30, and 4.00
8!
vtoawaken them. There was also a
P.M.
»N ter was insulted by a young dandy, who ful awd happy. Eleven children, forty-five
and year of this Institution will commence
le for the sexton to poke the sleepy vues. American authors shonld be put oge
grandchildren
and
numerous
other
relatives
|
Dec.
1.
1875,
with
a
Board
of
twenty
Professors
and
and
all
the
authors
were
compelled
16
live
thought the 5 two womenjwere unprotected. mourn their loss.
TRAINS FOR PORTLAND,
ut it would seem as if the people should
the chureb, and Instructors.
nts
There are eight departments
andg~-~
Is this right ? \ young sailor lad knocked the dandy in- | the community haveThelostfamily,
the presence, counsel courses of study. There are five well sustained Litnot require these awakeners,for the chuich- from it, they would starve.
ve
BOSTON at 7.308.30, A. M., and 12.30 and
Societies, with libraries. The College Library
P.M.
es have no stove and the seats. no backs. Is it loo much to ask of the Government to the gutter, and as ‘he turned diselosed | and influence of a good and worthy man. He erary
contains four thousand volumes.
There is also a
Leave DOVER at 11.15, A. M., and 3.08, 6.12,P, M.
It read the Star for more than thirty years,
The sun
the summer deseribes a that it place the authorship, not only of the features of the long lost son.
Theological Library.
.
JAMES T. PFURBER, Gen.Supf.
The location is excellent, and with the new buildcircle—at midnight being near the horizon, this country, but of the world, in a position seems when his vessel was wrecked he was
FREDDIE D., son of Daniel and Eunice Furings,
every
facility
for
study
and
improvement
is
where
it
can
have
an
even
chance
with
oth—
picked up bya Norwegian vessel, and car- bush, and grandson of Dea. Jesse Furbush, died furnished. Expenses from $120 to $159 per year.
at mid-day being at its highest position in
From in Lebanon, Me., Dee. 19, 1874, aged seven years au is rendered students preparing for the Christian EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
the heavens.
In Finland,he found the peo- er interests? It does not ask for the pen- ried to a port. in that eountry.
and one mouth.
He was a cheertul, : happy boy, ministry.
ple very healthy. They only live on coarse sions accorded to useful authorship in other thenec he went to Calcutta, thence to ever
Trains for Dover leave Boston 8.30 AM, 4.46. M.
For a
logues or other information, address D.
ready to obey the commands of his parents,
countries; it does not seek for grace or
Leave Portsmouth for Dover 9.00, 11.20
A. m., 7,00
. C. DURGIN, President, or L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec{0@6her The . lamilics. are. Jarge ;. ene. of uerdon ; it simply asks for justice and a Southamptgn, and arrived in New Orleans willing to be the little helper in the home and
P Ms
retary
and
Treasurer,
Hillsdale,
Mich.
the
day
before.
A
few
days
afterward
the
twelve children is nothing; he had often
on the farm.
His parents anticipated much aid
Leave
Boston
for
Portland
8.30
A.M.,
12.30,
3.30 8.00
Hillsdale, Mich., June 22, 1875.
father arrived, and the long-separated fam- and comfort from him; when the burde ns of life
P.M
seen families of ‘twenty-four children. Up fair chance to win for itself the return
for
lubor
which
it
needs,
and
for
its
counLeave
Boston
for
Bangor
8.30
A.
M.,
8.00
P.
M.
should fali heavy upon them.
He seemed to
ily were reunited and happy.
near North ‘Cape, he found the farm-houses
Pullman Slee
Car. ' «
TEW
HAMPTON
INSTITUTION.—A.
feel that death was very near at times, when he
very far apart; but (here was always the try the consideration due to productive genTrains for
Portsmouth,
Boston, Newburyport,
RE a...
B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight astalked much about it. His
parents and sisters
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Obituaries.

school se . At70

degrees 20 north Jat-

ius and ealtuve.

itude, the grain ripened, and the steamboats
all the year round. He thought |
this phenomenon was due to the gulf Decrease of Crime in England.
stream. The fish were in myriads.
He
In « recent meeting of the Social Science
himself caught 525 codfish in one day.
Bul the mosquitoes were dreadful; there Congress in England was read a long and
were 80 many they drove the Laps and somewhat prosy speeeh on the decrease. of
He went 500 miles to a crime which, however, presented some
. reindeer away.
wedding.
ere were fifty bridesmaids. facts of interest and value, Showing that
He arrived on Saturday, and the ceremony crime, in proportion to population, is8 deday. creasing. In nineteen years from 1855 to
was to be performed the following
Their marriages are always on
Sunday. | 1874, though 4,475,000 bas been-added to
On the Saturday night, the bride and bride- the population of England, the decrease in
room's sister slept in his room, by which committals
per
year has
been 2,298,
This is a
e knew he was the honored
guest,
They and in convictions 2,074.
are a priniitive people., "There were 5,500
tifying exhibit, and may
offset the
people present in the church; their ehurch- ‘ears that the world is steadily growing
es ure very large. After the marriage they more wicked.
It must, however,
be rewent back to the farm, and the host fed five membered that English population - is fluchundred for three weeks. In Norway they tuating. Its more active and also more
follow in the old patriarchial ways.
Sowe turbulent elements have steadily been emof the houses date from the year 815.
All igrating to other countvies offering wider
of the
dress alike,and it is difficult to tell the wife fields of adveature, to say wvothing
or daughter from the servant maid.
Al- foreible expulsion from English shores of
thongh he always (raveled with money, no many convicted eriminals to the English

one ever thought of fobbjvg him, and when
carlessly he left it behind, it was retarned.

They bave no banksexcept in the towns,
The snowand these have no “shutters.
shoes worn in that Souniey were twelve
feet long and about the width of his - fool.
In
They were much superior to ours,
visiting a Lap friend be saw 800 reindeer
bln:

Re the latter;

but

shortly

after

on

penal

eolonies.

‘These, of course,

must be

substracted fiom the total of English - eriminal classes, and there is no doubt that their
elimination from society makes succeeding

generations less yicious and

disposed to

crime. [It would be really a blessing to
the world were one quarter and possibly
more of its population incapable of perpetuating their kind. There wouldn’t be near-

going to see them at first he did not kuow ly s0 many people in the world, but they
where they were, but soon saw the tips of would he of better-quality. As it is, Engtheir tails above the snow. They had dug land's gain by the exportation of her crim:
down to theAmoss for their food as they are inals is the loss of far-nway Australi,awhose
accustomed todo. The Lap never carries peopling by criminals seems now of little
food for his deer. The reindeer is harness- consequence, but will some time become a
ed to the boat, which is used for a sleigh, fact of serious import.
Whether crime is increasing. or decreasthe colby one thong which extends from
the neck between his legs to the ing in the United States is not easily deterlar around
boat. ‘There is only one réin “which is at- mined, The heterogeneous and changing
taobed
to the deet’s’horn. The deer is di- character of our population would in any
reoled by throwing the rein on the left to event make us no fair test of the world’s
rojress towards either virtue or vice.
make it go slow and the right to increase
Tint we are not so bad as is generally supspeed: ‘It is difficult to drive under the
y fossa, is'very probable. The wider pubcircumstances, and he was upset 108 tix
‘given to. erime, and even (0 the
1 city
down a
rosser forms of vice, makes American Sohas.
a day,andhe
|
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ind’ ono ‘av-the rate of ety seem much worse than it is, and of all
26 miles an hour. Mr. DuChaillu conclud- that.we are guilty a very Jasge proportion

‘od
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A few rods above the village of Astoria,

on the East river, N. Y., is Hallett's Point,
where extensive operations looking to the
improvement of the channel have been
going on for the last six years.
The operations consist in undermining- the bed
rock of the river for a considerable distance
by a system of tunnels, or_ ‘‘ headings,”

as

engineeers term them, leaving columns to
support the roof until the charges are ready
i
to be fired. As no external evidence
of
the character of the work exists, but few
peisons are aware ofthe great labor involved.

No less

than

two

and

a

half

acres

have beén tunneled under, with an aggregate length of tunnel of one and one-half
miles; the width and hight being respectively eight feet and twelve feet.
A plan

tingtvust

ina

strangeriand wanting:

der, are pot remembered —suspicions which

penilicy to discriminate betweenja irieud ab] in modern days would attain a wide: pabtr

y

icity and culminate

{
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in

trial

aud

pubish-

CALENDAR:

BRINA D., daughter of
Horace and Lydia
Pifen, died Oct. 23d, 1875.
An affectionate child,
kind and loving sister and sympathetic friend.
Although her sufferings were long and severe,
they were softened by the maternal. care of a
devoted mother,and she at length sweelly fell
usleep in Jesus, proving to parents and af l ‘cled
family that fervent effectual prayer availeth
much.
N.C. AYON.
CAPT. JEREMIAH
PEASE, of Wilton, Me.,
whose death was announced several
weeks
since in the secular papers, deserves a historic
place in the pager of the Star, a paper which
he patronized and ussisted through all the long

ears of its struggle
. was born

in the

for assured

house

in

success.

which

76 years, and in whieh he died, Oct.

he

17,

=~

Six regular courses for both sexed. Fourt rms of
ten wéeks each.
TAN

“of

Fall Term begins Monday, August 23, 1875
Fall Term closes Friday; October 29, 1875.
Winter Term

Winter Term “loses
Vacation
Spring Term begins
Spring Term closes

GEO.

Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
one week.
ts
Monday Jan, 31,1876.
Friday, ‘April 7, 1876.

Sumer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.

N. H., July 20, 1875.

USTIN ACADEMY
FORD, N. H.

Bro.

resided

REV. 8. C. KIMBALL,

1875. | fessorof Latin and Greek.

probably much subjacent. Al! of the headings have been driven and the only remaining task is to bore

the piers for

he roof
sion of charges.
bored in each chamber with

the

admis3

For Author mformation

tatious, but dignified in bis deportment, a successful and model firmer, and ever ready, by the
fragal use of a competency of means, acquired
industry, ; to assist;
deserving
y agricultural
;

A. M., Principal, and Pro

Competent teachers as-

EMMA

ADAMS,

widow

of

Jeremiah

tem of pipes, or iron tubes, probably balf
an inch in diameter, filled with explosive
in quantitiesto alnjost constitute a charge
of itself, The work is a system of gigan-

tic pockets cut in the solid
with explosive, connected

fuses,

works

greatest

t

depth

(18 twenty-six

thickness of the
longest heading
have been bored
pressed air, and
mainito

with

and to be fired by one battery at the

proper time.
The

rock charged

intimately

dies’ Collegiate course of study.

Stubbs

*

Zion weré frequently ascending to heaven.

leaves s2veral aged brothers
and

of

She

sisters and

a

.greatest

The leakage through

MRS. PHEBE BATCHELDER died in Limerick,
Me.. March 9, 1875, aged 97. Although she hud
lived beyond four score years and ten, still at the
last she found Christ, in whom she had trusted,
a true friend, and one that would stand by her

of

teet;

water

the

over

the

alter some of the curreuts, which set so
strongly now at flood and ebb ‘tide as 10

&reatly endanger commerce.

through the dark valley and shadow of death.

‘Mgrs. C. BOYNTON died in Limerick, June 28,
aged B6 years, Sister B. had long been a mem
ber of the church of Christ. -She was sincerel
devoted to the cause of Christ while she lived,
and when the Saviour called her to himself, she
left an example worthy of imitation.
CHARLEY HAM died in North
12, aged 2 years and 6 months.
only sop. yet be was wo bright
world, and sp God took him to
ones in heaven.
pay

;

iy

I

ly to Tr

an Eig

but con-

Literary Miscellany,
Literary Reviews,
3
News Summary, &c.,
It is under the direction und patronage
of the
will Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and Is
by many of other religious views, because

real wo.
TERMS: $3.00 per
vance, $2.50.

&c.
Free'
taken
of: its

year; or, if paid strictly in ad-

REMITTANCES

must be made in

money or-

ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible.
When neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter.

Money thus sent will be
sent

at our

risk, and

at our expense.

In writing

nate their
STATE as well as town.
The Star goes to press Monday

may be

iT

to this office persons will
noon,

desig-

and

com-

munications for insertion ought to be here on Friday
previous.
Kach subscriber is particularly
requested to uote
the date on the label for the expiration of his subseription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this office.

Liberal discount is made to those who pay

vance, and our object is to secure advance
as the rule,
%
¢

in ad-

payment

THIRD BEING NEW

SUB-'

old subscribers.

« CALENDAR,

Fall Term begins Aung. 25, 1875,
closes Nov. 2%, 1876.

Winter Torin begins Dec. 8, 1875.
closes March 7, 1876.

Spring’ Term begins March 22, 1876.
Spring Term closes Jane 17, 1877,
For further
particulars address the

North Scituate.R. I.

AMAINECENTRAL
PITTSFIELD,

paper; devoted large-

SCRIBERS, can have the Star at $2.00 each, strictly in advance, there being no arrearaze on the part of

Arnold.

I

ME.—Courses

Any subscriber who will furnish the name of a
NEW ONE, can have the two copies of the paper at
$1.50, strictly in advance.
Pastors are requested to act as agents for the Establishment, in obtaining subscribers, collecting arToarages. remitting money, &e.; and when they do
{ thisti ey are entitled to ten per cent, of the money
they receive for the Stur, oxcept on money sent for
clubs; then it is proper that the subscribers should
Principal
pay the commission, if any is desired.

tds

oft

for both sexes, College Preparatory, Normal}
ical, soie nuific.

progressive
culture pty

tains departments on
Sabbath Schools
The Family Circle,

Clubs of sx or more, ONE

A. T. Sally, A. B,,

Winter Term

R. BR.

SPECIAJ, OFFERS.

ASSISTANTS.

Fall Term

isés. ‘Although for several years conflned to
her room, through bodily infirmity ,she was ever

large circle of children
and grandchildren,
Those who survive her will long remember her
wise counsel and exemplary hfe,
E.M.8

roof eighteen feet, and the
815 feet, All the bodies
by drill§ driven by comabout 2,000 holes yet re-

be made.

day life evinced her firm reliance on.God’s prom-

S an able and

MissAbbie E. Jenness, Preceptress.

‘Miss Hattie

and ‘ subsequently
became
a member of the
church at 8o. Montville, of which she was a
member at the time of her death.’ Her every

prosperity

Secretary.

BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,
W. §. Stockbridge, A. M,, Principal.

joined the Freewill Baptist church, in Appleton;

the

F088,

APHAM
INSTITUTE —NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.—rhis Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientific, and La-

During her early experience she united with the
M. E. church, in Union, her native town, but in
1838 was baptized by Rev. John Stevens and

patient, and her prayers for

address the Principal or,

Center Strafford, November 12, 1875,

equivalent, is to be placed and the whole | died in 80. Montville, Me., Nov. 16th, aged 88
;
years and 8 months,
This aged mother had
exploded by one battery.
To insure certain ignition of this im- been a follower of Christ for nearly sixty years.
mense quantity of explosive material,”6,000
charges of about eight pounds each, every
charge connects with the ‘others by a sys |

4

WARREN

is also being| friends and in the promotion of religious enterJ. 8, Swirr,
holes leading | prises.

diagonplly ; in these pitro-glycerine, ou- its

patrons.

E.

Rural and Domestic,

.—CENTER STRAF-

Rooms for self-boarding
From childhood taugnt to profoundly respect re- | Sst.
milies at reasonable rates.

of the

Supé.

THE MORNING STAR

Summer Term closes Thursday, June 29, 1876.
For further particulars, ply to the Prinoipal,
E. C,
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
Hampton,

BACHELDER,

PAYSON TUCKER, Supt, Me.C. R. R.

Vacation two weeks.

New

the finn] blast, whieh is expected to throw | influence of his exumple will live and work
down the whole rock bed involved, and through coming generations. He was unosten-

Salem, Lyno, &c., leave Dover 6.40, 10.40, A. M:, 4:45,
Po M.
All Portsmouth and Dover R. R. Trains connect:
Portsmouth with Traine forand from all Stations .
the Eastern Raulrotd; and on all connecting lines on
Maine, Canada, and the Provinces.

Vacation two weeks.
begins Monday, Nov. 15, 1875.

and board in private
Board in clubs $3.
ligion, in the developing period of manhood, he Apply early.
ganas rated his heart to God, and publicly allied ; i Ag Free tuition to students who have the ministry
himse
to the Freewill Baptist church, of which
view.
rati
appears: like an irreou- | he remained ‘an intelligent, consistent, active
WINTER TERM of 1876 begins November 80.
Two
full courses, English and Classical.
Gf
these
excavations
spp
5
and
useful
member
till
he
was
called
to
the
lar .checker-board ; the black squares rep- church triumphant in heaven.
The Faculily, by imparting
instruction in a thor.
cordial,
resenting the piers which still remain hold ever cheerful, and benevolently Frank,
ough
and
practical manner,
by the use ot the best
interested in
ing the voof.: These will ‘be removed in the welfare of all around him, the accumnlated text-Looks, and by-caretul attention to the wants o
scholars. hope to deserve the continued approbation

of a pins? which is ton josed of rein- ious clements from abroad which here find the roof amounts to 500 gallons per minute.
headings,
deer skin
and‘wasvery
picturesque. =
a home. The old times were not nearly so | This is all led into one of the well
at the
a
with
communicales
Also
which
as
crime
pross
from
free
even
not
viatous
by
removed
is
it
whence
thetunnel,
of
‘end
less,
¥
5 a
~
was
is generally supposed. There
ky
;
he
publicity, jand social lapses or graver guilt pumps.
The successful termination of this work
By six qualities may a fool be known: was more quickly forgotion, There are very
the. shore line materially,
Anger without cause;
spééch without few neighborhood wherein, grave suspi- will. straigthen
widthof the channel, and
the
to
much
add
muiof
even
sometimes
motive; mquiry without an object; put- cious of arson,and

se Akl ang heaiery pene. |

sociates.

were overwhelmed with grief. and even now
the tears fall at the mention of his name.
G, 8. HiLL.
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Terms, ten weeks,

study

Class-

Fail Term begins August 23, 1875.
Winter Term begins November 8, 1875,
Spring Term begs Feb. 7
'
Summer Term begins April
24, 18:6.
:
:
KIN
SBURY BATCHE]
R,*A. M., Prtncipal of
Latin. Greek and Chemistry.
“
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Priuvcipal of Normal Depatent, German, Didatios, Mental and Moral
Seience.

Miss LINDA C. VIIKERY, Preceptress, French,
Geometry and Botany
;
Miss LOVINA H. HAYNES, Normal classes,
M188 ELLA O. HURD, Music.
[]

S8badleizh, Oct, Mi8s ANGIE E. HANSON, English studids,
Board for clubs, either for.ladies or gentlemen,
"Charley was the
a gem for this | from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board in families, in
cluding rooms, ete , from $2.50 to 83.70 per week.
join those litcle
For furthor particulars, address the Secretary
W. PACKARD,
|
*Ci A. FARWELL, Pittefleld,
Me

od
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COLLEGE,

INGTON, TAYLOR CO,;, WEST V
‘This Institution offers to students important |

ildren and students relying on-|for an education, received a re-

aar-Clergymen’s

CALENDAR.

ry and

frat class

n every particular,
L
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m
irce to students. . School Building new rE Exo)
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No a
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School
year, three terms of thirteen weeks each.
FALL
Term began Tuesday, August 24, 1875.
WINTER TEM begins Tuesaay,
avember 80, 1875.
SPRING TERM be ns Tuesday, March 8, 1876

!

Anniversary, June 17.
Fall Term opens August 31, 1875,
This School was neveriu better condition for
8
thorough work in Academie Ins tructi on pr
mary
instruction.
With three ca refull;
p

Faculty :
J.8. BROWN, A. M., Principal,
GH, STOCK BRIDGE, A. eh
Miss LILLIAN 8. ABBOTT, Preceptress.
Miss 8. ALMA PENDEXTER, Associate.
MiBS LELIA BE: KOLSOM, Teacher of Music,
Mu SANFORD A, GOSS, Teacher of Penmanship,
Witha full, Somplemant. of Sompoient ig ir pe) ‘
omp
COugses 0
i=
Classical

Tinalest ours.
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—
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],¥PON LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Scientific, an

SEMINARY

' NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
(rom the post-ofiice~whethes directed’to his name or

another’s, or whether he has subscribed or, not—is

responsible for the
payment,
’
¥
2, If a personorders his paper
outinued, he
must
pay all arrearages, or the publisher may comSinn
Sends whl payment is made; and: collect
e whole amount,
whether the paper. is taken from

a
3

e courts
a haveve desi Eo a
Te
180 take
newspapers and periodicals from he
ong
; or
removing and leaving them uncalled ‘for, is prima

facie evidence of ‘intentional fraud.

wy
8. S, PAPERS,
Two Sabbath school papers,
The Iitil Star
and
Aly rtle, ave published DAoPiate weeks, and Loinon
Papers
of the laternational Se:ies (or both adulés
and children,
Sample copies of any paper sent free.
{
wid
Address,

hii
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1, D. STEW, ART,

A. H. HULING,
oo 5 Madison St.,

DOTER, N. H.

Chicago,
Tl,

.

geoeral importance,
tion offered by Mr.
quiring that ‘annual
of persons indebted

transacted no business of |

in the Sena'e, Mr. Davis's resolution

calling for information as to the names

of gov-

ernment defaulters and the amounts involved
for the last ten years was referred to the commit.
tee on the judiciary by a strict party’ vote. The
request

of Mr,

McMillan,

of

Louisiana,

. withdraw his credentials as senator

to

from

that

State was granted by a vote of 30 to 28, In the
House, Mr, Blaine introduced his proposed constitutional amendment forbidding any interference with the common schools or any use of the
public money * for sectarian
purposes.
Mr,
Chittenden, of New York, introduced a bill to

facilitate the resumptiofr of specie

authorizing the

*

Mm

About
A

is going

forward rapidly.
A petition of 8220 women in Toronto,

and

Secretary

payments by

of the

Treasury

gold are at fifteen per cent, premium,
It is reported from Paris that M. Leon Say,
the Prench minister of finance, has resigned.
The official Gazette publishes a’ proclamation
summoning the British Parliament to meet on
the 8th of February, for the despatch of divers
and important affairs,
Additional troops havearrived at Havana from
Spain. The Spanish war steamer Churruca has
sailed with presents. of horses and crosses for
the President of San Domingo,

way.

Capitalists and

build rs count

the

cost,

denly on any bard

beneath
serve

now beuutitullys rebuilt according to its provisions, may defy the utmost power of another
sweeping conflafh ation.
:

be

thick

joint resolution declaring the United States a
unit, from which no Stateshas the right to secede.

nig, it will be
brought down

Senator Stevenson submitted a resolution calling
,for information

regarding

the

whiskey

frauds,

but after debate withdrew it, stating that he had
no desire to interfere or prevent the government
from pursuing thieves who were engaged in defrauding the revenue.

In

the House, Mr.

of Maine, offered a resolution,

which

Hale,

was

re-

jected, that prompt legislation should be adopted
looking

toward

a resumption

ments,

Mr. Holman introduced

sidy resolution,

which

was

of specie

an

passed

pay-

anti-subby a

large

majority, both republicans and democrats voting
for it. The House also, by a vote of 232 yeas
to 18 nays, declared against a third term for the
presidency.
Thursday,

the

Senate

discussed,

at

much

pe

put off and flung into a corner with

investment to build three or four, or

The session of the House was mostly

occupied in the introduction of bills and resolutions, The Senate amendment to adjourn from
Monday until the 5th of January was concurred
in.
DOMESTIC.
The term

of the

Alabama

The Territory of
claim

been extended six months,
The millers of the Northwest,
Chicago, have protested

against

belief

grows

stronger

courts

has

in session

vance in flour rates by rail to New
The

the

recent

at
ad-

York.

every

hour “that

Tweed is within a few hours’ travel of New York,
und that negotiations to settle all cases against
him,

Genet, Sweeay,

members, are going
They are cutting

Conolly

and

other

on.

is intolérable that the law_should,

water-melons

in

Baltimore

were

154,663,129

feet

of

lumber

sur-

veyed at Bangor, the past year; in 1874, 176,786,982 feet.
The Methodist ministers, of Washington, have
passed a resolution condeming Bishop Haven’s

Boston speech nominating President
the

third

Grant

for

term.

In the garden of Mr. Bugbee, at Stockton,Cal,,

there are grape vines in blossom.

1t is reported that the demoecruts will attempt
to deprive General Sherman of his rank of gen-

report is decisive.

$2.50 a year.

:

is out of debt and

Educational.

favored

It is stated that Max

the introductign—ol

bils-

gymnasium,

success, having

more applications

than can be re-

It now has

from students

one

hundred

students, and

costs about £2,000 a year.
Strong efforts ure being made to revive the
its puy-roll about $50,000 per month within the University at North Carolina.
last few months. .
Under the new law in Holland in regard to elGeorge E. Hilton, of North Anson, Maine, has
ementury education, attendance at school is not
been fined $1000 and sent to prison for six compulsory in any way ; instruction is
optionalmonths for selling liquor without a license.
J ly gratuitous; religious instruction of any kind
J. G. Ball, a one-armed soldier, has been reis forbidden.
moved from his position as one of the door-keepThe Parliament of Queensland, Australia, has
taken un advanced position in respect to public
ers of the House,to make yoom for an able-bodied

guerrilla,
There wus an
Russiaat Kansas

reduced

arrival of Mennonites from
City, ou the 23d ult. They

ure the advance of nearly a thousand families
from their section, who will reach the West

educa‘ion.

reading,
gchools,
lishes a
majority

A new bill, which passed its second

withdraws all aid from denominational
makes education compulsory, and estabThe bill had in its favor a
University.
of two to one.

territorial

studying divinity, 161 law, 192 medicine, 83 den-

courts and convicted of bigamy, succeeded in
having
the trial set aside. He has again been
convicted on'a new trial. Other similar prosecutions will follow atonce..
The trial of Gen. Babcock, for complicity in

tistry, and 34 are called scientific students. To
instruct thie large number of students there are:

the whiskey frauds, commenced in Chicago before
a military court, consisting of Gen’s Sheri-

dan; Hancook and Terry, is postponed pending a

trial by the givil court, in St. Louis, where he
has recently been indicted by the U.
slates
a

vy

8.

grand

Ww
FOREIGN,

+

Professors, 49; assistant professors, 21; lecturers, 2; tutors, 11; instructors, 27; demonstrators and assistants, 9; librarians, proctors, &c.,

Dr. Derby, an oculist from Boston, is making
experiments at Amherst on the Freshmeun’s eyes,
requiring them to. read across a room lines of different sized letters, both with the naked eye and
with glasses of various degrees of magnifying
power. His object is to refute a theory of the
Germans that the continued application to books,

necessiry to, a student’s life, produces near or

, condemns the lack of proper
i
Hed, ower,

practical importance.
The Cincinnati

can

’

not fail to be of

people have elected

DOGS IN TENNESSEE.

tee of filly to carry out the purposes

Springer donation for a Grand Musi¢ Hall.

of the

The Wisconsin reform school for boys bas 412

how

shelters

$4,000,000.
It is estimated that
45,000 sheep every year.

they

How 10 CHCOSE A GOOD Cow.

The

tage.

most

Boston

of small

of equal

quality full fed, und

or ten months.

There

would

ut

so much

nine

this sys-

can be made,
and has the
salted down
day of Jan.

—

OO

winter

wheat

throughout

A farmer in Waverley,
bushels of corn to the acre.

I1l.,

A California paper mill
pounds of paper per month,

is

raised

ninety

making

50,000

vine

generally Jacks physical und muscular,as well as
| mental energy.

the wy to furm profitably in New England.

is.

Magsachusetts does not raise as much tobacco

w

muke the best when

Kansas has

108,000

largest

and

best assortment

ever offered in

Direct from New York importations !

.

PRODUCE.

driedB

utter,

2

HG wl

30.83 75

.

21 @.. 23 | Boner 2a-u
Small and ex. 1 90 @ 2 10

M

verees 200 8 820

s,bu 0 50310
20 J! Cranberries,bu-9
C n
a
-50

$0

|

$303 | Early Rose

Box....
0d
Loose Musc.

GRAIN.

Wheat, west'n 1 01 @ 1 50
Ry@esnesensss

438

(Poultry........ om
"ee

i2.
20

ge. 3

SEEDS.

95.8 1 30 Clover,Northern,l4 @..

.-

-

8 13

|

15

oat & Seuss. 0 $y k

Shorts
¥ ton 20 00 821 go (RedTop,¥bag,
@ 4 50
Fine Feed...21 00 22 0p |Lin
VAm. 1658170
HAY.

703

90

SPICES

Eastern and Northern

~

1Ehaeia, oe Sold.33 $3

3

B. Ayres, dry.. 24 @..

26 {Havana.

Western, dry.. 1718. .
* Welkeresss 8 e..
IRON

9%

fio Grane.... 3.8.. 34 Noa. 840 12.

Ex. sizes.. .. .. 8.. ..
Eng.com..., 50 00g 62 Ov

Do. refed 20.20 3
i

5§..@..

Piped

..@..

esnsansernee

wee

6

his cows eat cooked food.

sheep

and

15,000

Scarcely a sheep and a-half for each dog.

dogs.

inmates, The total ruining expenses during the this year as last by a million pounds, The enIn subsoiling, a few inches of fresh earth
lust fiscal year were $43,115.29, or 40 cents per tire yield of the United States is estimated at should be blowed up each year and so gradually
285,000,000 pounds,
:
capita daily.
A
deepen the soil. If too much of the cold, new
For the first elevem months of this year there earth is turned up at once,it takes years for it to
"
SoS
were exported from New York 24,609,019 bush- “warm and mix with the apper soil,
Go to Lothrop's, 40 Cornhill; for holiday els of wheat, 12,428,886 bushels of corn, and ~ India bas 760,000 acres planted in poppies for
1,650,646 barrels of flour.
presents.
Wide Awake,
opium this year,
hE
i Bee the holiday icons

|Coffeecrush.... 8
TALLOW.

6

oe
ShippingB’d
Sppingh'd

|Gunpowder—
Per

Bucsess.

|

(HYEORLLLL Lees

6

én

|Souchong....

e

Japans......

8-5

son 8

8.. 3
6

a

»

WOOL,

{Ohio & Pennsylvania— "
Tickiock., +.

4

00 $20 00
15 00 20 00
1h 00 @is 00

.“

Laths, pine.. 1 26 @ 1 76 (Canada.e......
Do.Spruce 000 @ 0 00 | do.combing

hooks0 00 @ 0 00

NEW

YORK

RE

14

35
—

36

@. H)
66

@

51

Suid Adana, atha Cchlt 1 stor
$500

REWARD!

More than three thousand
Org
nd other
property
Poco
len, ombenziod,
from
the administrator. I
dollars for the recovery of

dollars’ worth
4 ig
belonging to said es
or
rdf withheld
will pay three hundred
said property, and two
convict the vilsaid property.
To any person
to said estate, and not
having been called on by me, or some one anthorsea 2 me, I ll make a discount of 2b per cent. if
he

rom
ayy

y
y LU, J. HOAG,

Administrator,

Center Sandwich,N. H., Dee. 20, 1875.

MARKET.

Dec.

oS

i

[boy UTIFUL invention for marking
and printing Cards, &c. An article

howd Mave.

16, 1876,

ceive

@ 13 50
@ 22 60

*

351

C

lothing

Alphabets of. {ype a print

me, business or address,
able; amusing and inktvuctive

y

i

LDING

Beef, Xtra mess cvooeesieens seavseve 1200
Pork, new mess, ¥ bbl. «.civeevene. 22 00
BUTTER.
State new, good to prime
Western, do. «ecvsvsensenes
.
Lard, steam rendered. ....oooevveiiiisnna,
CHEESE
good to primes...

AS USUAL.

ixty dollars less than
the r
y
This is propucty belonging to the estate
of the late
A. B. Hoag, and must be sold very soon,

BEEF AND PORK.

Dairies,

SCHOOL

Dec. 15, 1875.

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,

KF

Singing,

‘on
hand four Organg, which I will sell ver
Now Be ol
One Is an © ESTEY ORGAN.” No. 19,
and the other “ WUOD’S ORGAN,” No.9. Both are

ve

@50 00

and

STREET.

‘ORGANS.

12

8

Oak,
¥ ton.. 00 00 G00 00 | EXtra..ceseees48 @.. 46
Clapboards .. 00 §— 00 | Fine,......... 42 @.
#4
Do.Spruce
35 00 @40 00 | Medi
46 @. 48

8

MORNING
Dover,

812

08

of Piano-Porte
” SJLVER

9

Young H,

Shingies,pine175@
550 | Co
.
Do.
ar.. 000 @ 0 00 |California.

51

MISS NANCY D. C. DUXBURY,
Teacher

1,
10,

@g.

264 (Oolong........

Oak Sole .... 32 @.
38
OaKeeessearess He 3 28
Calf Suihsrs 58
60
Dry Hi €enes 00 @..
In Rough... 53 @.. co
LUMBER.

Opposite City Hall, Dover.

“Eas

9} fmpenal........

LEATHER.

Clear Pine., 22 00

@.
.. @.

tendered, ¥ b oe.

LEAD.

Pig veersnnnes

Bookseller and Stationer.

4 $d

Crushed......
Powdered....

Russia, sheet..)2{ @.. 13; "0 8
Sheet and

J. M. GATEHOUSE,

| Nos. 18t0 20. . 9) HET
{Cuba Muscovade—
|New Orleans..
.. @.. .

Sweaish— «
Com.ass’d 107 00 @110 ov,

thirty-two

A noted butter-maker declares that he can not

Cultivate small areas and cultivate highly

The

this yicinity!

plonew BDI

Orinoco ..... 25g.

.

A boy who eurly smokes is rarely known to
make a man of much energy of chariicter, and

J

Pickled......
les,

f

Nuts} 2

Pea

TUN

Goods!

HIDES AXD SKINS.
Best,
¥ B.vessne..s 8.. 8
Calcutta Cow—
.aL
TREE 48..65
Slaughter...... Ho... 144
SUGAR.
D
Green .. «128... 124
A
A

which grew 1,140 feet and bore 24 pumpkins, averaging 26 pounds,
i
An ox weighing 5,000 pounds was “exhibited
at the Oregon State Fair,

Suffolk, smull Yorkshires, or other early

(H

7 25 |

FRUIT.

‘Soft Shell...
Shelled......

$2.00.

22

Corn Meal....3 40 g 3 75 |ARbles Wd
Almonds—

for one year,

Holiday

&

stock is below the average; the number of swine

A Kentucky man brags about a pumpkin

maturing breeds, upon our best common “sows,

last day in the life of a pig.

8 50

6 268

”

BR

Tom,,.+: 1300 822 00
Ly
. 01
oun
ay—
i
Tew
ton 23 00 @ 25 00 |Nutmegs sesenie 98 gl
Pepper........
straw,160 bs.. - @
STARCH Mh eg. 15

ed by one fence and cultivated by
owners, all of whom are unmarried.

A cross of Berkshire,

0

Awake

h

Rye Flour....5
50 @ 6 10 |

There is a farm of 4,500 acres in Texas enclose]

cent, in favor of early maturity.
And this mat
ter of
early ‘maturity is wholly
within the

Will producs the desived result. © But

choice extra,

like-

The Umatilla (Oregon) Indians bave on their
reserve, 8,000 horses, 2,000 head of cattle, and
1560 hogs.
.
.
Little Alice Mix, of Greenville, 8. C., on the
day upon which she was six years, six months,
and six uays old, picked 100 pounds of cotten,
and on the next day 106 pounds.

then the difference would be, “ut least, fifty per

Essex,

is

Central Illinois is said (0 be excellent.

difference in cost per pound if the ‘pigs were fed
for the whole eighteenor twenty months; even

control of the breeder.

The one farm product which

prospect for

¢ Wide

D. LOTHROP & CO., Publishers, Boston.

It is more likley to go up than down for the next
eight weeks,
Hogs are dying by the hundreds
and thousands at the West; the supply of salt

The

A copy will be sent to any address, postage paid,
on receipt of 20 ots.

ve 8B

.. § @

Middlings...24 00 §25 (op |Canary........

Scotchmen eat three oatmeals a day.

months, cost, per

be

>

Items. *

as much as another
not

choice extra, 6 25g

Mich. and Ohio,

B. Ayres.... 26 @.. 28

usual, and

fattened

Indiana,

Ba

.

Splendidly llustrated.

choice idry Hime a

1llinois and

Sole—

earried over

90

OUR

BEST AUTHORS.

'6

it was profitable to apply.
Old fields will stand
a liberal application, and some say 100 bushels to
the acre will not be an mjury to the land; but

are as good and as heavy as they
provided he gets them to market,
money for them in readiness to be
in some Savings Bank on the first
uary, 1876,— Golden Rule.

age, for it is exactly in the line of his interest.
It costs more to make
the second hundred
pounds on a pig than the first, und still more to
make tbe third hundred pounds than the second,
and so every pound added becomes more expen=
sive.

Mess, best

Southern yell . 78 09 . 79 | Eg...
Western mx’d. 76 @ . 8)

will pay any farmer to feed his hogs until they

weight is just what the farmer should. encour-

pound of live weight, twice

Westro sup. 4 2
com. extras 5 2%
medium do..

show

in the country, even if they were in a suitable
condition to fatten, is less than it has been for
five years; and putting these things together it
would seem certain that the price will rule high
for a considerable time to come.
In most of the
cities of the East it is selling now for ten cents,
withan upward “tendency, At this price it

that English faisers have arrived at, and that
London is chiefly supplied with pork of less than
200 pounds weight, and adds: ** This tendency

fattened at eighteen or twenty

will

| ly to be unexceptionally high this year, is pork.

first year, dress from 250 to 300 pounds, than in
attempting to produce heavier animals, by feed.
ing them longer. Such, it says,is the conclusion

as is

fields

afraid to put on a good quantity.

—

condition,

now—ne

BY

The grass roots will start

you will probably use less, at any rate, do n’t be

The Buffalo Live Stock Journal,in di-cussing
this question, expresses the opinion that\ there is
more profit in raising hogs that will, Goin the

the winter in store

grass lund

|Whiting—com

the instance where a farmer eould get more than

Pork.

80 Large Quarto Pages,

Am. dry, a
115 vvirees e.G. hh..7

Vermillion....0

:

“WIDE AWAKE,"

Groun

®}

THR

HOLIDAY NUMBER

Lowell sup. 3-ply 8 1 60 Glue............ He
Extra Superfine.. @ 1 35
Superfne......... @120|
FISH.
Cod=largeqt.b
[Haptha AN
Medium ..0
Mackerel,bbl.9
I
PROVISIONS.
Do. shore. 8
Beel—Mess,
Salmon, tee. .22
Western....12 00
FLOUR AND
St. Lows, ext. —
tl
{Extra Clear.. —
Médium.... 8 00
dear
4
choice extra » [7

fully

the effects of it for years to come.
As to the
amount—put on all you can get; we never knew

Fattening Hogs.

periment would show that ten pigs

your

up in consequence, and your

years hefice,

of the market to pigs well fattened, but

Putthemon

fime could be better.

FOR

Ticking seevsees wg. Ww
Boston va nnes wa 1] :
Ginghams...... 00 @.. % Frenc
Yellow. 24
Mous.deLaines 00 @.. .. Varnishes...
1
Carpetings—
Putty. coonn inne

soft aud loose, like the skin on a dog.
Deep
from the loin to the udder, and a very slim tail.

a few of them may wish to change what they
then have,
Slavery is sometimes inherited from
the past, but ef our own account, to enslave the
vast majority of to-duy, to a small and usknown
minority of the udcertain future, is to seek a

tt

51 @.

MARKET,

LOOKOUT.

Dec. 16, 1875.

PAINTS,

STOCK

AMERICAN GOLD......suve.
U. 8. FIVE-T'WENTIES, 1867..
U. 8. FIVE-TWENTIES OF 1565
U. 8. TEN-FORTIES .......
U. 8. Couroxns Sixes,

NOLASSES.

Neatsfoot¥gal

AND

snenaeneia

of

Sheetings and Shirtings — Zine,
nd in oil—
Heavy 44..... 9 8..
NO. Lissvanssss 0
Medium 4-4..... a..
8.. 10
ow @
Print Cloths... ds: 4
enRed¥Wcwt
21 @

What
kill

Granulated sugar, VB

PRICES

ending

Low Middling. 13} ..133
DOMESTICS.

“ Transcript” gives the following directions:
A
crumpy horn is a good indication;
a full eye
another. - Her head should be small and short.
Avoid a Romanaose, which indicates thin milk
and little of it. See that she is dished in the
face, sunk between the éyes.
Notice that she is
what stock men eall 8 “ good handler,” skin

may, by and by, wish to

died

“15H Lead,
Red Am... u

about

ASHES.
Asbes are so valuable an appleation
to ull soils, and almost all crops, that we do not
know when they may not be applied to advun-

new and needless servilude.—R. T. Paine.

WHOLESALE

al

The State of Tennessee

worth

BUGARS,

GOLD

have

= 0 =
18.
ee 8

Crushed sugar, ¥ S.............

procured

ive, ¥
gal
nseed—TY

It ig indeed

. RICE.

New

15} Cuba, Clayed.. — @..
@.. 30 | do.Sweet.... .. x)
do. Muscovadc 338

made to

.

prime, ¥ B,.

Clover, ¥ B.....v.' oi.
detsesases Hj
Timotkiy seed’
¥ bush, .... +:
.2

Oxford

Markets.

is

, 8 10

7.

RADEOOD, ¥ Brrr
r rr,

oD
Lu.

much

number not taxed.

»
Carolina,

So. BERWICK.
A few conversions and others
seeking.
At a recent meeting of the vociety one
hundreg dollars were added to their pastor's
salaty,
Con,

to keep things near

they consume would fatten ' pork

1874, bes

MOLAssEs.

Kansas shipped to England a few days ago
two boxes of the eggs of the silk worm, valued
at $3,000
.

only those taxed, The entire number of dogs
taxed in the State is about 225,000, and there
must be an immense

In

This is
potatoes

little thought

Bi

¥ Bb.
t
Ferennnse
Oly 170...
corr esraacrassnsns.............
een irene

Morgan County, IIL, during the past
the disease still rages.

For the week

lim ts of Chicago should of course no longer be
tolerated ¢n any terms.
Another reason urged in favor of the Boston
rule of twelve-inch walls for even the smallest

economical method to-day, bscwuse

enormous.

CANDLES.

A cow with these marks never fails to be a good
milker.

and

cholera in
year, and

possesses nore dogs than men, the figures be.
ing 70,780 to 47,674 for thirty counties, the fig.
ures representing dogs, however, representing

,

a commit.

Little

wni-

It is estimated that 12,000 hogs

in the care aud thought which the husband and
father shows for just these little things that tells
the whole story as to whether he is a great man
or not,

short mghtedness. The experiment will be re- tem has no period of storing animals; it must
peated when the Freshmen have become Mrniors, be one constant progress from the first to the
and perbaps avuually, and

spent on these things:

a

the house and save useless lubor.

Well fattened pigs of 260 pounds weight find
during the coming winter and spring.
The Marchioness Durazzo has bequeathed a
The Centennial committee on opening the sum of 800,000 francs, about one hundred and fif- the greatest favor in the market, and this fact
ceremonies have
selected as orator, William pty thousand dollars, for the establishment of a should change the whole system of pig raising
and fattening.
Instead of keeping them till
M. Evarts ; Henry W. Longfellow, as poet, and seminary for boys at Geno.
Yung Wing, in behalf of the Chinese Educa- eighteen or twenty months old, they should neva grandson of Richard H. Lee, of Virginia, as
er be kept beyond twelve months, except for
a reader of the American Declaration of Inde- tional Commission, has purchased a large lot on
Collins street, Hartford ; price said to be $10,000, breeding,und seldom beyond nine or ten months.
pendence.
;
It is the intention of the Commissioners to put The great effort should be 10 induce early maThe death sentence of the Jefferson Borden up a large. building, capable of accommodating turity in our pigs and thus shorten the period of
mutineers has been commuted to imprison
seventy persons, and use it for the headquarters feeding, and consequently lessen the cost per
pound of producing pork.
ment
for life by the President.
This isa matter of
of the commission.
3
The Harvard University catalogiie for 1875-6 much greater importance than pork raisers genGovernment will persist in the vigorous pros.
ecution of the Utah polygamists.
The Mormon
shows a total of 1,278 students.
Of these 84 are erally realize. We think any well conducted ex-

Elder Reynolds who was tried in the

when

keep things dry ; little boxes

;

Muller, the Professor of |

Englund early in 1876.
spurgeon’s College is a great

It is wonderful

better ull things go on

buck

enty dozen each, This supply was
within a radius of twenty miles,”

of

fire-proof, when a mere trifle of extra insurance
would suffice. Woeden houses within the city

Comparative Philology at All Souls College at
Oxford, has resigned his position, and will leave

ceived.

Lirrie THINGS.

Never a

building 1,000 little houses in the best

ing medicine.

Dr. McCosh

in-

The

:

19 00

HOPS.

York market over one thousand barrels of sev-

$

the enormous amount of sixty bushels.
a most wonderful yield.
He hilled the
up in large hills,

HAY,

rvreassrsvsnenssonneesss re,

New,

a very old

18

For shipping, # ton. .....cevvunin. ins 156
00
ROHL cess

pair of

County one firm has this season sent to

Be

,

was

Pinkeye. The ground was new, grubbed out to
prepare for the crop. He raised from this peck

of law can a thousand owners be prohibited from

Hamilton College, New York, has 163 stndents
on its rolls.
Bowdoin College and the Medical School of
Maine have 224 students, of whom 76 ar
dy-

OP

is

BOSTON

That.

a

2d $137

..

A

Globe” says: ** The egg trade
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“ Tribune” that he planted, last spring, one
peck of a new variety of potatoes called the Blue
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A WONDERFUL FIELD OF POTATOES.
Mr.
Gillord, of Penfieldyinforms the Battle Creek

Tue movement, inaugurated in Chieago in'favor of fire-proof houses for the poor,is Justly liable to this sume criticism, adding, perhaps, onefifth to the total cust of a brick house to make 1t

is, that owners
since been preseated with
a piece -of plate by w | houses

eral on the ground that he holds it illegally.

. The Central Vermont Railroad bas

‘Fires rarely occur.

and
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raging conflagration.
No fire gets through from
house to Louse,
Firemen know well enough
that danger only comes when buildings are high,
and there are no hick walls at all,
Besides,
what folly to add one-fifth to the total. cost of
every house built when the owner can fully protect bimself by insurance,either at no extra rates
or possibly of one-tenth of one per cent. say

his fee to liquidate a
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tending it, discourage what the welfare of the
whole community must demand, and should silently foster the building of the large tenement
houses, which modern civilization condemns as
a nuisance.
Reasons are not lacking, however,
to sustain this law by those who reason blindly.
Why not give the poor mun the protection of the
sume code, of as good a twelve inch brick wall
as protects the rich man.
The firein the poor
man’s house burns as hot,
Yes, but alas! his
lies between a good old eight-inch wall or no
wall at all. It is vain to ask him to enjoy all the
privileges of wealth.
Again, they say fires burn
through an eiget-inch wall.
Well, the acts of
Philadelphia, on this point, are invaluable,
Mr.
Ayres was especially. desired to learn them. His

has a handsome surplus in the treasury.
How
soon does the train leave for Wyoming?
A merchant at Bicester, England, was regently imprisoned for seven days because he would
not allow his child to be vaccinated.
He has

ring

ue fresh and delicious as though it were August.
There

received

long standing debt.

which owned
mal,

iron insidé of their own boots and shoes?

stories high, and to build the houses wide and
deep, so that on a large tract there shall be few
walls, and in proportion to the walls as many
rooms as possible. Boston has to-day abandoned
building small brick houses for separate families,
and is devoted chiefly to tenement houses.
This
result rises to the proportions of a public calamity,
The anomaly can not long continue.
It

supposed was a ten dollar, but which was really
a hundred dollar bill. On‘bhe following day he
discovered his mistake and telegraphed the fact
to the clergyman, who, however, was unable to
rectify the error; as he had joyously bustened as
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having seven and the other six prongs growing
directly out of the butt, none of them being

callorous adipose tissue beneath thelt owt lhierle,

the framers of the Jaw never thought ef) that,
as the foundations must be the same and must be
costly, und the walls must be the same and must
be thick no matter whut the hight, it is a safer

the asse(s; aad it has been 500 years since there
wes a bank failure in that country.
You can’t depend ou Kansas flour,
A loaf of
bread passed into Leavenworth jail contained
two files, a knife, a bottle of acid, and a roll of
money.
-A country which grows such wheat as
that can not expect to get ahead very fast,
At a Centennial tea party at Westfield, N. Y.,
last week, u young lady was dressed to
repre
sent Martha Washington at that ertical moment
when she was saving the life of John Smith
trom the Indians!”
An interesting revolution in Oriental customs
wus made the other day bw a decree of the Khedive of Egypt, which abolished the immemorial
use of the Koran for the administration of law.
A system called the Egyptian code, and modeled
on the French, is henceforth to be exclusively
used in the administration of justice,
Mr. Spurgeon, the great London preacher, has
come out strongly
against the expulsion of the
,Bible from public elementary schools.
A little boy carrying some ‘eggs home from the
shop dropped them.
* Did you break: any?”
asked his mother, wheh he told her of it. *No,”
said the little fellow; ** but the shells came off
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dear’s horns hangingin his shop, one of them

Hence, they fall at the frog with red-hot burn.
ing irons, with edged tools, and with any other
applisnee that will enable them to remove this
extraneous excrescence,
Illustrious ninnies!
Why not shave and burma away all the tough,

when the land owner, the builder and the architect sit down to plan the enterprise and study
the laws aud count the cost, they learn (what

length, Senator Morton's resolution for a spe.
cial committee to investigate the alleged Mississi; pi election frauds, Messrs, Morton, Bayard,
Thurman and others participating in the debate.
Senator Spencer, of Alabama, asked that the
committee on elections investigate ‘the manner
of his election, and his request was granted.
some of ’em.”
The House holiday adjournment resolution was |. Gen.
Moltke lost the bearings of his lodgings
adopted with an amendment extending the recess at Rostock, one night
recently, and approaching
until the 5th of January instead of the 4th. a bystander asked, * Can you tell m2
where
The House held no session.
Count Mgltke is staying?” “Yes,” said the man,
Friday, in the Senate, a resolution was offered and gave the proper direction. ** Ah!” said the
fixing the 17th of January next for the choice Count, * that is just what [ thought myself.”
John Logan says he is $40,000 poorer than
of a president pro tem, of that body.
‘Mr. when he entered the senate.
Morton gave notice that he should ask for a
At Whitehall, N. Y., recently, after a wedding,
vote on his Mississippi election resolution next the bridegroom handed the clergyman
what he
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ways a good Warket for the fruit. ,

its appropriate functions. If we look carefully
at the young horse when he is trotting or run-

and

Noble County,

Gulf States, they are of rapid growth, they do
not require much cultivation, and there is al-

walls. |
‘manner’ that the frog receives u powerful blow.
were |Science
Pleased. Builders did not object. It was a high By this means all injury is prevented.
standard, but not too bigh. ‘The result has been teuches us to permit the frog to develope and extound to add so much to the. cost of ‘small brick pand downward. But most blacksmiths seem
houses us practically to stop their being built, to think that the All-wise Creator made a great
mistake when he formed the hoof of Lorses.
and this for two reasons: Builders can not build

When a Chinese bank fails,all the officers have

their heads

tion of the banana at the

which most horses aré'shod lifts them up, asit
were, £0 short, so’that the frog can not perform

code, and justly bousts that her business streets,

must

structures that

the foot of h house
#similar purpose.

in

.grow well in the worn-out cotton fields of the

or to the eargo with which it is loaded. The frog

and engaged by the swift and terrible conflagration, Boston set herself to having a thorough

To secure safety all walls

York Herald states some

substance.

fined a teamster

fire to a prairie—so much or.90 daysin jail.
There is much talk of increasing the produc-

inders of Indian rubber mie placed beneath rail
road cars to prevent injury to any part of the car

No better illustration can be found than in one
feature of the Boston building laws.
Roused

strong.
Houses must have twelve inch
This sounded
well=—the
underwriters

:

found in the works of the Creator. Beneath and
in the rear of every hoof there is a frog, which
is.a tough and elastic pad for preventing injury
to the abimal whenever he plants’ his foot sud-

and, if they find it excessive, they give up’ this
style of building altogether,
e

twenty

advocate of Canadian independence.

—

wonderful and ingenious

ponstitutional amendments relative. to presidenhouses with fitty per ceut, more bricks 10 compete. with existing houses.
Small houses for
tial terms,and one for the appointment of woundParagraphs,
; single
families of a cost of $2,000 to $5,000 can
ed Union soldiers to subordinate positions in the | Professor Goldwin Smith will,
it fs ramored, |
House; occasioned considerable debate.
purchase the Toronto Mail and conductit as sn iinrdly be built and sold except at a loss. Agatn,

Senator Morton . introduced a

—

Minn., $60, with $30 cost, for carelessly setting

the country prepare the foot, fit the shoe, and secure it to the foot in the same manuer that a
wood butcher fits a shoe to an ox:sled.
The
mechanism of a horse’s hoof 13 one of the most

striking.
A’ certain style of buildings prevail,
The law raises the standard, aiming to improve
them ; but perhaps it operates to prevent them
altogether, a result utterly unexpected. © Certain
classes of buildings must be built in u certain

to | pictures of the royal collection, to the Philadel.
offer for sale to the highest bidder, on the 1st of | phia exposition. The Duke of Richmond has
every month in the city of New York, $3,000,- succeeded Colonel Owen as Centennial
commis.
000 of bonds bearing interest a* 4 1-3 per cent, sioner, The duke is determined the representarunning thirty years, for greenbacks to be cafi- tion of Great Britain, at the Centennial, shall be
celed,
Several bills were presented proposing
a success in every respect.
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They

Horses.

facts about how horses should be shod, which
are worthy the consideration of blacksmiths.
and farmers us well: Most of the horse-shoers of

Small Houses and Thick Walls.

a

state that the
Peruvian government, having
failed to effect. a loan based upon the: guano
product, is almost bankrupt, and silver and

Queen Victoria has decided to - send

3 ;

Shoing

‘A writer to the New

beyond discussing a resolu- large number of other petitions from women, }
Davis, of West Virginia, re- have been presented to the New Dominion legLet the policy of all Jaws encourage the buildreports be made to Congress islature to restrict the liquor traffic,
ing of small houses. The unforeseen and uninto the government, list of | Panama dates from Lima, of November 21, tended effects of building laws are often most

defaultérs, amount of defalcations, ete.
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The reconstruction of the Tuileries
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The Porte is to maké a levy of one hundred
| thousand men next spring for the suppression of
the insurrection in Herzegovina,
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